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To My Grandma

PREFACE
Misfortune might be a blessing in disguise, and vice versa.
– Laozi, Tao Te Ching (4th century BC)

The essence of the Taoism philosophy is the attitude towards the world, and
the so-called balance between Yin and Yang is actually about a peaceful state
of mind. The title of this thesis is about black hole crises. According to Laozi:
misfortune might be a blessing in disguise, and vice versa; crises can always
be chances to better theories in physics history. Don’t you remember lord
Kelvin’s nineteenth-century clouds?
This thesis is devoted to a better understanding of the topics related to gravity
and black hole physics. Quantising gravity is a longstanding problem in theoretical physics, and the black hole information paradox is one of the first severe
conflicts we have met between general relativity and quantum mechanics. In
the current thesis, we will start an adventure tour on the black hole information paradox, phase transitions of black holes, infrared structure of gauge
theory and gravity, and emergent gravity. It is an adventure because we will
face many crises that we do not completely understand, but it will eventually
worth it because we may gain much more than we expected.
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1

Introduction

Appreciate the beauty of the universe;
analyse the logic of everything.
– Zhuangzi, The Land Under The Heaven (369-286 BC)

The discovery of black hole thermodynamics has radical influence on our understanding of general relativity and its relationship with quantum mechanics.
Can a black hole be described as a quantum system with micro-states that
have entropy equals the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy? Does a black hole system evolve unitarily under time evolution? Questions like those have led to
vast disputes and arguments. And until now, we have not reached a general
agreement about the nature of quantum gravity and black holes. We still have
many different theories and opinions toward the quantum structure of black
hole; it does not make sense that “there are a thousand Hamlets in a thousand
people’s eyes”1 in theoretical physics.
The so-called central dogma [1] represents a nice expectation from theoretical
physicists, who do not want to give up the idea that the whole world is quantum
mechanical. However, everything in the world has a price to pay; one may need
to exchange what he thinks is the most valuable thing with non-local effects,
breaking of energy conditions, or other weird phenomena.
1

This is an Asian proverb about different people have different interpretations of the
same thing. I learned it from my primary school curriculum but only realised it isn’t a
European proverb very recently.
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1. Introduction
All those confusions and disputes are not all bad, and we should regard them as
stepping-stones to a better understanding of the subject or even a better theory
that explains all the confusions and unifies all different opinions. Actually, we
have already learned a lot from the crises related to black hole physics. For
example, the holography principle is largely inspired by attempting to find a
microscopic description of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. In addition, many
ideas related to entanglement entropy, quantum information, hydrodynamics,
condensed matter theory, and quantum field theory are originated from black
hole physics.
Recently, with the understanding of island prescription, as a PhD student, I
witnessed how theoretical physicists learn from crises, digest the lessons from
the new insights, and then develop new concepts and theories to understand
more. It is very impressive to experience and my fortune to watch lots of new
ideas springing up like bamboo shoots after a spring rain.
Outline of the thesis
This thesis is an overview of the research I performed at the Institute for
Theoretical Physics, University of Amsterdam. Moreover, it mainly contains
the author’s understanding of the topics related to the black hole information
paradox, black hole thermodynamics, infrared structure, and other related
topics. The outline of the thesis is as follows.
In chapter 2, we review and discuss some relevant concepts and basic ideas
that will be important in the main context of the thesis. First of all, in subsection 2.1.1, we provide some background material about black hole thermodynamics, including thermal field theory, entanglement entropy, Euclidean path
integral, et cetera. Then we move to discuss black hole phase transitions in
subsection 2.1.2. We review topics such as the Hawking-Page phase transition,
black hole chemistry, and the holographic dual of those phase transitions in
the corresponding field theory. Black hole thermodynamics leads to two main
confusions of black hole physics: the black hole micro-states and the black hole
information paradox. Section 2.2 discusses different approaches to understand
black hole micro-states from string theory, holography, loop quantum gravity, and other theories. Then, we also explain how the conformal field theory
method explains the universality of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy and the logic
behind the hidden conformal symmetry on black hole background. In section
2.3, we describe some basic ideas and issues with the black hole information
paradox. First, we provide a review of the firewall paradox, quantum computa-
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tion, and other concepts. Then section 2.3.2 reviews the recent developments
related to the island prescription, quantum extremal surfaces, double holography, replica wormholes, the thermo-mixed double state, and other exciting
ideas. The material in this chapter is organised in a pedagogical way.
In chapter 3, we put a U(1) gauge theory on different backgrounds and analyse
the behaviour of the partition function of the system in different temperature
limits. The partition function is evaluated by the Euclidean path integral.
Firstly, we put the gauge theory between two flat parallel plates and analyse
the different behaviours of the system, as the temperature varies in section 3.2.
We perform canonical analysis in the flat case to see the physical degrees of
freedom in the phase space and integrate over the physical degrees of freedom
in the path integral. The flat case results can serve as a frame of reference
for black hole calculations. Then we put the whole system onto a black hole
contained in a box in section 3.3. There are also two boundaries: the stretched
horizon and the boundary of the box. We find that there are two different
Bekenstein-Hawking-like entropies in the finite-temperature black hole case.
The part from bulk fluctuation modes is very similar to the entropy in ’t
Hooft’s “brick wall” model [2] and can be interpreted as the entanglement
across the stretched horizon [3]. There is an extra Bekenstein-Hawking-like
entropy that only appears in the very-low-temperature limit, which persists
in the (near)-extremal case. This contribution comes from the radius zero
modes φ and the boundary stretched Wilson lines W , who have localisation
on ∂τ φ = ∂τ W = 0 in the Euclidean path integral at low temperature. The
chapter also includes some further discussions.
Then in chapter 4, we use Maxwell soft hair to derive the Page curve. We
firstly review concepts like the infrared structure of gauge theory and gravity,
Yoshida’s decoupling theorem, Petz map to construct interior operators in
section 4.2. Then we derive an effective action for soft hair modes by treating
the would-be-gauge degrees of freedom as a transition function between the
near-horizon and infrared region. Next, we evaluated the size of the phase
space of Maxwell soft hair. Finally, in section 4.4, we get a Page curve of
the black hole by comparing the rates of Hawking radiation and soft hair
measurement. There are also some speculative discussions related to the black
hole information paradox in this chapter.
The chapter 5 discusses emergent gravity. We firstly review the Casini-Bekenstein
bound in section 5.2. The variation of Casini-Bekenstein bound naturally reproduces Newton’s second law in Rindler space and local gravitational force

3
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for Schwarzschild black hole. In Section 5.3, we further develop the techniques to derive inertial force utilising the entanglement first law. Then we
discussed some concepts related to the holographic interpretation, extremal
surface, complexity tendency, and other related ideas.
In chapter 6, we summarise the main topics and results discussed in this thesis.
What’s more, we conclude the thesis with outlooks and some further research
directions.
Those chapters are followed by a bibliography, a dutch summary, and acknowledgements.
Conventions
In this thesis, we adopt the natural unit c = k = h̄ = 1 unless otherwise
specified. When reviewing the micro-states of black hole, we keep the reduced
Planck’s constant h̄ explicitly in chapter 2. Throughout the thesis, the pronoun
“we” is used because most of the work is based on collaboration.

4

2

Black Hole Crises

This chapter contains an introduction to some basic concepts and background
material relevant to this thesis. We are mainly aiming to provide a general
review of black hole physics, puzzles and exciting developments. Especially,
we also discuss the recent developments related to the black hole information
paradox (BHIP) and new understanding of holographic duality.
In section 2.1, we review black hole thermodynamics and the ideas related
to the holographic principle. Section 2.2 offers different approaches that are
trying to understand black hole micro-states, like string theory, loop quantum gravity, holography, and so on. Then we discuss how to look for hidden
conformal symmetries in a black hole system, and how the conformal field theory method explains the universality of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. In
section 2.3, we discuss the basic concepts of BHIP and the island prescription.

5

2. Black Hole Crises

2.1

Black Hole Thermodynamics

What would happen if an object is dropped into a black hole? The black
hole absorbs this amount of energy and reaches a new equilibrium. The socalled “four laws of black hole mechanism” that capture the above physics
were discovered in the 1970s [4–11], for example, the first law
dM =

κ
dA + ΩdJ + ΦdQ
8πGN

(2.1)

where κ is the surface gravity of the black hole, and A is the area of the
horizon. J, Q, Ω, and Ψ are other parameters of a Kerr-Newman black hole.
Although strongly reminiscent of the laws of thermodynamics, it was hard to
believe a classical black hole has a temperature and radiates particles at that
time. Only when Hawking confirmed Hawking radiation using quantum field
theory on a black hole background in [12], people, including Hawking himself,
start to believe the black hole is much more interesting than a “dark star”
[13]. The first law of black hole thermodynamics can be written as
dE = T dS + ...

(2.2)

where we identify the mass of black hole M as the internal energy E, the area
of the horizon as the entropy S, and the surface gravity κ as the temperature
T . Now, the black hole is equipped with entropy and temperature
S=

A
,
4h̄GN

T =

h̄κ
.
2π

(2.3)

This discovery is like opening Pandora’s box: tons of confusions and inspirations come out of it.

2.1.1

The temperature of a black hole

Let us use the Euclidean periodicity trick to derive the temperature of a black
hole. It is well-known that the finite temperature quantum field theory (QFT)
is periodic in imaginary time
t ∼ t + iβ ,

(2.4)

with inverse temperature β = 1/T . This can be seen from the path integral representation of the thermal field theory [14]. For example, the inverse

6
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temperature is encoded in the thermal Green’s function
1
Gβ (τ, x) = − tr [e−βH O(τ, x)O(0, 0)]
Z
1
= − tr [e−βH eβH O(0, 0)e−βH O(τ, x)]
Z
= Gβ (τ − β, x) ,

(2.5)

where τ = it is the Euclidean time. Let us now focus on our 4-dimensional
black hole system
ds2 = −f (r)dt2 + f (r)−1 dr2 + r2 dΩ22 ,

(2.6)

with

rs
),
rs = 2GN M .
(2.7)
r
The near-horizon region of the above Schwarzschild black hole metric can
be written as a 2-dimensional Rindler space times S 2 , whose metric can be
expressed as
(2.8)
ds2 ≈ −ρ2 dη 2 + dρ2 + rs2 dΩ22 ,
f (r) = (1 −

with

√
2 r − rs
ρ= p 0
.
f (rs )

t
η = κt =
,
2rs

(2.9)

The Rindler spacetime describes uniformly accelerating observers in Minkowski
spacetime, and the Unruh effect [15] claims that the Minkowski vacuum appears to be a thermal state with the temperature proportional to the acceleration of the Rindler observer. The Hawking temperature is essentially the
Unruh temperature because of the equivalence principle. The temperature
can be seen from the following argument. The above near-horizon metric with
imaginary time θ = iη, can be written as
ds2 ≈ ρ2 dθ2 + dρ2 + rs2 dΩ22 ,

(2.10)

which has a conical singularity at ρ = 0 unless θ ∼ θ +2π. The smooth horizon
condition enforces a periodicity of the Euclidean time of the black hole system.
Then, the temperature for an observer sitting at r = ∞ is
T =

1
κ
=
.
2π
8πGN M

(2.11)

The above argument is very hand-waving, and we can do better by looking at a
thermal system more carefully. It turns out any thermal density matrix can be

7
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𝑡

𝜂

=

∞

𝜌 = const.
𝑟

𝜂

=

−
∞

Figure 2.1: The near-horizon region of a Schwarzschild black hole can be
regarded as 2-dimensional Rindler spacetime cross S 2 .

obtained by tracing out part of a pure system, and the emergence of the Unruh
effect can be interpreted as our ignorance of the region behind the Rindler
horizon, as shown in figure 2.1. Similarly, in the black hole background, the
Hartle-Hawking thermal state can be gotten by tracing out the region behind
the horizon. Let us see this argument more explicitly below.
Here, we review the path integral representation of QFT firstly [16]. The
transition amplitude for a scalar field theory can be represented as
Z

hφ2 (t2 )|φ1 (t1 )i = hφ2 | e−iH(t2 −t1 ) |φ1 i =

φ(t2 )=φ2

Dφ eiS .

(2.12)

φ(t1 )=φ1

Writing it with Euclidean time τ = it, the transition amplitude can be expressed as

hφ2 (τ )|φ1 (0)i = hφ2 | e−τ H |φ1 i =

Z

φ(τ )=φ2

Dφ e−SE ,

(2.13)

φ(0)=φ1

with the Euclidean action SE . The above path integral can be illustrated
diagrammatically as follows

8
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𝜙"

Z

φ(τ )=φ2

𝜏

Dφ e−SE =

,

(2.14)

φ(0)=φ1

𝜙!

0

with path integral over the grey region from φ1 to φ2 . Here φ1 and φ2 serve
as boundary conditions on a fixed Cauchy surface. Correspondingly, the wave
function can also be expressed as

𝜏

|Ψi = e−τ H |φ1 i =

Z

??

Dφ e−SE =

,

(2.15)

φ(0)=φ1

𝜙!

0

which can be measured by the overlap with state hφ2 | as Ψ[φ2 ] = hφ2 |Ψi.
The ground state can be gotten by evolving any state |Xi by ∞ amount of
time. Decomposing the state |Xi on energy eigenstates H |ni = En |ni, we
have
X
|Xi =
xn |ni .
(2.16)
n

Then, the ground state can be obtained by
lim e−τ H |Xi = lim

τ →∞

X

τ →∞

e−τ En xn |ni → |0i ,

(2.17)

n

which is because all the high energy eigenstates with non-zero En are largely
suppressed by e−τ En as τ → ∞. Diagrammatically, we can depict the vacuum
wave functional as

9
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𝜙!

hφ2 |0i =

φ(0)=φ2

Z

0

Dφ e−SE =

𝜏

.

(2.18)

φ(−∞)

−∞

What’s more, it is straightforward to see that the vacuum-to-vacuum amplitude can be expressed as

∞

h0|0i =

Z

φ(∞)

𝜏

Dφ e−SE =

,

(2.19)

φ(−∞)

−∞

Here we simply glue two diagrams shown in (2.18) together, which can be seen
by inserting the identity
h0|0i =

X

h0|φi hφ|0i .

(2.20)

φ

The density matrix is an operator that takes a bra and a ket, and then spits
out a number. We can depict the thermal density matrix as
𝜙"

hφ2 | ρ |φ1 i = hφ2 | e−βH |φ1 i =

𝛽
𝜏.

𝜙!

(2.21)

0

We can get the thermal partition function by taking trace of the density matrix
ρ, which can be represented as

10
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Z(β) = tr e−βH =

X

𝛽

hφ| e−βH |φi =

.

(2.22)

φ

We can also insert some operators in the bulk to calculate correlation functions,
and then the above picture (2.22) perfectly explains why the thermal Green’s
function shown in equation (2.5) has periodicity β. All the above diagrams can
also be generalised to the situations that φs are defined on boundaries with
different topology. And there can also be handles and holes in the bulk, like
some “hand” |Hi state in the bulk

hH|φ2 i =

,

(2.23)

𝜙2

Now, let us consider the Rindler space shown in figure 2.1, and derive the
Unruh effect from the Minkowski vacuum. The density matrix of a 1+1dimensional Minkowski vacuum can be written as
ρ = |0iM h0| .

(2.24)

Because the presence of the Rindler horizon, we divide the 1-dimensional spatial line into two parts, the r > 0 region A and the r < 0 region B. The
reduced density matrix in region A can be written as
ρA = trB |0iM h0| ,
whose path integral representation is

11

(2.25)
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∞
𝜏

hφ2 | ρA |φ1 i =

X

hφ2 | ⊗ hφB |0iM h0|φB i ⊗ |φ1 i =

φB

X
φB

𝜙"

𝜙#

𝜙"

𝜙!

0

(2.26)
.

−∞

The trace over fields φB in region B glues the B region together. With a
different foliation, the above density matrix can be written as a thermal state
with inverse temperature β 0 = 2π

∞

∞

𝜏

X
φB

𝜙"
𝜙"

𝜙#
𝜙!

0

=

𝜙1
𝜙𝐵

𝜏

𝜙2

−∞

𝜙1

=

𝜃
𝜙2

. (2.27)

−∞

Here we treat the θ direction in metric (2.10) as the Euclidean time, and the
above density matrix can be written as
hφ2 | ρA |φ1 i = hφ2 | e−2πHη |φ1 i ,

(2.28)

with the Rindler Hamiltonian Hη . Now, we can identify the inverse temperature of Rindler space as β 0 = 2π. We will revisit the “Pacman” figure shown in
equation (2.27) later in section 2.3. Now, we have derived the Unruh density
matrix by tracing out the B region of Minkowski spacetime.
Besides the density matrix, the Minkowski vacuum itself can be treated by a
different point of view. The transition amplitude between Minkowski vacuum
and hφ2 | ⊗ hφ1 | can be represented as
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𝜙"

𝜃

hφ2 | ⊗ hφ1 |0iM =

𝜙!
β

= hφ1 | e− 2 Hη |φ2 i ,

(2.29)

which can be further written as
β

hφ1 | e− 2 Hη |φ2 i =

X

β

∗

e− 2 En hφ1 |n1 i ⊗ hφ2 |n2 i .

(2.30)

n

|ni is the eigenstates of Rindler Hamiltonian Hη on the left and right sides, with
Hη |ni = En |ni. The * represents CPT transformation. Comparing (2.29) and
(2.30), we can conclude that the Minkowski vacuum is a purification of Rindler
Hilbert space
X β
∗
e− 2 Hη |n2 i ⊗ |n1 i ,
(2.31)
|0iM =
n

which is called thermofield double (TFD) state [17]. We have shown the origin
of the thermal spectrum for Rindler observer restricted to the Rindler patch.
The same argument can be generalised to black hole cases, which can be used to
explain the thermal spectrum of the Hartle-Hawking state. The disk partition
function obtained from tracing the Pacman figure is replaced by the so-called
“cigar” geometry because of the curvature of the black hole. The black hole
partition function can be represented as

ZBH =

X
φ

𝜙
=

𝜙

.

(2.32)

The reason why we spend so much time on the thermal density matrix will be
clear in section 2.3, where we will use path integral as the main tool to deal
with concepts in the BHIP.
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2.1.2

Black hole phase transitions

Now we can write the Euclidean path integral more explicitly. Let us focus
on a (d + 1)-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert theory with a negative cosmological
constant Λ, i.e. Anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime, and denote the Euclidean
action as SE . The classical saddles, which are solutions of the equations of
(i)
motion, are denoted as ḡµν , where the superscript (i) labels different possible
saddles in the gravitational path integral. The path integral can be expressed
as
Z(β) ≈

X
i

− h̄G1

e

N

(i)
SE [ḡµν
]

#−1/2

"

δ 2 SE
1
×det
(i)
h̄GN δh(i)
µν δhµν

(i)

(i)

gµν =ḡµν

×ZQF T , (2.33)

where we have written the coupling constant GN and the reduced Planck’s
(i)
constant h̄ explicitly. hµν are the linearised gravitational fluctuations around
(i)
the corresponding saddles ḡµν
gµν = ḡµν + hµν .

(2.34)

Higher-order fluctuations are ignored here. To leading approximation, we only
need to count the contributions from classical saddles
Z(β) ≈

X

e

− h̄G1

N

(i)
SE [ḡµν
]

,

(2.35)

i

which will give us the classical black hole thermodynamics. We will come back
to the other parts of (2.33) in chapter 3.
For now, let us only focus on the classical saddles. A concept of free energy
related to the above path integral can be defined as
F = −T ln Z ,

(2.36)

where the Boltzmann constant kB is set to be 1. The free energy is a good
character of the dominant classical saddle point, and the saddle that has the
lowest free energy plays the dominant role in the path integral.
Now we have turned the problem of finding classical saddles of Einstein’s gravity into a thermodynamics problem. The phase transition of the thermodynamic system implies the transition of dominant saddles in the gravity theory.
The thermodynamics system with only a few parameters is much easier to
study than the non-linear Einstein’s equation.
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Figure 2.2: The Hawking-Page phase transition. The phase with smaller free
energy is preferred. At a very low temperature, the thermal AdS is the only
solution of the theory. The black hole saddles start to show up at a certain
temperature, and the large black hole with a positive specific heat is always
the favourable phase compare to the small black hole phase. At T = Tc , there
is a first-order phase transition between the thermal AdS and the large black
hole phase. At high temperature T > Tc , the large black hole is the preferred
phase.
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Example: the Hawking-Page phase transition
Obviously, there are at least two sets of solutions for the Euclidean action:
Euclidean black hole solution and thermal AdS (TAdS) solution. The partition
function (2.35) can be written as




1
1
BH
T AdS
Z ≈ exp −
SE [ḡµν ] + exp −
SE [ḡµν ] + ... .
(2.37)
h̄GN
h̄GN
In modified gravities, there might be other saddles we missed, but here we
are relatively safe because of Birkhoff’s theorem [18]. Writing the GN and h̄
explicitly, the action is of order 1/(h̄GN ), and we have 1/(h̄GN ) → ∞ in the
classical limit; thus, the saddles are very steep. The above sum is exponentially
(i)
dominated by the larger SE [ḡµν ], and a small difference of SE can result in a
large difference in the partition function.
(i)

The classical action SE [ḡµν ] can be easily evaluated by including GibbonsHawking boundary term and counter terms. Ignoring the constant Casimir
energy, the free energy of the TAdS can be calculated as zero, and the free
energy of the black hole is [19–21]
BH
]=
FBH = −T ln Z[ḡµν

Ωd−1
rd
(rsd−2 − 2s )
16πh̄GN
l

(2.38)

where l is the radius of AdS spacetime, and Ωd−1 is the volume of unit sphere
S d−1 . Note that the specific heat is positive as we can see from figure 2.2, so
we conclude that for
d−1
T < Tc =
(2.39)
2πl
we have
FBH > FT AdS ,
(2.40)
the TAdS spacetime is the preferred saddle. At high temperature T > Tc , the
finite temperature black hole is the dominant saddle, as explained in figure
2.2. The above phase transition between TAdS and finite black hole is known
as the Hawking-Page phase transition [22].
Black hole chemistry
Recent interesting developments of black hole thermodynamics are mainly related to the so-call black hole chemistry [23–25], where the cosmological constant Λ is regarded as the pressure P of the system. Lots of dazzling phase
structures and phase transitions were discovered soon in the so-called extended
phase space.
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The idea of treating the cosmological constant Λ as a dynamical variable was
first proposed by Teitelboim and Brown in papers [26, 27], and then developed
in [21, 28–31]. The phase transition between small and large black holes [32–
35] was precisely identified with the van der Waals (vdW) phase transition
of the liquid-gas system in [36–39], by regarding the cosmological constant
as the thermodynamic pressure and its conjugate quantity as the volume.
There are many new features in the extended phase space. For example, the
equation of state can be used for comparison with ordinary thermodynamic
systems [39], and the thermodynamic volume was shown to satisfy the reverse
isoperimetric inequality [40]. Moreover, one important reason to consider black
hole chemistry is that one can obtain a more fundamental theory that admits
the variation of the cosmological constant [36].
Let us explain the basic idea and some crucial features of the black hole chemistry, using a (d + 1) dimensional charged black hole. If the cosmological
constant Λ is regarded as the thermodynamic pressure of the system
P =−

Λ
d(d − 1)
,
=
8πGN
16πGN l2

(2.41)

the first law of the black hole thermodynamics is modified to be
dM = T dS + V dP + ΦdQ .

(2.42)

V is the thermodynamic volume defined as the conjugate of P [37, 38, 40]


∂M
.
(2.43)
V =
∂P S,Q
Now, the mass of the black hole M (S, P, Q) is no longer interpreted as the
internal energy, but enthalpy of the system [36]. The enthalpy is related to
the internal energy U (S, Q, V ) by a Legendre transformation
M = U + PV .

(2.44)

This means that, the mass of an asymptotically AdS black hole is regarded as
the total energy to create a black hole and place it in a box with pressure P .
The Smarr formula [41], which can be obtained by Euler’s scaling argument,
is also modified. The modified Smarr relation with the P V term included, is
read as [36]
d−2
d−2
2
M = TS +
ΦQ −
PV ,
(2.45)
d−1
d−1
d−1
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Figure 2.3: First panel: Free energy of RN black holes. At the critical point
P = Pc , there is a first-order phase transition. For P < Pc , the free energy
exhibits swallowtail behaviour, and we have a second-order phase transition.
For high-pressure case, there is only one phase and no phase transition. Second panel: Triple phase transition for 6-dimensional Kerr-AdS black holes.
The phase transition is reminiscent of the solid/liquid/gas phase transitions
with a tri-critical point.
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which is consistent with the relation of the conserved charges from the gravitational calculation.
Now, let us take a 4-dimensional Reissner-Nordstrom-AdS (RN-AdS) metric
ds2 = −f (r)dt2 + f (r)−1 dr2 + r2 dΩ22 ,
2GN M
GN Q2 r2
f (r) = 1 −
+
+ 2 ,
r
r2
l

(2.46)

as an example and work out its phase structure. The conserved charges are
read as
!
3
πr2
GN Q r+
GN Q
1
r+ +
+ 2 , S= +, Φ=
,
M=
2GN
r+
l
GN
r+
!
2
3
4πr+
1
GN Q2 3r+
+ 2
T =
, V =
,
(2.47)
1−
2
4πr+
r+
l
3
where r+ is the outer horizon of the black hole. The modified Smarr relation
(2.45)
M = 2T S + ΦQ − 2P V .
(2.48)
is checked. The free energy of the system can also be expressed as
F = M − TS =

2
4
l2 r+
− r+
+ 3GN Q2 l2
,
4GN l2 r+

(2.49)

which is illustrated in the first panel of figure 2.3, where we can see the swallowtail behaviour. There is a critical value for Pc
Pc =

1
,
96GN Q2

(2.50)

where we have a first-order phase transition between small and large black hole.
Below the critical pressure, the free energy exhibit the swallowtail behaviour,
which is a sign of second-order phase transition. It is interesting to look closely
at the critical point. At the critical point, the critical ratio
Pc v c
3
= ,
Tc
8

(2.51)

is a universal constant and independent of the parameters of the black hole,
where vc is the diameter of the system. We also have the standard mean field
theory exponents [38]
α = 1,

β=

1
,
2

γ = 1,
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δ = 3.

(2.52)
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The ratio and exponents are exactly matched with the vdW fluid. The same
critical exponents and scaling laws near the critical point, the same oscillatory
behaviour of the isothermal line, and the swallowtail behaviour of the free
energy imply that black hole systems are just behaving like our daily life
material, which can be regarded as a piece of strong evidence for the central
dogma of black hole. Many works demonstrated that there exists an extensive
small-large black hole phase transition in the AdS black hole systems [42–62].
Moreover, it also exhibits some interesting multicritical phenomena, such as
the reentrant phase transition and triple point [63–69]. An example of the
triple phase transition is illustrated in the second panel of figure 2.3. It has
been proposed that the black hole phase transitions can also be detected by
astronomical observations, such as quasi-normal modes, photon orbits [70–72]
A further analogy between the vdW fluid and AdS black hole was made in paper [73], where a new concept, the number density of black hole molecules, was
introduced. The difference in the number density between the small and large
black hole phases naturally provides us with an order parameter to describe
the phase transition. When an AdS black hole system crosses the coexistence
curve, there is a non-vanishing latent heat, just like an ordinary thermodynamic system. It was also revealed that there exist interactions between black
hole molecules. These provide a new perspective for the phase transition of
AdS black holes.
Holographic dual description
The story told above is purely a gravitational story. The terms like free energy
and thermodynamics are used because we are describing the classical saddle
points in the gravitational path integral, as described at the beginning of
section 2.1.2. There is also a nice field theory counterpart of the HawkingPage phase transition [74–77], because of the AdS/CFT correspondence. The
semi-classical gravity theory has a large-N SU (N ) gauge theory duality, and
the Hawking-Page phase transition is dual to the confined/deconfined phase
transition of the SU (N ) gauge theory.
Note that the free energy of the black hole phase is proportional to N 2 , according to the dictionary
FBH ∝

1
∝ N2 .
GN

(2.53)

So, the Hawking-Page phase transition is a transition between a phase with
very small free energy and a phase with free energy proportional to N 2 , as
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shown in figure 2.2. Naively, if we look at the thermal partition function
Z
Z = dE e−βE D(E)
(2.54)
with density of states D(E), the states with small energy contribute significantly because of the factor e−βE in (2.54), unless the high energy states have
a very large density of state
2

D(E) ∝ eN .

(2.55)

This indeed is the case because the adjoint degrees of freedom contribute on the
same footing at high temperature. The phase with E ∝ N 2 may overwhelm
the other phase if the temperature is high enough.
So we can conclude that there is a phase transition in the field theory between
the confined and deconfined phase that corresponds to the Hawking-Page phase
transition. Moreover, at low temperature (large β), the dominant contribution
is from the states with energy E ∝ N 0 , which is the confined phase. At high
temperature (small β), the states with energy E ∝ N 2 overwhelm the other
states because of the large density of states, which is the deconfined phase of
the field theory. The confined phase corresponds to the TAdS phase in the
gravity side, and the deconfined phase corresponds to the black hole phase.
Of course, one may expect to see a similar rich phase structure of field theory
corresponding to the black hole chemistry discussed above. Does the large-N
field theory that has a holographic dual also exhibits some vdW type or triple
phase transitions in some instances? It is very interesting to understand, and
there indeed are lots of attempts in this direction [78–83]. The difficulty lies
in treating the cosmological constant Λ as a variable means the number of
colours should also be regarded as variable in the field theory. One may need
to add a chemical potential for colour [83]. Nevertheless, those ideas need
further understanding.
Black hole thermodynamics is a fascinating topic, and it is very puzzling at
the same time. There are two obvious paradoxes directly from black hole thermodynamics, and we do not even have good answers for them. The first one
is that is there a statistical interpretation of black hole thermodynamics? To
answer this question requires a good understanding of the micro-states of a
black hole, and we need to find exponent of SBH micro-states to explain the
thermodynamic entropy of the black hole. The second puzzle is about the unitary evolution of a black hole system when Hawking radiation is considered.
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Black hole evaporates because of the Hawking effect. Whether the evaporation process respect unitary evolution of quantum mechanics or not is closely
related to the so-called black hole information paradox (BHIP). A quantum
theory of gravity is still far away, and we do not even completely understand
the semi-classical black hole. We call this the Black Hole Crisis because there
are so many puzzles and paradoxes related to the black hole physics. We will
try to review the understanding of black hole micro-state in the next section
and review the recent development related to the BHIP in section 2.3.

2.2

Black Hole Micro-states

In this section, we will give a brief introduction of selected approaches to black
hole statistical mechanics. We have discussed that the black hole system has
thermodynamics, which might reflect the properties of the underlying microscopic states. If so, the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy
S=

Area
4h̄GN

(2.56)

should be explained by the number of micro-states. We will explain the basic ideas of some approaches trying to reproduce the above entropy (2.56) in
section 2.2.1 and spend more time on the hidden conformal symmetry near
the black hole horizon in section 2.2.2. Many different research programs are
trying to give a quantum theory of gravity, and they all regard successfully
reproducing the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy as a sign of victory. Despite completely different start points and structures of those theories, they all declare
that their theories can give out exactly the same Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.
Isn’t it also a problem to have so many different explanations of black hole
micro-states? What are the common structures lie behind those theories need
further understanding.

2.2.1

Different approaches

Here we would like to provide some examples that can successfully reproduce the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. It is not realistic to cover all different
approaches and to describe too many details of each theory in this subsection. The point we want to make here is that one of the main puzzles related
to black hole micro-states is that there are different theories with different
underlying microstructures all successfully reproduced the same BekensteinHawking entropy, while there can only be one correct answer (and its variant).
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“The” right quantum gravity theory needs to persuade other approaches that
they are counting the wrong micro-states despite they can give out the right
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.
String theory was the first theory to give rise to a microscopic derivation of
the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy [84]. The basic idea is the follows. A certain
class of 5-dimensional supersymmetric BPS black holes in string theory can
be interpreted as bound states of D1 and D5 branes wrapped on T 4 × S 1 ,
with momentum along S 1 . On the one hand, the macroscopic BekenteinHawking entropy can be expressed in terms of the charges of the black hole
solution. On the other hand, the microscopic entropy of the weakly bounded
D1 -D5 branes with strings stretched between them, can be evaluated. The
brane calculation done in weak coupling can be extrapolated to strong coupling
because of the presence of supersymmetry. It turns out that the entropy of the
D1 -D5 bound system matches the macroscopic Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.
Soon, the calculation was extended to more general cases like non-extremal
black holes [85–87], and was used in arguments of Hawking radiation [88]. The
Fuzzball proposal [89–91] can also be regarded as a generalisation of explaining
black hole micro-states using D1 -D5 states.
AdS/CFT correspondence is always a good tool to understand bulk gravity
theory. For example, in (2+1) dimensions, the Banados-Teitelboim-Zanelli
black hole has a 2-dimensional conformal field theory (CFT) dual description,
and the entropy can be produced by the CFT, whose density of states is
determined by the central charge c [92–94]. Moreover, Ryu, Takayanagi, and
collaborators (RT/HRT) [95, 96] have proposed the holographic entanglement
entropy formula by embedding the field theory into a higher dimensional AdS
spacetime. And soon after the RT formula was proposed, Emparan has shown
it can be used to obtain the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy [97].
Loop quantum gravity (LQG) was also used to understand the microscopic
degrees of freedom of black hole. There are many different proposals, and the
author by no means an expert in this area. Here we just use the area operator
in the spin network as an example to show that LQG can also reproduce the
Bekentein-Hawking entropy. For a given surface Σ, the eigenvalue of the area
operator ÂΣ on spin networks can be expressed as
Xq
AΣ = 8πγ GN
j(j + 1) .
(2.57)
j

The sum j is over the edges across Σ, and γ is the Barbero-Immirzi (BI)
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parameter [98–100]. Choosing the isolated horizon of a black hole and counting
the number of spin network states, with suitable BI parameter γ, eventually
reproduces the Bekentein-Hawking entropy [101–106].
What’s more, there are lots of other proposals. For example, Hawking, Perry
and Strominger have proposed the soft hair of a black hole can be responsible
for the black hole entropy [107–113], induced gravity was shown successfully
reproduced the desired entropy [114–116], quantum fields living very close to
the horizon and correlated with the outside environment also have an entropy
proportional to the area [2, 3, 117–120], and so on.

2.2.2

CFT description of the black hole entropy

Here is a general comment on most of the above approaches trying to understand the black hole microstates. It is not hard to put some so-called
“microscopic structures” near the horizon and naively claim that the microscopic structure is stored in the unit of the Plank area lp2 . Then, the number
of states living on (or near) the horizon is just
Ω ∝ exp

Area
,
lp2

(2.58)

which gives out an entropy
Area
.
(2.59)
h̄GN
For most of the approaches, a more tricky part is the definition of concepts
like “stretched horizon” and “isolated horizon” where one can put microscopic
structures on.
S∝

It turns out the universal coefficient 1/4 in the Bekentein-Hawking entropy
(2.56) is the hardest part to reproduce. Where is the coefficient 1/4 come
from? One possible answer is: symmetry. As we have already seen, if there
is hidden conformal symmetry near the horizon, and the density of states
of two-dimensional CFT is controlled by the Cardy formula [121, 122]. The
universality of the Cardy formula might be the right candidate to explain the
universality of the coefficient 1/4 in (2.56). Hidden conformal symmetry near
the horizon is extended studied in the literature [93, 94, 123–130], and here
we follow Carlip [131–133] and are going to explain how to use four steps to
build a CFT description.
1. Impose boundary conditions on appropriate boundaries. As the
first step, we need to specify the boundary conditions. Usually, we have two
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boundaries, the AdS boundary and the black hole horizon. It is a bit tricky to
treat the horizon as a boundary. In the path integral formalism, the boundary conditions amount to split the spacetime along the horizon, and the full
integration is reduced to two separate integrals, each with suitable boundary
conditions. The full path integral can be reproduced by glueing the two parts
and integrating over boundary conditions [134–138]. Still, defining boundary conditions on a null surface is difficult; the strategy is firstly imposing
boundary conditions on the stretched horizon [139] and then taking the “real”
horizon limit.
2. Find the algebra of diffeomorphism in the presence of boundary
conditions. There are standard methods of deriving the algebra of diffeomorphism, for example, covariant phase space formalism [140–144]. For a
gravitational system with first-class constraints Hµ , we have the generator
associated with the diffeomorphism ξ µ
Z
H[ξ] =
dd x ξ µ Hµ .
(2.60)
Σ

defined by integrating over a Cauchy surface Σ. The Poisson brackets can
define the algebra for the generators
{H[ξ], H][η]} = H[{ξ, η}] .

(2.61)

In the presence of boundaries, the situation is a bit complicated, and the above
generators and Poisson brackets should be modified accordingly [145–151]. It
turns out we need to add an extra boundary term to the generators
Z
Z
H̄[ξ] = H[ξ] + B[ξ] =
dd x ξ µ Hµ +
dd−1 x ξ µ Bµ .
(2.62)
∂Σ

Σ

B[ξ] is determined by the boundary conditions. The modified Poisson bracket
becomes
{H̄[ξ], H̄[η]} = H̄[{ξ, η}] + K[ξ, η] ,
(2.63)
where K[ξ, η] is a central term. The central term K[ξ, η] is essential in getting
the CFT description.
3. Look for a preferred sub-algebra Diff S 1 . The central term K[ξ, η]
depends on the specific boundary conditions and can be complicated to calculate. However, if one can find a sub-algebra diffeomorphism of a circle such
that
{ξ, η} = ξη 0 − ηξ 0 ,
(2.64)
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the central extension of this sub-algebra is more or less fixed [152], which is
read as
Z
c
dθ(ξ 0 η 00 − η 0 ξ 00 ) ,
(2.65)
{H̄[ξ], H̄[η]} = H̄[{ξ, η}] +
48π
which is the Virasoro algebra with central charge c. The Virasoro algebra is
the fundamental symmetry algebra of a 2-dimensional CFT and thus can be
dealt with with CFT methods. The existence of the sub-algebra Diff S 1 is
not guaranteed, but certainly not surprising in lots of cases. The boundary
of AdS3 is a cylinder, so it is not hard to find a Diff S 1 . Then it is natural
to generalise everything to the geometries contains AdS×trivial geometry, like
near-horizon-extremal-Kerr (NHEK) geometry [153]. We can also find the Diff
S 1 in the null Killing vector of a generic black hole [154].
4. Use CFT methods to calculate the entropy. The entropy is completely determined by the Cardy formula [121, 122]. Moreover, the Cardy formula gives out universal entropy independent of the details of the theory, and
can successfully reproduce the Benkenstein-Hawking entropy for BTZ black
hole [93, 94], extremal Kerr black hole [125], and more general black holes
[132]. Besides Virasoro algebra, Bondi-Metzner-Sachs algebra is also used as
an engine in some recent papers [133, 155].
Okay, for now let us agree that the hidden conformal symmetry can explain the
universal coefficient of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, but what are those symmetry arguments tell us about the micro-states of black holes? Goldstone’s
theorem [156–158] claims that if a global symmetry is spontaneously broken,
the massless Goldstone boson corresponds to each broken symmetry generator and can be viewed as an excitation along with the “would-be symmetry”.
The diffeomorphism of the spacetime is also broken because of the presence
of boundary conditions. Although, being gauge symmetry, Goldstone’s theorem remains true in this case. Moreover, the “would-be-diffeo” or “wouldbe-gauge” degrees of freedom become physical at the boundary and should be
responsible for the symmetry calculations here. This is also coincident with
the recent discussions related to edge modes [119, 136, 159].

2.3

The Black Hole Information Paradox and
the Island Prescription

The second crisis because a black hole is a thermal system is the BHIP problem.
This section provides some basic concepts and recent developments related
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S

t

Figure 2.4: Page curve: the behaviour of the entropy of radiation and black
hole during the evaporation.

to the BHIP. The fact that a black hole has thermodynamics and statistical
mechanics would naturally lead us to the so-called central dogma [1]:
As seen from the outside, a black hole can be described in terms of a quantum
system with Area/(4GN ) degrees of freedom, which evolves unitarily under time
evolution.
However, the unitary evolution of the black hole suffers many setbacks along
the way, which will be introduced in this section.
Naively, the most straightforward argument of the BHIP is that if we start with
a black hole collapsed from a pure state, the black hole evaporates, and we
are left with a bunch of Hawking radiation in a thermal state. The evolution
from a pure state to a thermal state is not unitary, thus violating the central
dogma or the basic principle of quantum mechanics (QM). But what should
a unitary evolution look like? Don Page [160, 161] suggested the fine-grained
entropy of a black hole and Hawking radiation should follow the so-called Page
curve to be consistent with the unitarity. The Page curve is shown in figure
4.7. A derivation of the Page curve from a microscopic point of view can be
regarded as a proof of the unitary evolution of the black hole and a solution
of the BHIP in some sense.
A more careful analysis of the paradox is looking closely at the Hawking radiation process and seeing what contradiction we get during the evaporation.
A “nice slice” Σ is a spacelike surface that can be stretched into the black
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Figure 2.5: Penrose diagram of an evaporating black hole.
hole interior. Let us say Alice with her diary jumped into the black hole a
scrambling time ago. Supposing the Hawking radiation carry the information
of the diary, Hayden-Preskill protocol [162] tells us that Bob, sitting outside
the horizon on the nice slice Σ, can get the information of the diary by collecting the radiation. Alice herself will come to the same nice slice, so we have
two copies of the diary on Σ. This seems not consistent with the “no-cloning”
theorem [163, 164] of QM, which claims that it’s not possible to create an
identical copy of an unknown quantum state. The black hole complementarity
[165–168] tries to persuade us to forget about the nice slice. As far as those
two copies of the diary are separated in different causal diamonds and can not
meet each other or observed by the same observer, we are fine.

2.3.1

Firewall

The contradiction was made more concrete and sharp by Almheiri, Marolf,
Polchinski, and Sully (AMPS) [169] in 2012. Let us consider a late time black
hole shown in figure 2.5. The early radiation is denoted as R, the late Hawking
radiation as H, and P is the partner of Hawking radiation H. On the one
hand, for a unitary evaporation following the Page curve, H is supposed to
purify R; thus, H and R are entangled. On the other hand, the near-horizon
region of the black hole is Minkowski vacuum, thus H and P are maximally
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entangled. H both entangled with R and P is a violation of the monogamy of
entanglement [170], which claims that H can only has one partner to entangle
with. If unitarity requires H and R are entangled, then H must “divorce”
with P , which means the near-horizon region can not be Minkowski vacuum
anymore. This means that the horizon is no longer flat and smooth, and the
infalling observer will encounter firewall at the horizon.
Here is a short proof of entanglement monogamy in equations. Let us denote
RH as the part that maximally entangled with H, so we can write the entropy
of H and RH as
SHRH = 0 .
(2.66)
The mutual information between P and HRH is defined as
IP,HRH = SP + SHRH − SHP RH = SP − SHP RH .

(2.67)

The triangle inequality implies that
SHP RH

≤ SP + SHRH = SP

(2.68)

SHP RH

≥ |SP − SHRH | = SP ;

(2.69)

thus we can conclude that SHP RH = SP . Thus, we have the mutual information
IP,HRH = SP − SHP RH = 0,
(2.70)
i.e.,
ρP,HRH = ρP ⊗ ρHRH

(2.71)

which means that there is no entanglement between P and HRH , of course,
the entanglement between H and P is also lost. We can also assume H and
P are maximally entangled and then get the conclusion that H can not purify
RH ; thus, the entropy of radiation increase all the time.
Now, we have seen the contradiction between the equivalent principle and
unitary evolution of black hole systems, sharpened by the AMPS argument.
Many attempts were made after the AMPS. Here we would like to provide
argument related to the “decoding task” [171–175].
Soon after the AMPS, Harlow and Hayden proposed a way to avoid firewall
[171]. The basic logic is very similar to the black hole complementarity. We
were saying that H and RH are maximally entangled, but RH is a small part
of the early radiation R. As far as no one can distil RH out of R, we are
fine. The quantum computation argument claims that the task of distilling
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RH out of R is exponentially hard, and the distilling time can be much longer
than the evaporating time of the black hole. In such a sense, H and R are
decoupled, and the smooth horizon is saved. Aaronson [172] further simplified
the Harlow-Hayden decoding task and proved that the decoding task is as hard
as inverting a one-way function.
Yoshida has a very similar idea and realises the decoupling between H and
R by including the Hilbert space of observer HO . The basic idea can be
summarised as Yoshida’s decoupling theorem [173]: if the dimension of HO
is much larger than the Hilbert space of late radiation HH , i.e., dO  dH ,
early and late radiation are decoupled, and one can reconstruct the Hawking
partner P without using the early radiation R. Pasterski and Verlinde [175]
then legitimise the inclusion of observer Hilbert space by gravitational dressing
and claim that the observer degrees of freedom can be identified with the soft
hair degrees of freedom of a black hole system. The soft hair introduces an
observer-dependent firewall, and the infalling observer will never knock into
any AMPS firewall before reaching the singularity. The construction of P can
be performed by the Petz map [176, 177]. We will encounter this idea again
in chapter 4.
Note that the above argument related to decoupling between H and R, rely on
the dimension of the Hilbert space of H is much smaller than the Hilbert space
of black hole or radiation, which is approximately true right after the Page
time. However, at the very end of the evaporation, the von Neumann entropy
of radiation and black hole are both order O(1); the decoupling theorem then
faces a challenge. Let us say that the radiation R is only left with two qubits,
distil one-qubit RH out of R such that SH,RH = 0 is not a hard problem
anymore. Then the firewall shows up again at the end of the evaporation. If
the firewall shows up once on the horizon, there would be a firewall all over the
horizon because of the general covariance of the general relativity. A similar
agreement applies to Yoshida’s decoupling theorem, when the dimension of
soft hair Hilbert space dS = dO  dH is not held anymore. We call this as
alopecia paradox, as a pun on the annoyance of losing “soft hair”. We will
discuss this problem later and try to give a possible solution of the alopecia
paradox.

2.3.2

The island prescription

The recent progress on the BHIP was initiated by [178, 179] in 2019. The new
prescription of computing the entropy of the Hawking radiation was called
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Figure 2.6: Holographic entanglement entropy. The entanglement entropy
between regions A and B is calculated by embedding the spacetime to a higher
dimensional AdS spacetime. The entanglement entropy is proportional to the
area of the minimal surface γA .
“Island rule” later in [180]. This section provides basic ideas related to the
island prescription.
Let us first look at the quantum extremal surface (QES). Entanglement entropy
is a measurement of entanglement between two systems A and B. Inspired
by AdS/CFT, the holographic entanglement formula, shown in figure 2.6, proposed a holographic way of calculating boundary entanglement entropy by
embedding the spacetime into a higher dimensional AdS spacetime, known as
RT/HRT formula [95, 96]. The entanglement entropy can be calculated by
finding the minimal area surface γA in a higher dimensional AdS spacetime as


Area(γA )
SA = min
.
(2.72)
4GN
γA is called RT surface. The RT/HRT formula is refined and generalised to
more general situations [181–184], where the surface γA is chosen such that
the generalised entropy
Sgen =

Area(γA )
+ SQF T (Σγ ) ,
4GN

(2.73)

takes the minimal value [184]. Σγ is the region bounded by A and γA . Now
the entanglement entropy (2.72) can be written as


Area(γA )
SA = min
+ SQF T (Σγ ) .
(2.74)
4GN
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Figure 2.7: Extremal surfaces of an evaporating black hole. At the beginning
of the evaporation, the extremal surface is vanishing. While after the Page
time, the extremal surface changed to a surface behind the horizon. The Page
curve can be obtained because of the transition.
The subtlety arises because the minimal surface means it minimises the generalised entropy in spacelike directions and maximises the generalised entropy
in timelike direction; in such a sense, the surface is called maximin surface by
Wall [185]. Appreciating this point, the von Neumann entropy can be obtained
by firstly choosing the surfaces that extremise the generalised entropy and then
selecting the one that gives rise to the minimal entropy value. Writing it in
equations, the entropy can be expressed as



Area(X)
S = minX extX
+ Ssemi-cl (ΣX )
,
(2.75)
4GN
where X is the extremal surface, and Ssemi-cl (ΣX ) is the von Neumann entropy for quantum fields living in ΣX . The above formula can be derived by
path integral prescription [181], and are generalised to non-holographic systems [178, 179, 186, 187].
Now, we can see how the QES gives out the Page curve of an evaporation black
hole. The definition of the generalised entropy is not relying on holography,
and thus it can be defined in any region of the bulk spacetime. For example,
let us consider a black hole system coupled with a reservoir where Hawking
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Figure 2.8: Island rule for computing the fine-grained entropy of radiation. At
the late time, we need to include the island region inside the horizon when
calculating the entropy of radiation.
radiation can pass through the boundary freely, as shown in figure 2.7. The
extremal surface is a co-dimensional two surface, thus are shown as red dots
in figure 2.7.
There are at least two QES in the above setup. Firstly, the vanishing surface is
always a possible choice for X. When the extremal surface is vanishing, there
is no contribution from the area of X, and the generalise entropy equal to the
von Neumann entropy of quantum fields living on the purple surface shown in
figure 2.7,
SBH ≈ Ssemi-cl (Σ∅ ) ,
(2.76)
which counts the entanglement between the Hawking radiation and its partner.
There is also another extremal surface X that extremises the generalised entropy. As shown in figure 2.7, if the area of X connected with the blue
ΣX shrinks, quanta P can be included in ΣX ; thus the area contribution
Area(X)/(4GN ) decreases, and the semi-classical entropy Ssemi-cl (ΣX ) increases.
When the amounts of entropy increased and decreased from both sides are
equal to each other, the surface X is an extremal surface. It can be shown
that the extremal surface is not far behind the horizon [178, 179]. By excluding
most of the black hole interior, the semi-classical entropy is not comparable
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with the area of X. So, the fine-grained entropy of the black hole approximately equals the area of the horizon,
SBH ≈

Ahor
,
4GN

(2.77)

which is decreasing as the black hole evaporates.
Now we have shown that there are at least two extremal surfaces in computing the fine-grained entropy of a black hole, and we need to compare those
two cases and only pick the minimal one. There are not too many Hawking
radiation at the beginning of the evaporation, so
Ssemi-cl (Σ∅ ) <

Ahor
,
4GN

(2.78)

and the extremal surface is the vanishing one. The entropy of the black hole
goes as Hawking’s calculation. After the Page time tpage , the number of particles escaping from the horizon is larger than the coarse-grained entropy of the
black hole, so we have
Ahor
Ssemi-cl (Σ∅ ) >
,
(2.79)
4GN
which means the extremal surface is changed to the second case, and the
entropy of the black hole decrease as the black hole evaporates. The above
entropy exactly matches the Page curve of an evaporating black hole [160, 161],
as shown in figure 4.7. Thus, we can conclude that the transition between the
two extremal surfaces precisely gives out the Page curve of an evaporating
black hole.
How about the entropy of radiation? The most direct idea is to use equation
(2.74) to calculate the fine-grained entropy of radiation and see if the entropy
follows the Page curve or not. It is not clear to the author how to directly
use (2.74) to get a disconnected ΣX giving rise to the Page curve of radiation.
Here we can try a different angle. It turns out assuming unitarity, the above
argument is equivalent to the “island rule” for computing the entropy of radiation. A derivation of the island rule from a microscopic point of view can be
regarded as a proof of unitary evolution and Page curve for radiation.
Assuming unitarity, the combined system of the black hole and the bath is a
pure state, which means that the fine-grained entropy of radiation should be
given by the following prescription



Area(X)
Srad = minX extX
+ Ssemi-cl (Σrad ∪ ΣI )
,
(2.80)
4GN
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where the island region is shown in figure 2.8. The extremal surface X is the
same for the black hole argument. With the above prescription, the entropies
(2.74) and (2.80) implies the combination of gravitational system and bath is
a pure state.
The derivation of island rule is a different story, and we will introduce the
basic idea later. For now, let us look at what the island prescription means.
Certainly, the island rule means the Page curve for the radiation because it
is already hinted at in our assumption. At the beginning of the evaporation,
X is an vanishing surface, and we do not need to worry about any island,
which means the entropy is the same as Hawking’s calculation. After Page
time, the extremal surface behind the horizon gives the minimal generalised
entropy, and the entropy of the radiation more or less equals the area of the
island. This is the similar argument as the black hole case, and the entropy of
radiation exactly follows the Page curve shown in figure 4.7.
At first glance, the island rule is rather strange. The fine-grained entropy of
radiation has a large difference from the semi-classical result after Page time:
Srad = Ssemi-cl (Σrad )+large corrections coming from non-local effects.
The non-local effects are because of the entanglement, which is the essence
of ER=EPR [188]. Now, after tP age , the entanglement wedge of radiation
also includes the interior of the horizon, so one can in principle construct
any operator inside the horizon just by looking at the radiation, which is
consistent with the Hayden-Preskill protocol. The reconstruction [189, 190]
can be performed by the Petz map.

2.3.3

Lessons from the island prescription

Claire is an ordinary people who live in a Minkowski spacetime. Her job is
collecting some thermal radiation received from an unknown company. Basically, what she needs to do is just counting the clicks on the machine and
writing down the numbers. She usually submits a monthly report to her boss
to report the von Neumann entropy of the particles she collected. It is an easy
job and well-paid. However, she quitted her job in May 2019, and no one in
her company knows why.
The proposal of island prescription has profound influences on our current
understanding of gravity, quantum information, and holography.
First of all, the derivation of island rule from a holographic point of view brings
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us the idea of double holography [180], which can also be used to understand
high dimensional black holes [191–193]. The basic idea is that the entropy of
the radiation can also be holographically calculated by embedding the system
into an even higher dimensional AdS spacetime, as shown in figure 2.9. The
gravitational part can be described by Planck brane extended into the bulk
in the Randall-Sundrum brane-world model [194, 195]. The solid black line in
figure 2.9 corresponds to the gravitational system shown in figure 2.8, and the
orange line corresponds to the bath. If no gravitational system is presented,
the extremal surface is more or less the purple line shown in the first panel
of figure 2.9. and it indeed is the case at the beginning of the evaporation.
So before tpage , no island is needed, and the entropy is more or less the semiclasical entropy of the radiation. However, after the Page time, the extremal
surface that ends on the Planck brane, as shown in the second panel of figure
2.9, has the smaller generalised entropy, which is the case we need to include
the island.
Replica trick and Euclidean path integral
In papers [190, 196], the authors proposed to use replica trick and Euclidean
path integral to derive the island rule without using holography. Here we
mainly follow [190] in this subsection. Let us use |Ψi to represent the whole
system, and we have
|Ψi = √

k
1 X
|ψi iB |iiR ,
kZ1 i=1

(2.81)

where |ψi iB denotes the black hole states, |iiR denotes radiation, and the
label i labels the entanglement between the radiation and black hole. The
normalisation factor is chosen such that under
hψi |ψj iB = δij Z1 ,

hi|jiR = δij .

(2.82)

the amplitude
X

hΨ|Ψi = 1 .

(2.83)

Ψ

The density matrix of radiation can be obtained by tracing out the black hole
system
X
1X
|ii hj| hψj |ψi iB
(2.84)
ρR =
hψm |Ψi hΨ|ψm i =
k i,j R
m
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Figure 2.9: Double holography model for calculating the entropy of radiation.
The orange line corresponds to the bath region in figure 2.8, and the solid black
line corresponds to the gravitational region. The system is embedded into a
higher dimensional AdS spacetime, and there is a transition of bulk extremal
surface as shown in the two panels. At the beginning of the evaporation,
the extremal surface calculating the entropy of the bath is shown in the first
panel, and no island is needed. After the Page time, the extremal surface that
ends on the Planck brane gives out smaller generalised entropy. So, we need
to include the island in calculating the entropy of radiation, as shown in the
second panel.
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Figure 2.10: Replica wormhole saddle in calculating the purity of radiation
P
(2.86). The picture is a diagrammatic representation of i,j hψi |ψi i hψj |ψj i.
There is a wormhole geometry connecting the gravitational part, and the final
P
result is i,j hψi |ψi i hψj |ψj i = k 2 Z2 .
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Figure 2.11: Hawking saddle in calculating the purity of radiation (2.86). The
P
corresponding result is i,j hψi |ψj i hψj |ψi i = k 2 Z12 . The second picture is the
same result shown in a different angle in case the first one is not clear.
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which can be represented as

|𝑗 ⟩

ρR =
𝑍!

⟨𝑖|

.

(2.85)

The density matrix is illustrated diagrammatically in the same way as we
discussed in section 2.1.
Instead of directly use the density matrix to calculate the entropy, one can
also look at the purity, where we have
1 XXX
tr[ρ2R ] =
hl|ii hj| hψj |ψi i |mi hn| hψn |ψm i |li
k 2 Z12 l i,j m,n
1 XX
=
hn| hψn |ψm i |ii hj| hψj |ψi i |mi
k 2 Z12 i,j m,n
1 XX
=
hψn |ψm i hψj |ψi i (δni δjm + δji δnm )
k 2 Z12 i,j m,n
1 X
1 X
[hψ
|ψ
i
hψ
|ψ
i]
+
[hψi |ψi i hψj |ψj i]
=
i
j
j
i
2
k 2 Z1 i,j
k 2 Z12 i,j
=

kZ12 + k 2 Z2
,
k 2 Z12

(2.86)

where Z2 represent the replica wormhole shown in figure 2.10. The first part of
equation (2.86) is illustrated in figure 2.11. Now, the purity can be expressed
as
kZ12 + k 2 Z2
1
Z2
tr[ρ2R ] =
= + 2.
(2.87)
2
2
k Z1
k Z1
The n-th Renyi entropy tr[ρnR ] can be calculated by the same logic, which also
contains fully connected geometry, fully disconnected geometry, and other geometries between them. The fully connected geometry can be diagrammatically represented by generalising the 2-fold replica wormhole geometry as
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→

,

(2.88)

where the dashed lines with the same colour are traced over. Here the 2-fold
wormhole on the left part of (2.88) is a flattened version of the grey region
shown in figure 2.10, and one can get figure 2.10 by gluing the dashed lines
with the same colour together. Similarly, gluing the dashed lines in the right
part of (2.88), we get n-fold replica wormhole geometry. All in all, the n-th
Renyi entropy can be expressed as

tr[ρnR ] =

+ ...

+

(2.89)

The von Neumann entropy can be obtained by analytically continue n to 1,
which can be written as
SR = −tr(ρR ln ρR ) = − lim

n→1

1
ln tr[ρnR ] .
n−1

(2.90)

So von Neumann entropy is essentially determined by tr[ρnR ]. Let us see when
different saddles dominate during the evaporation of the black hole. For the
purity tr[ρ2R ], when the number of Hawking radiation k is very small, the
Hawking saddle that contributes as 1/k is the dominant contribution, and we
have
1
tr[ρ2R ] ≈ .
(2.91)
k
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At the late period of the radiation, when k is very large, we have
tr[ρ2R ] ≈

Z2
.
Z12

(2.92)

To get an impression of what Z2 /Z12 looks like, one can use a 2-dimensional
gravity theory as a toy model to calculate Z2 and Z1 . In two-dimensional
Jackiw-Teitelboim gravity [197, 198], the gravity path integral only contributes
topologically. So we have
Z2
= e−S0
Z12

(2.93)

where S0 is the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. The corresponding entropy of
Z2 /Z12 in 2 dimensional is the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. Then, the corresponding entropy of the radiation calculated from the replica wormhole saddle
is proportional to the area of the horizon. The Page curve can be obtained by
the transition between the Hawking saddle and the wormhole saddle.
For the n-th Renyi entropy, there are more different saddles as we vary k, and
the saddles with more disconnected components dominate at the early stage
when k is relatively small. The connected geometries play more important roles
at the late stage of evaporation. Again, we can add all the different saddles
together, and the transitions between different saddles lead to an entropy of
radiation that consistent with unitarity [190]. Let us still call the curve that
illustrating the entropy as “Page curve”, although there are many transitions
than a single phase transition in the originally proposed Page curve in figure
4.7.
Note that there is a further puzzle. If we look closely at the amplitude
hψi |ψj iB
2

| hψi |ψj iB |

= δij Z1 ,
=

δij Z12

+ Z2 .

(2.94)
(2.95)

We have (2.94) squared does not equal (2.95). To solve the tension, one might
need to think the gravitational path integral result as averaged over same
ensemble [199], and the second term in (2.95) is the variance. This discovery
also cause a wide discussion about ensemble average [200–202], baby universe
[203–207] and other new understandings, which we will not cover in this thesis.
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2.3.4

The replica wormhole as a transition amplitude
between different vacua

In this subsection, let us put the entropy of radiation and Page curve aside, and
think about what the replica wormhole saddle, shown in figure 2.10, means
in gravity. Looking at the replica wormhole, we find that we have lost our
favourite TFD state (2.29) as discussed in section 2.1. If one insist that the
density matrix of the replica wormhole is gotten from tracing over some TFDlike state, we can think the density matrix ρWH , with “WH” representing
wormhole, as

ρWH =

X

⟨𝜙! | ⟨𝜙" |

.

=

|𝜙! ⟩ |𝜙" ⟩

(2.96)

φ1 ,φ2

𝑍!

We get the density matrix of the thermo-mixed double (TMD) [208–210] as

.

ρTMD =

(2.97)

The ρTMD is the ironed version of the up or down part of (2.96), and the
connected region in the middle can be regarded as the “island”. The TMD
density is called “janus pacman” to distinguish “pacman” shown in (2.27).
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The TMD state can be morally represented in figure 2.12. The density matrix
of TMD and TFD are supposed to give out the same density matrix when
tracing out the left part L
ρBH = trL (ρTMD ) = trL (ρTFD ) ,

(2.98)

whose von Neumann entropy is SBH . More generally, for n-fold wormholes,
we have Herman Verlinde’s replica ansatz [210]
tr(ρnTMD ) =

Zn
,
Z1n

(2.99)

with n-fold wormhole partition function Zn .

.

.
Figure 2.12: TMD state and island region for an old black hole on Penrose
diagram

Equipped with the TMD interpretation, let us look at what the replica wormhole means. As discussed in section 2.1, the TFD state can be defined as a
state evolved from the Minkowski vacuum. Here, by the same logic, we can
also define the TMD as a state evolved from the Minkowski vacuum. The
vacuum evolved from τ = −∞ can be written as |0d i and the one from τ = ∞
as |0u i. The subscripts u and d mark different possible vacua. Those different vacua can be identified by trace operation. Diagrammatically, when the
boundaries representing |0u i and |0d i are connected with each other, we have
a unified vacuum. When the boundaries form their own circles, we may have
different vacua labelled by different subscripts.
Thus, the TMD density matrix can be represented as
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⟨0" |

hψ1 | ρTMD |ψ2 i =

X

hφ| hψ1 |0d i h0u |ψ2 i |φi =

φ

X

∞

|𝜓! ⟩

|𝜙 ⟩

|𝜓! ⟩

&𝜓" |

⟨𝜙|

&𝜓" |

𝜏

(2.100)
.

φ

|0! ⟩

−∞

The replica wormhole can be further expressed as
tr[ρ2TMD ] =
=

X X

h
i∗
hψ1 | hφ|0d i h0u |φi |ψ2 i hψ1 | hφ̄|0d ihφ̄|0u i |ψ2 i

φ,φ̄ ψ1 ,ψ2
∗
∗
h0u | h0u |0d i |0d i

.

(2.101)

Diagrammatically, the above expression is just the inverse process of (2.96)

⟨0" |

⟨0$ |

𝜓!

tr[ρ2TMD ]

=

𝜓!

𝜙

X X
ψ1 ,ψ2 φ,φ̄

. (2.102)

=
𝜓"

𝜙#

𝜓"

|0% ⟩

|0! ⟩

Now we can see from equations (2.101) and (2.102) that the replica wormhole
actually counts the transition amplitude from different vacua evolved from
τ = −∞ to τ = ∞. The state at τ = −∞ and τ = ∞ are not necessarily the
same because of the independent circles. This is different from the Hawking
saddle, where the up and down circles are connected with each other because
of trace operation, as shown in figure 2.11. The final result of the replica wormhole saddle should be determined by the vacuum degeneracy at infrared. The
related natural questions to ask are what is the infrared degeneracy in a black
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hole system, and is this degeneracy coming from some symmetry breaking
pattern...
The reason why we have spent so much time on TMD and vacua degeneracy
is that we are trying to build a bridge between the recent progress on the
BHIP and infrared physics. The recent progresses emphasise the importance
of the non-local effects in the BHIP. And we have shown the close relationship
between the replica wormhole and infrared vacuum degeneracy in this subsection. In the following chapters, we will treat the infrared physics of the black
hole system seriously. For example, we will put the black hole into a box with
boundary conditions on the surface of the box and calculate the entropy of
the whole system with special attention to the degrees of freedom related to
the nontrivial boundary conditions in chapter 3. In chapter 4, we will give a
close look at the would-be-gauge degrees of freedom on the infrared boundary
and possible connections between the soft hair and the BHIP. We will review
more about the infrared structure of gauge and gravity theory [211] there, and
further develop some relevant ideas in chapter 4.
We have to admit that the relationship between the BHIP and infrared physics
is still suggestive here. More further studies are needed to understand gravitational non-local effects and infrared physics better.
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3

Phase Transitions of Black
Holes in Boxes

As discussed in the previous chapter, there are two basic logics to derive the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy from different “quantum” gravity theories. The
first one is to add extra microscopic structures near the horizon. Under the
assumption that each microscopic degree of freedom approximately occupies
one Planck area, the entropy is always proportional to the Bekenstein-Hawking
entropy Area/GN . What exactly the micro-states are usually depends on the
details of the theory, such as entanglement or spin network across the horizon.
Despite different micro-structures in different approaches, they can always
get the right magnitude of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. The second one is
related to symmetries, which claims that there are extra physical symmetries
that acts in a well-defined way on the Hilbert space, conformal symmetry
as an example. The Hilbert space is extended because of the symmetries,
and the extra degrees of freedom give out the black hole entropy. The hidden
symmetries can usually be found in extremal black holes. Those two logics both
have merits and demerits. The attempts to derive the universal coefficient 1/4
in the Bekentein-Hawking entropy in the first case and generate the symmetry
argument to finite temperature black holes are two important aspects of the
research. This chapter is trying to understand this problem from a different
perspective; maybe the tension between those two logics is a solution to each
other.
In this chapter, we evaluate the partition function of U(1) gauge theory in three
different backgrounds: flat case, finite-temperature black hole and extremal
black hole, using Euclidean path integral. Various behaviour in different temperature limits are studied in detail. We get the standard blackbody radiation
results for the flat case at high temperature. As for the black hole case, there is
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an additional contribution proportional to the horizon area. The zero modes
along the radius direction and the Wilson lines stretched between different
boundaries play the dominant role for lower temperature. In this temperature
limit, the entropy of the system starts to behave as the area of the boundaries
multiplied by temperature squared. All the fluctuation modes are supposed
to die off at very low temperature, and we are only left with constant modes
and topological modes in the flat case. However, at very low temperature,
we still get a Bekenstein-Hawking-like entropy contribution on the black hole
background, which also persists in the extremal black hole case. There are
two phase transitions and they provide a way to study the low-temperature
Bekenstein-Hawking-like entropy from a symmetry breaking viewpoint.

3.1

Introduction

Gauge theories on a fixed background can be regarded as good toy models
of gravitational fluctuations around saddle points of gravity theory. Let us
consider a general Euclidean path integral over an arbitrary collection of fields
Ψ
Z
1
Z = DΨ e− h̄ SE [Ψ] ,
(3.1)
where we have written h̄ explicitly. In gravitational theories, We would also
like to write the Newton’s constant GN explicitly, and the coefficient can be
written as 1/(h̄GN ). Suppose Ψcl are the classical solutions of action SE , and
δΨ are the fluctuations around the classical solutions δΨ = Ψ−Ψcl . Expanding
the action around the vicinity of Ψcl , we have
SE [Ψ] = SE [Ψcl ]+

1
2h̄

Z

dx1 dx2

δ 2 SE
δΨ(x1 )δΨ(x2 )

Ψ=Ψcl

δΨ(x1 )δΨ(x2 )+... (3.2)

The linear terms of δΨ vanish because Ψcl are the stationary points of the
action. Putting the above expansion into the path integral, we have Gaussian
integrals for the quadratic terms in (3.2), and the path integral can be written
as
Z=

X
Ψcl

e

1
SE [Ψcl ]
− h̄

1
δ 2 SE
× det
h̄ δΨ(x1 )δΨ(x2 )

−1/2



× ... .

(3.3)

Ψ=Ψcl

The first part is the classical contribution, and the second term can be regarded
as the one-loop correction of the theory. We only keep the quadratic terms in
(3.2).
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Now we can consider a gravitational theory by replacing the action with
Einstein-Hilbert action. Let us denote the classical solutions of the theory
(i)
(i)
as ḡµν , and the fluctuations around classical solutions as hµν . Here the superscript (i) represent that we may have different saddle points labelled by i.
The gravitational path integral can be written as
Z=

X
i

e

− h̄G1

N

(i)
SE [ḡµν
]



× det

1
δ 2 SE
h̄GN δhµν δhµν

−1/2
(i)

(i)

.

(3.4)

gµν =ḡµν

Now, we can see that the one-loop corrections are captured by the linearised
Einstein-Hilbert action, which is a massless quadratic Fierz-Pauli action. The
massless Fierz-Pauli theory is a gauge theory with two physical polarisations;
thus, we can use gauge theories on classical solutions of Einstein’s theory,
such as black hole, as toy models of metric perturbations. Gauge theory has
a much simpler structure to deal with and can properly capture the gauge
subtleties of the massless Fierz-Pauli theory. Furthermore, U(1) gauge theory
is the simplest one to play with among all other gauge theories. So, we mainly
deal with U(1) gauge theory on black hole background using Euclidean path
integral in this chapter.
Let us summarise and highlight the main results of this chapter here. We
analyse the partition function of U(1) gauge field living between two parallel
boundaries in this chapter. The system was also put onto black hole backgrounds, where the U(1) gauge field can be regarded as a toy model of gravitational fluctuations. The basic setup is shown in figure 3.1, where the radius
coordinate is labelled by r and the transverse coordinate are xa . The boundary
conditions on different boundaries are shown in equation (3.15), where Aa are
set to be Dirichlet, and Ar can fluctuate and have arbitrary dependence on the
boundary coordinates xa . One specific set of boundary conditions defines a
Hilbert space for us, and we are going to sum over the physical degrees of freedom within the given Hilbert space in the path integral. This means that we
need to work with a fixed Aa ∂M configuration, and sum over different Ar ∂M
configurations. The Euclidean path integral contains four different parts: bulk
fluctuation modes Âµ , zero modes of Ar along radius direction φ, boundary
stretched Wilson lines W , and constant modes and winding modes.
There is not too much surprise in the flat case. We expect the bulk fluctuation modes dominate at high temperature, and the modes arising because of
the boundary conditions become more important as the temperature becomes
lower. After evaluating the path integral, we get the following results. The
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bulk fluctuation modes always play the dominant role at very high temperature, whose entropy scales as the volume of the bulk multiplied by temperature
curbed
SÂ ∝ Volume × T 3 ,
(3.5)
where we use S to denote the entropy to avoid confusion with the action S,
and T to denote the temperature. As the temperature becomes low, i.e. the
ratio between the distance of the two boundaries L and inverse temperature
β becomes small, the zero modes φ and the Wilson lines W that behave like
boundary scalar fields give out the dominant contributions. The entropy of
those modes scales as
Sφ,W ∝ Area × T 2 .
(3.6)
As the temperature becomes super-low, no fluctuation mode can be seen, and
we are left with some constant modes and winding modes contributions. The
entropy of those modes is approximately the logarithm of the coupling constant
and temperature. This is shown in figures 3.3 and 3.4.
The most interesting part lies in the black hole case, where we have one boundary on the stretched horizon and the other at a finite distance L away from
the horizon. The setup here is very similar to ’t Hooft’s “brick wall” model
[2], and the difference with the flat case already shows up for bulk fluctuation
modes Âµ . The corresponding entropy of bulk modes Âµ is shown in equation
(3.116), which can be more or less expressed as


SÂ ∝

rs2
Lrs
+ ln 2
2
δ
δ



rs3 × T 3 + Volume × T 3 ,

(3.7)

where rs is the radius of the black hole horizon, and δ is defined as the proper
distance between the “real” horizon and “stretched” horizon
Z rs +ε
√
δ=
grr dr .
(3.8)
rs

The entropy involved with δ can be interpreted as follows [117]. Because of the
redshift, any finite frequency modes near the horizon can be regarded as zerofrequency modes by a coordinate observer sitting at infinity. So we have an
infinite number of states with very small energy, and the ultraviolet (UV) cutoff
is cutting off the summation over states. So besides the volume contribution
we have an extra contribution from the modes living very close to the horizon,
as shown in equation (3.7). Those modes are used to explain the BekensteinHawking entropy by some authors [2, 3]. Note that this contribution can not
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be seen in the extremal black hole case, where the inverse temperature β is
much larger than the length scale of the horizon rs .
As the temperature of the system becomes lower, similar to the flat case, the
radius zero modes φ and the boundary stretched Wilson lines W behave like
two scalar fields living in a lower-dimensional spacetime, whose entropy scales
as (3.6). The area contribution (3.6) is the dominate one over all different
contributions since the high-frequency modes along the radius direction are
gapped.
The biggest surprise appears at the very low temperature. The coefficients
in front of (∂τ φ)2 and (∂τ W )2 in the effective actions diverge, introducing
localisation in the space of zero-energy modes ∂τ φ = ∂τ W = 0 in the Euclidean
path integral. The effective actions are shown in equations (3.136) and (3.139).
The corresponding entropy of φ and W can be expressed as
S∝

rs2
,
lp2

(3.9)

which gives out the right magnitude of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. The
overall entropy of the finite black hole case is shown in figure 3.7. We also
show that the localisation and contribution (3.9) persists in the extremal black
hole case.
The question is how to understand the large entropy (3.9) we have gotten for
the low-temperature black hole case and the extremal black hole case. Let us
take φ as an example to show where this large entropy comes from. The finite
temperature partition function for a massless bosonic field can be written as
Z
ln Zφ ∝ βArea · Λ3 + Area d2 p ln(1 − e−βp ) ,
(3.10)
p
where Λ is the UV cutoff and p = p~ 2 . The first part proportional to the
volume of the whole spacetime divided by the smallest volume unit is the zeropoint energy of the field theory, which is a constant piece in the free energy.
Constant free energy does not contribute to the entropy, thus can be ignored.
The second part is finite and gives out the Area × T 2 contribution in entropy.
However, it can not be seen at very low temperature.

Now because of the localisation, the zero-point energy of the field is not a
constant free energy anymore. The logarithm of the partition function only
depends on the area of the boundary because φ only depends on the spatial
coordinates on the boundary. So the partition function of the zero-point energy
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can be written as

ln Zφ ∝ Area · Λ2 =

Area
,
lp2

(3.11)

if we suppose the UV cutoff is at Planck scale. The corresponding entropy is
of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy magnitude shown in equation (3.9). There are
also constant modes and winding modes contributions at very low temperature,
whose entropy scales as logarithm of the coupling constant and other length
scales. It is very interesting to notice that the area shown in equation (3.11)
only contains the area of the horizon not the area of the other boundary.
Now, we have seen that the Bekenstein-Hawking-like entropies and logarithm
corrections come from two different places, shown in (3.7) and (3.9) separately.
The first place corresponds to the degrees of freedom living very close to the
horizon, and the second place corresponds to the vacuum degeneracy near the
horizon. The first contribution only appears in the finite temperature black
hole, and the second one only appears in a very low-temperature limit or the
extremal black hole case. We thus infer that the attempts in different theories
that are trying to add quantum structure near the horizon are counting the
same thing as the contributions shown in equation (3.7). Furthermore, the
attempts that are trying to find hidden symmetries for extremal black holes
and explaining the black hole entropy from a symmetry breaking viewpoint are
counting the same thing as shown in (3.9). The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy
for the finite-temperature black hole and the extremal black hole might be
counting completely different things.
In this chapter, we study the partition function of the U(1) gauge theory in
three different situations: flat case, finite temperature black hole, and extremal
black hole. The chapter is organised as follows. In section 3.2, we study the
symplectic structure of the gauge theory and evaluate the partition function
of the gauge theory in different temperature limits. And then, we repeat the
same calculations on a black hole background in section 3.3. We compare the
difference between the flat and black hole cases. Next, we check if the similar
behaviour persists to be true in the extremal black hole case in section 3.4.
Finally, we summarise the whole chapter and provide some further discussions
in section 3.5. More details of the calculations are exiled to the appendixes.
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3.2

Gauge Fields between Flat Parallel Plates

In this section, we study the U(1) gauge theory living between flat parallel plates. The canonical analysis shown in subsection 3.2.1 helps us to see
the physical degrees of freedom in the phase space by looking at the Poisson
bracket. And we would only include physical degrees of freedom in the Euclidean path integral. It turns out we have four different parts in the path
integral, which are bulk fluctuation modes Âµ , zero modes of Ar along radius
direction φ, boundary stretched Wilson lines W , as well as constant modes and
winding modes. The zero modes φ and the Wilson lines W arising because
of the boundary conditions that we will see late, are very similar to Barnich’s
non-proper gauge degrees of freedom [212, 213]. The basic behaviour of the
corresponding entropy is shown in figure 3.4, which scales as the volume of the
bulk, area of the boundary, and logarithm of the coupling constant and temperature as the system’s temperature cool down. The most crucial difference
with the normal black body radiation case is the boundary degrees of freedom
Area × T 2 coming from the zero modes and the Wilson lines.
The flat case is mainly used to illustrate the basic concepts, physical modes
in the phase space, and basic behaviour of the entropy, which can be regarded
as the “background noise” of curved spacetime calculations. The deviations
from the flat case in later sections can be regarded as special properties of the
black hole system. The reader who already familiar with the physics of gauge
theory with boundaries can skip this section, but do keep the figure 3.4 and
the behaviour of the zero modes φ and the Wilson lines W in mind.
The situation we are mainly interested in is shown in figure 3.1, where we have
a Maxwell field theory living between two parallel boundaries on the left- and
right-hand side. The original Maxwell theory has the action
Z
1
d4 x F µν Fµν ,
(3.12)
S=− 2
4e M
where M is the 4-dimensional manifold, and e2 is a dimensionless coupling
constant. The coupling constant should be replaced by GN in the linearised
gravity theory. The 4-dimensional box has coordinate system xµ = (xa , r) =
(t, x2 , x3 , r), where r is the radius direction, and xa are the directions along
the boundaries. In order to do finite temperature field theory calculations, we
Wick rotate the time direction t → −iτ such that τ becomes the Euclidean
time with a periodicity β which is also known as the inverse temperature of
the spacetime. If all the gauge fields die off near the boundary, this is just
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Figure 3.1: U(1) gauge theory living between two parallel boundaries. The
orange surface is a Cauchy surface with constant time.
the blackbody radiation with two polarisation degrees of freedom after gauge
fixing. However, interesting phenomena start to show up when we release the
boundary conditions, meaning that the boundary degrees of freedom are added
into the system. Let us suppose the boundaries shown in figure 3.1 are labelled
by r = rα . Then, in order to have a well-defined Hilbert space and variation
principle, there would be some constraints for the boundary conditions. To see
those constraints, let us first look at the variation of the action (3.12), which
can be written as
Z
Z
1
1
δS = 2
dτ d3 x ∂µ F µν δAν − 2
d3 x nµ F µν δAν .
(3.13)
e M
e ∂M
For the boundaries with normal vector nµ ∂µ = ∂r , as shown in figure 3.1, the
on-shell variation of the action can be written as
Z
1
δS = − 2
d3 x F ra δAa .
(3.14)
e ∂M
Here, to have a well-defined variation principle without adding any GibbonsHawking-like terms, we have two obvious choices: δAa ∂M = 0 or F ra ∂M = 0.
For the first choice δAa ∂M = 0, Aa ∂M are the configurations that fixed on
the boundaries. Meanwhile, there is no constraint for Ar at the boundary,
and F ra ∂M can be arbitrary value. The Hilbert space is well-defined with
the fixed boundary configurations Aa ∂M , and we need to sum over different
boundary configurations of Ar in the path integral. For the second choice, we
need to sum over all the boundary configurations that respect F ra ∂M = 0.
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Here we are mainly going to focus on the first choice, and leave the other
choices for future studies.
So the boundary conditions we are going to set on r = rα are
Aa
Ar

r=rα

= faα (xa ) ,

(3.15)

= Arbitrary .

(3.16)

r=rα

where the superscript α labels different boundaries as shown in figure 3.1.
fa (xa ) are fixed boundary configurations, 3x4 as an example. As a contrast,
Ar ∂M can have arbitrary dependence of xa and can fluctuate. As a consequence of the above boundary conditions, we have δAa = 0 and do not need
to add any Gibbons-Hawking-like boundary term.
For the boundary configurations shown in (3.15), there are bulk modes corresponding to them. To see the bulk modes that corresponding to the boundary
configurations, we can separate Aa into two parts, the part Âa that vanish on
the boundaries and the on-shell part Ba that satisfy the boundary conditions
(3.15). Thus, the gauge fields Aa can be written as
Aa

= Âa + Ba .

(3.17)

For a given set of boundary configurations faα , we can find solutions of bulk
equations of motion that satisfy the above boundary conditions in principle.
However, the solutions can be hard to solve. Here we just take a subset
of faα : the flat boundary configurations faα (xa ) = Caα + ∂a λα to solve the
bulk equations of motion, where Caα are constants, and λα (xa ) are the gauge
parameters on boundaries. One obvious solution can be written as
h
i r
Ba = (Ca(r) − Ca(l) ) + ∂a (λ(r) − λ(l) )
+ (Ca(l) + ∂a λ(l) ) , (3.18)
L
1 a
Br =
[x · (Ca(r) − Ca(l) ) + (λ(r) − λ(l) )] .
(3.19)
L
Again, L is the distance between the two boundaries as shown in figure 3.1. The
superscripts (r) and (l) are the values of α that label the right and left boundaries. (3.18) and (3.19) are the bulk on-shell configurations that corresponding
to the boundary conditions (3.15). Note that the on-shell configurations Br
are needed because of the following reasons. Aa can take different values on
different boundaries, thus the bulk on-shell configurations Ba must depend on
the radius coordinate r. Then Br is needed such that the bulk equations of
motion are satisfied.
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Special attentions are needed for the Ar component, which is where the “meat”
lies on. Ar ∂M can fluctuate and have arbitrary xa dependence; thus we
need to separate the bulk and boundary configurations carefully. Ar can be
separated as follows
Ar (xµ ) = Âr (xµ ) +

φ(xa )
+ Br .
L

(3.20)

where Br are the bulk on-shell modes discussed above. φ(xa ) are the configurations that makes Âr r=0 = 0, i.e.
Ar (r, xa )

=
r=0

φ(xa )
+ Br .
L

(3.21)

Âr does not equal zero at the boundary r = L, and we can also further
RL
decompose Âr into two parts. The part that satisfies 0 dr Âr = 0 will
RL
not be our main concern here, and the part that satisfies 0 dr Âr 6= 0 will
be important ingredient in our later calculations. Note that one can also
decompose Âr into the part that vanishes on both side and the part that
captures difference between the two boundaries. Integrating the part that
vanishes on both boundaries from one boundary to the other gives out zero,
RL
and 0 dr Âr more or less captures the difference of Ar between the two
boundaries.
We will eventually functional integrate over all the physical degrees of freedom
in the Euclidean path integral to get the partition function of the system with
the given boundary conditions. However, before we actually do the calculation,
let us first analyse the theory’s canonical phase space to get a feeling of which
degrees of freedom are supposed to be integrated over in the path integral.

3.2.1

Canonical formulation

In the Hamiltonian formulation, the phase space can be represented by Γ,
which is an even-dimensional manifold with coordinates xI = {q i , pj }, where
q i and pj are the canonical coordinates and momenta. For field theories, we
have infinite-dimensional phase spaces Γ.
For the current theory at hand, we can decompose the gauge fields into temporal and spatial directions. The notations of different surfaces are shown in
figure 3.2. Rewriting the gauge fields Aµ as
Aµ = (−V, Ai ),
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Figure 3.2: The notations that labels the bulk manifold M, the boundaries
∂M, Cauchy surface Σt , and the boundaries of the Cauchy surface ∂Σ are
illustrated in this figure.
we have the Lagrangian density written in terms of V and Ai as
L=

1
1
(Ȧi + ∂ i V )(Ȧi + ∂i V ) − 2 F ij ∂i Aj .
2e2
2e

(3.23)

The corresponding conjugate momenta of fields V and Ai can be written as
ΠV =

∂L
∂ V̇

Πi =

∂L
1
= 2 (Ȧi + ∂ i V ) ,
e
∂ Ȧi

(3.24)

where we denoted ΠV as the momentum for V and Πi as the momenta for Ai .
So, for trivial boundary condition, the phase space we start with is Γ =
{V, Ai , ΠV , Πi }. Gauge fixing conditions helps us further getting rid of the
unphysical degrees of freedom in the phase space. However there are some
boundary subtleties in the phase space when we have nontrivial boundary
conditions. The degrees of freedom related to the boundary condition need to
be added into the phase space. What are those boundary subtleties? Let us
turn to the symplectic form of the theory and work out the Poisson bracket
between the fields to make those boundary subtleties more explicit. The phase
space is equipped with a closed, non-degenerate symplectic two-form Ω, which
is defined as
1
Ω = ΩIJ dxI ∧ dxJ .
(3.25)
2
ΩIJ is invertible, and the inverse ΩIJ is defined by ΩIK ΩKJ = δJI . Now
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equipped with the symplectic form, the classical Poisson bracket between functionals F and G can be defined as
{F, G} = ΩIJ

δF δG
.
δxI δxJ

(3.26)

Quantum commutators can be obtained by adding a factor i in canonical
quantisation. The symplectic form can be obtained by the covariant phase
space formalism [144] on a chosen Cauchy surface.
Let us consider a field theory with a Lagrange density L[Ψ], where Ψ denotes
an arbitrary collection of fields. Taking the variation of L, we have
δL = E · δΨ + dΘ .

(3.27)

The equation of motion E = 0 kills the first term in the above expression. The
(pre)-symplectic potential Θ[Ψ, δΨ] is a D − 1 form and can be integrated over
a chosen (D − 1)-dimensional Cauchy surface. The symplectic current ω can
be defined as
ω[Ψ, δ1 Ψ, δ2 Ψ] = δ1 Θ[Ψ, δ2 Ψ] − δ2 Θ[Ψ, δ1 Ψ] ,

(3.28)

where δ1 and δ2 can be regarded as variations with respect to two different
transformations. Integrating the symplectic current ω over the Cauchy surface
Σ, we finally get the symplectic form Ω written as
Z
Ω[Ψ, δ1 Ψ, δ2 Ψ] =
ω[Ψ, δ1 Ψ, δ2 Ψ] .
(3.29)
Σ

Note that the choice of the (D − 1)-form ω[Ψ, δ1 Ψ, δ2 Ψ] also depends on the
Cauchy surface. Specifying to the temporal surface Σt with normal vector nt ,
we can work out each component of ω.
For the U(1) gauge theory at hand, the action was shown in the equation (3.13)
with the boundary ∂M replaced by Cauchy surface Σ. Thus, the symplectic
form ΩΣ can be written as
Z
1
ΩΣ = − 2
d3 x nµ δFµν ∧ δAν .
(3.30)
e Σ
Specifying on the chosen Cauchy surface Σt with normal vector nµ ∂µ = ∂t ,
the above expression can be written in components as
Z
1
ΩΣt = − 2
d3 x δFti ∧ δAi .
(3.31)
e Σt
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The symplectic form is essential in defining the Hamiltonian dynamics; only
the fields equipped with a nontrivial symplectic form with their conjugate
momentum can be regarded as dynamical variables in the phase space. We
have decomposed the gauge fields into several parts as we discussed before
Aa = Âa + Ba ,
(3.32)
φ
Ar = Âr + + Br .
(3.33)
L
We are going to see what is the symplectic partners of all the above configurations in the symplectic form.
Now putting everything back into the symplectic form (3.31), we have
"
#
Z
1
φ̇
φ
3
r
2
3
ΩΣt = − 2
d x δ(F̂tr + ) ∧ δ(Â + ) + δ F̂t2 ∧ δ Â + δ F̂t3 ∧ δ Â .
e Σt
L
L
(3.34)
The variation of the on-shell configuration Bi in the bulk is zero because the
variations of the boundary configurations are all zero. We can separate the Âi
part with other parts, and the symplectic form reads as
Z
1
d3 x δ F̂ti ∧ δ Âi
ΩΣt = − 2
e Σt
"
#
Z
1
δ φ̇
δ φ̇ δφ
δφ
2
r
− 2
d xdr
∧ δ Â +
∧
+ δ F̂tr ∧
. (3.35)
e Σt
L
L
L
L
The first term in (3.35) gives us the usual Poisson bracket of Maxwell’s theory.
Integrating over r in the second term gives out
"
#
Z
Z L
Z L
1
˙
−
d2 x δ φ̇ ∧ δ(
drÂr ) + δ φ̇ ∧ δφ + δ(
drÂr ) ∧ δφ ,
L · e2
0
0
(3.36)
where we have used δ Âτ ∂Σ = 0. The above symplectic form tells us what are
extra physical degrees of freedom in the system. Let us define the quantity W
as
Z
L

W =i

dr Âr ,

(3.37)

0

which will be called Wilson lines in this chapter1 . Note that field W captures
1

The actual Wilson lines stretched between the two boundaries can be written as

Z

L

W ∝ P exp[i(

dr Âr ) + iφ] ,
0
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the difference of Ar on the two boundaries. From now on, we will extract W
modes out of Âr such that Âr equal zero at both boundaries.
The symplectic form can be written as
Z
Z
h
i
1
1
d3 x δ F̂ti ∧δ Âi − 2
d2 x −iδ φ̇ ∧ δW − iδ Ẇ ∧ δφ + δ φ̇ ∧ δφ .
ΩΣt = − 2
e Σt
e L
(3.39)
The cross term between W and φ can be cancelled by refining the fields. For
example, shifting φ → φ + iW , the above symplectic form can be written as
Z
Z
h
i
1
1
ΩΣt = − 2
d3 x δ F̂ti ∧ δ Âi − 2
d2 x δ φ̇ ∧ δφ + δ Ẇ ∧ δW . (3.40)
e Σt
e L
Now we have the conjugate momentum of W and φ be written as
ΠW = Ẇ ,

Πφ = φ̇ .

(3.41)

The symplectic form can be written as
Z
Z
1
1
d3 x δ Π̂i ∧ δ Âi − 2
d2 x [δΠW ∧ δW + δΠφ ∧ δφ] . (3.42)
ΩΣ t = − 2
e Σt
e L
Π̂i denotes the conjugate momentum of Âi . The brackets can be derived as
1
[ Π̂i (r, x2 , x3 ), Âj (r0 , x02 , x03 ) ] = iδji δ(r − r0 ) δ 2 (x − x0 ) , (3.43)
e2
1
[ ΠW (x2 , x3 ), W (x02 , x03 ) ] = iδ 2 (x − x0 ) ,
(3.44)
e2 L
1
[ Πφ (x2 , x3 ), φ(x02 , x03 ) ] = iδ 2 (x − x0 ) .
(3.45)
e2 L
Note that it is natural to use temporal gauge At = 0 in the canonical formulation.
As we discussed at the beginning of this subsection, we need to add back the
degrees of freedom related to the boundary subtleties, i.e. degrees of freedom
related to the boundary configurations of Ar . By the symplectic form analysis,
we have found the degrees of freedom that have nontrivial symplectic partner
and Poisson bracket. Those are the degrees of freedom needed to add back.
So the actual phase space should be
n
o
Γ = Π̂i , Âi , Πφ , φ, ΠW , W .
(3.46)
with P denoting the path ordering, which actually is a combination of W and the zero
modes φ.
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Further gauge fixing conditions would help us to get rid of gauge redundancy
of {Π̂i , Âi } such that we are only left with two bulk polarisations. Here φ is
the zero modes along r direction of Ar , and W are the Wilson lines stretched
between those two boundaries. Those degrees of freedom is very similar to the
soft photon degrees of freedom [211, 214, 215].

Canonical formula and Euclidean path integral
Let us use a 4 dimensional scalar field Ψ with Lagrangian density

1
1
L = − ∂ µ Ψ∂µ Ψ − m2 Ψ2 − V (Ψ)
2
2

(3.47)

to demonstrate the relationship between the canonical formula and the Euclidean path integral. The transition amplitude between |Ψ1 i and |Ψ2 i can be
represented as

hΨ2 | e−iHt0 |Ψ1 i =

Z

DΠ

Z

Ψ2

 Z
DΨ × exp i

Ψ1

t0

Z

dt


d3 x(ΠΨ̇ − H[Π, Ψ]) ,

0

(3.48)

where Π is the conjugate momentum of Ψ, H is the Hamiltonian of the theory
and H is the Hamiltonian density. The partition function can be written as

Z = tr e−βH =

Z

DΠ

Z

DΨ × exp

"Z

β

Z

dτ

#

d3 x(iΠΨ̇ − H[Π, Ψ]) , (3.49)

0

with the Euclidean time τ = it. The Ψ path integral is over Ψ(0) = Ψ(β). Let
us now discretise the path integral by defining ∆τ = β/N with large number
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N . Then the discretised partition function can be written as
Z
Z
N Z
Y
Z = N·
dΠj dΨj × exp ∆τ d3 x
j

Ψn+1 − Ψj
1
1
− Π2j − (∇Ψj )2 − µ2 Ψ2j − V
∆τ
2
2
Z
Z
N
Y
dΨj × exp ∆τ d3 x
= N0 ·




× iΠj

j

"

#


1 Ψn+1 − Ψj 2 1
2
2 2
× −
− (∇Ψj ) − µ Ψj − V
2
∆τ
2
" Z
#
Z
Z
β
1
0
3 1 2
2
2 2
= N · DΨ × exp −
dτ d x[ Ψ̇ + (∇Ψ) + µ Ψ + V ]
2
2
0
Z
= N 0 · DΨ × e−SE ,
(3.50)

where N and N 0 are constants. The integrals over conjugate momentum Πj
in the second line are Gaussian integrals, and thus can be easily worked out.
Now we have shown the relation between tre−βH and Euclidean path integral
R
DΨ e−SE .
Now, we are going to include the physical degrees of freedom, analysed in the
current section, into the Euclidean path integral to evaluate their contribution
to the entropy, which will be our main task for the next subsection. Note that
the canonical analysis gives us some hints about what degrees of freedom are
physical, but we are not going to use the canonical results as an input. We
will work out the Euclidean path integral from scratch, and may use different
gauge fixing conditions, if they are more convenient, in the next subsection.

3.2.2

Euclidean path integral

Now, after the canonical analysis, we know the dynamical modes are the bulk
fluctuation modes Âµ , zero modes along r direction φ, and the Wilson lines
stretched between the two boundaries W . Those fields are the ingredients
that need to be added in the Euclidean path integral. Note that there should
only be two physical polarisations for the bulk fields Âµ after gauge fixing.
We will deal with bulk gauge fixing conditions after the physics are clear to
avoid gauging too much or too little. Note that there are also some modes Bµ
shown in equations (3.18-3.19) corresponding to the boundary conditions. For
a chosen set of boundary configurations faα , a unitary Hilbert space is fixed
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with field contents Âµ , φ and W . So we will not sum over different boundary
conditions Bµ in the path integral here. We will discuss the issues related to
summing over boundary conditions at the end of this chapter.
As discussed in the previous subsection, the partition function can be written
as a Euclidean path integral
Z
Z = DAµ e−SE ,
(3.51)
where SE is the Euclidean action
SE =

1
4e2

Z

dτ d3 x F µν Fµν .

(3.52)

M

The above is the original formula, and we are going to do some massage according to the hints from the canonical analysis. We can separate the xa directions
with r in the action
Z
Z
1
1
3
ab
dτ
d
x
F
F
+
dτ d3 x F ra Fra .
(3.53)
SE =
ab
4e2 M
2e2 M
Again, we are going to separate the gauge fields into different parts
Aa = Âa + Ba ,
φ(xa )
Ar = Âr +
+ Br .
L

(3.54)
(3.55)

The Euclidean action can be written in terms of those modes as
Z
Z
1
∂aφ
1
∂a φ
3
ab
dτ
d
x
F
F
+
dτ d3 x (F̂ ra −
SE =
)(F̂ra −
)
ab
2
2
4e M
2e M
L
L


Z
Z
1
1
2 ra
∂ a φ∂a φ
3
µν
3
.
=
dτ
d
x
F̂
F̂
+
dτ
d
x
−
F̂
∂
φ
+
a
µν
4e2 M
2e2 M
L
L2
Let’s denote the second part in the above expression as
 a

Z
1
∂ φ∂a φ
2 ar
2
S= 2
dτ d xdr
+ F̂ ∂a φ .
2e M
L2
L

(3.56)

φ(xa ) is not a function of radius direction r, so the integral over r can just
pass through φ, and gives out an extra L in the first term. Noticing that Âa
equal zero at the boundaries, integrating over r in the above effective action
gives out
 a

Z
Z
1
∂ φ∂a φ 2i a
2
2
r
S =
dτ d x
−
∂ (i drÂ )∂a φ − Âa rα ∂a φ
2e2
L
L
L


Z
Z
1
=
dτ d2 x ∂ a φ∂a φ − 2i ∂ a (i drÂr )∂a φ .
(3.57)
2e2 L
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R
Denoting W (xa ) = i drÂr , the original action can be rewritten as
Z
Z
1
1
SE = 2
dτ d2 x [∂ a φ∂a φ − 2i ∂ a W ∂a φ] . (3.58)
dτ d3 x F̂ µν F̂µν + 2
4e M
2e L

The cross term between fields W and φ are cancelled by shifting φ → φ + iW .
An effective action for W can be getting from this procedure, which is the
analogy of canonical analysis. We can also get the effective action for field
W by integrating over φ in the Euclidean path integral. The path integral
over φ is Gaussian, which gives out det(∂ 2 )−1/2 in the partition function, and
the effective action for W is the action for 3-dimensional massless scalar field.
The determinant det(∂ 2 )−1/2 can be rewritten as integral over bosonic field φ.
With all the above arguments, the effective action can be expressed as
Z
Z
1
1
3
µν
SE = 2
dτ d x F̂ F̂µν + 2
dτ d2 x [∂ a φ∂a φ + ∂ a W ∂a W ] . (3.59)
4e M
2e L
All the above calculations are similar to the symplectic form calculation shown
in the previous subsection.
Now we can put the effective action back into the path integral (3.51). Note
that the integral over Ar component is divided into several different pieces. Br
is the fixed configuration which does not need to be integrated over. The zero
modes φ and the Wilson lines W are capturing the boundary configurations
of A . Finally, we are left with the bulk modes Âr that satisfy the condition
RL r
0 dr Âr = 0.
The first term is the action for a Maxwell theory with vanishing boundary
conditions for gauge fields. Let us denote the partition function of this part as
ZÂ . The field φ and W are 3-dimensional scalar fields living on a surface with
coordinate xa . Now, we can separate the path integral as bulk and boundary
parts


Z
Z
1
2
a
a
dτ d x(∂ φ∂a φ + ∂ W ∂a W ) , (3.60)
Z = ZÂ × DφDW exp − 2
2e L
and then evaluate the bulk and boundary partition functions separately.
Note that we have not used any gauge fixing condition here, and kept all
the components of Aµ untouched. Whereas, we will eventually gauge away
the gauge redundancy later. We already analysed the physics that we are
interested in, so we can use gauge fixing conditions on the bulk fields Âµ such
that the zero modes of Ar and the Wilson lines are not gauged away. One still
needs to be careful that we did not kill any other interesting physical degrees
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of freedom. Let us suppose we are dealing with a compact U(1) gauge theory.
In the Euclidean background, the map between the background time circle
τ ∼ τ + β and compact gauge parameter allow us to include some topological
modes for component Aτ . The fundamental group of S1 is Z. So the modes
can be expressed as
2πn
Aτ 3
,
n ∈ Z.
(3.61)
β
Those modes corresponding to the large gauge transformation are physical,
and should be add back to the system. We will come back to those modes
when we discuss summing over different boundary configurations Bµ . For
now, let us only focus on Âµ vanishing on the boundaries and do not sum over
any configurations that are non-vanishing.
Bulk fluctuation modes
First of all, let us evaluate the partition function for bulk fluctuation modes
ZÂ . We will use the Faddeev-Popov method [216] to evaluate the partition
function, by inserting the following identity


Z
∂G
δ(G − 0) ,
(3.62)
1 = Dλ det
∂λ
with gauge fixing condition G = ∂µ Âµ − c(x). Following the standard gauge
fixing procedure, in Feynman gauge, we eventually get
Z
R
dτ d3 x [Âµ (∂ 2 )Âµ +C̄(∂ 2 )C]
− 1
ZÂ =
DÂµ DCDC̄ e 2e2 M
= det(∂ 2 )−1 ,

(3.63)

where C and C̄ are ghost fields. After gauge fixing, the finally result is the
partition function for two bosonic polarisations Z = det(∂ 2 )−1 .
Now if we define the energy and momenta of the gauge fields as (ω, pr , p2 , p3 ),
the logarithm of ZÂ can be calculated by working out the determinantal operation
X X


ln ZÂ = −
ln β 2 (ω 2 + p2r + p22 + p23 ) .
(3.64)
ω pr ,p2 ,p3

One can further evaluated the partition function by taking different limits of
the length scales in the theory. We are going to evaluate the logarithm of the
partition function in the next subsection when we discuss different temperature
limits.
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Note that we can also use different gauge fixing conditions, like axial gauge.
The gauge fixing condition does not make much difference for the fluctuation
modes as far as we keep two physical polarisations in the finally result.
Zero modes and Wilson lines
Let us evaluate the partition function of fields φ and W in this subsection.
The action for φ and W can be written as
Z
1
Sφ,W = 2
dτ d2 x (∂a φ∂ a φ + ∂a W ∂ a W ) ,
(3.65)
2e L
which is the action for two massless scalar fields living on the boundary. Denoting the area of the boundary as “Area”, the fluctuation modes of field φ
and W can be expanded as
s
2
3
2e2 βL X
φ(xa ) =
φ̃(ω, p2 , p3 )ei(ωτ +p2 x +p3 x ) ,
(3.66)
Area ω,p2 ,p3
s
2
3
2e2 βL X
W (xa ) =
W̃ (ω, p2 , p3 )ei(ωτ +p2 x +p3 x ) .
(3.67)
Area ω,p2 ,p3
The coefficient is chosen such that φ̃s and W̃ s are dimensionless and thus the
integrals over dφ̃ in the path integral give out dimensionless quantities. With
this mode expansion, the corresponding partition function can be express as
Y
(3.68)
[β 2 (ω 2 + p22 + p23 )]−1 ,
ZF =
ω,p2 ,p3

logarithm of which is read as
ln ZF = −

X

ln[β 2 (ω 2 + p22 + p23 )] .

(3.69)

ω,p2 ,p3

ZF is the partition function for two 3-dimensional massless scalar fields. We
can then calculate the free energy and entropy of those modes in different
temperature limits, and compare it with the bulk fluctuation modes, which
will be the task for the next subsection.
There are some other interesting modes of W because of the topology. The
Wilson lines stretched between the two boundaries can be denoted as
Z L
drÂr ] .
(3.70)
Wγ = P exp[i
0
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RL
And because it’s always inside of an exponential function, 0 drÂr is compact
with periodicity 2π. The requirement that the Wilson lines are single-valued
allows us to include the elements of fundamental group S 1 . In the Euclidean
background, the background time circle τ ∼ τ + β allows the field W to wind
around the S 1 circle and have some winding modes 2πnτ /β. Now the field W
has compact constant modes and novel winding modes which are interesting
to deal with. The constant modes contribution of W can always be written as
s
r
Z 2πp Area
e2 Lβ
1
Area
Z0 =
dW̃0 = 2π
×
.
(3.71)
2L
e
β
0

The winding mode contribution can be written as
X − Area (2πn)2
.
Zw =
e 2e2 Lβ

(3.72)

n
Area
which equals 1 when the coefficient 2e
2 βL is very large, because only n = 0
mode dominants. When the coefficient is very small, we can change the sum
into a Gaussian integral. The overall partition function of φ and W is the
product of Z0 , Zw , and fluctuation modes ZF .

As a summary of the partition functions for fields W and φ calculated in
this subsection, we have two collections of fluctuation modes from W and φ
separately, the partition function of which is denoted as ZF . Also there are
interesting constant modes and winding modes. The logarithm of the partition
function can be expressed as
1
1 X
Area
ln Z = −2 ×
ln[β 2 (ω 2 + p22 + p23 )] + ln[
] − ln e + ln Zw , (3.73)
2 ω,p2 ,p3
2
βL
with
(

ln Zw =

0 ;
1
Area
− 2 ln[ βL ] + ln e .

Area
2e2 Lβ
Area
2e2 Lβ

1
1

(3.74)

Before we go any further towards comparing bulk and boundary degrees of
freedom, let us qualitatively illustrate the basic behaviour of the entropy corresponding to (3.73). At high temperature, the entropy of the fluctuation
modes is proportional to T 2 × Area. While as temperature goes lower and
lower, the fluctuation modes play a less and less important role, and the zero
modes and winding modes that contribute as the logarithm of temperature
and e2 start to dominate. However, as the temperature becomes very low,
the contribution from ln Zw cancels the one from zero modes, and the overall
entropy goes to a constant. The behaviour of those modes is illustrated in
figure 3.3.
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Area × T 2

S

ln T
ln T

T

S
S0 + Sw

ln T
T

Figure 3.3: A sketch of the entropy of fields φ and W as we vary the temperature. The second picture is an enlarged version of the low-temperature region.
The red dashed line is an auxiliary line showing ln T . At high temperature,
the entropy scales as Area × T 2 . As temperature goes lower than before, the
entropy scales as the logarithm of temperature and coupling constant. Finally,
the entropy goes to zero in the extremely low-temperature limit because the
contributions coming from zero modes and winding modes cancel with each
other.
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3.2.3

Different temperature limits

In this section, we will evaluate and compare the partition functions from
the bulk fluctuation modes Âµ , the zero modes φ, and the Wilson lines W
in different temperature limits. There are three different dimensional length
scales in the theory at hand, the inverse temperature β, the distance
√ between
the two boundaries L, and the length scale of the boundary Area. The
coupling constant e2 is dimensionless. Comparing the inverse temperature β
with other length scales in the theory, we can get different behaviour of the
partition function.
We are mainly interested in the following three different temperature limits.
The so-called high-temperature limit is the limit where we have β  L 
√
Area. β is the smallest length scale in the system. In this temperature
limit, the bulk fluctuation modes Âµ is the most important contribution. The
second temperature limit√we are interested in is the low-temperature limit,
where we have L  β  Area. The distance between the two boundaries is
way smaller than the inverse temperature β, and all the high-frequency modes
along the r direction will be gapped. The zero modes φ and the Wilson lines W
start to play the most important role in this √
limit. The last case is the superlow temperature limit, where we have L  Area  β. The temperature is
very low, and all the fluctuation partition functions that proportional to the
temperature are disappeared. The logarithm contributions of fields W shown
in the previous section becomes the most important ones.
Let us discuss those three temperature limits separately. The qualitative behaviour of the entropy is illustrated in figure 3.4. The overall entropy is a
summation of different contributions. Figure 3.4 only illustrates the separate
contributions, and the solid red line shows the dominant contribution. More
details of the calculations can be found in the Appendix A.1.
High temperature limit In the high-temperature limit, nothing is special,
and we expect to see the usual result of black body radiation in a box because
the bulk fluctuation modes whose entropy is proportional to T 3 are the most
important contribution. The partition function ZÂ and entropy SÂ of bulk
modes Âµ are shown below
ln ZÂ
SÂ

1
π2 V
βV × Λ4 +
,
2
8π
45 β 3
4π 2
= (1 − β∂β ) ln ZÂ =
V T3 ,
45
= −
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V × T3

S

Area × T 2

S0 + Sw

T

Figure 3.4: A sketch of the entropy of the whole system in different temperature limits. The actual entropy is the sum of different contributions, and the
red line demonstrates the dominant contribution. There are two transitions
of the dominants shown in the figure. The bulk fluctuation modes always
dominate in the high-temperature limit, and the entropy scales as the volume
multiplied by temperature cubed. As the temperature becomes lower than before, the area contribution starts to dominate. At very low temperature, the
fluctuation contribution is not important anymore, and the only contribution
is from the constant modes and winding modes of field W . A more clear curve
of the entropy near the origin is shown in the second panel of figure 3.3.
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which is exactly the black body radiation result in a flat box. When the
temperature is high, the contributions from φ and W proportional to the area
of the boundary are small compared with the bulk radiation. So in the hightemperature limit, the dominant contribution always comes from the bulk
fluctuation modes Âµ , which scales as the volume between the two boundaries
multiplied by the temperature cubed.
Low temperature√limit As the temperature goes lower and lower, when
we have L  β  Area, the situation starts to change. For finite β, 1/L
is very big, and the energy needed to excite high-frequency modes along the
r is very high. In this temperature limit, the modes along the r direction are
gapped, and we are only left with zero modes along this direction. All the zero
modes of Âa is killed by the boundary conditions, and we get no contribution
from Âa components. Fortunately, there is a survivor the zero modes of Ar ,
i.e. φ. W plays the similar role as φ. The partition function and entropy for
φ and W can be written as
ln Z
S

1
ζ(3) Area
1 2π 2 Area
ln 2
−
βArea · Λ3 +
+ ln Zw ,
(3.77)
2
e βL
6π
π β2
3ζ(3)
= (1 − β∂β ) ln Z =
Area × T 2 + logarithm corrections .
π
(3.78)
=

The entropy of the thermal fluctuation modes along the boundary direction is
proportional to the area of the plates times temperature squared. There are
extra contributions from constant modes and winding modes if e2 is not very
large, which is proportional to the logarithm of temperature and the coupling
constant. The logarithm contribution is mainly controlled by the coupling
constant e2 , which can surpass the area contribution for suitable e2 . We will
discuss the logarithm contribution later because those terms will be the star
as the temperature is even lower. So in this temperature limit, the entropy
of the system mainly comes from the fluctuation modes of φ and W , which
is more or less proportional to the area of the plates times the temperature
squared.
The situation here is similar to the Kuluza-Klein (K-K) reduction along the
radius direction. The energy of the K-K tower is proportional to 1/R, where
R is the length scales of extra dimensions. When R are very small, we can
only see the zero modes of the K-K tower, and the effective theory is lowerdimensional.
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Super-low temperature limit As the temperature becomes even lower,
all the thermal fluctuation contributions proportional to the temperature will
not survive. In the so-called super-low temperature, we have L·Area
 1. The
β3
bulk fluctuation modes are already frozen to death in the previous stage, and
now it is the turn for φ and W . The logarithm contributions from the constant
modes and winding modes can be written as
ln Z =

1 2π 2 Area
ln 2
+ ln Zw .
2
e βL

(3.79)

with ln Zw shown in the equation (3.74). The coupling constant 1/e2 is the
control of constant modes. For weak coupling limit, where we have 1/e2  1
such that
1 Area
 1,
(3.80)
e2 βL
the constant modes contribution of φ is cancelled by the winding modes. However, for the strong coupling limit where
1 Area
 1,
e2 βL

(3.81)

we can always see the contribution of the constant modes, which always scales
as the logarithm of the coupling constant and temperature. The basic behaviour of the entropy of constant modes and winding modes is shown in the
second picture of figure 3.3.
The entropy of gauge theory in the flat case is summarised in the figure 3.4.
We would like to see if a similar phenomenon also shows up in the black hole
background and what are the similarities and differences. This question will
be answered in the next section.

3.3

Schwarzschild Black Hole at Finite Temperature

Black holes are systems associated with temperatures and entropies. The
Euclidean method for finite temperature system also works for black hole. The
black hole system is special compare to the flat case because of the BekensteinHawking entropy is always proportional to the area of horizon in the unit of
GN . As we have already seen the phase transitions and contributions from
zero modes φ and the Wilson lines W in section 3.2.3, one might speculate
that the similar phenomenon would also happens in the black hole system,
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which might explains something deep for black hole mechanism. We analyse
the finite temperature black hole in this section, and leave the extremal case
for the next section.
We follow a similar procedure as the flat case, so most of the result is very
similar to the previous section. One noticeable but not vital difference is that
we are using spherical coordinates rather than Cartesian here. The important
difference is we find two extra contributions both scales as the area of the
horizon. The first contribution comes from the bulk fluctuation modes, which
agrees with the entropy found in the brick wall model [2]. This is shown
in section 3.3.2. The second contribution is because the zero modes φ and
the boundary stretched Wilson lines W are localised in the phase space ∂τ φ =
∂τ W = 0, whose entropy is coming from the zero point energy and proportional
to the area of the horizon in the unit of Planck area. The effective action and
corresponding analysis can be found in subsections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4.
The background we are interested in is a static Euclidean black hole with
metric
rs
rs
ds2 = (1 − )dτ 2 + (1 − )−1 dr2 + r2 dΩ2 ,
(3.82)
r
r
where the Schwarzschild radius is rs = 2GN M . To avoid conical singularity at
the horizon, the Euclidean time direction must be compact with a periodicity
β, which can be regarded as the inverse temperature of the system. With the
periodicity of τ , the geometry of the Euclidean Schwarzschild black hole can be
illustrated as the so-call “cigar” geometry, as shown in figure 3.5. We put the
black hole in a box with length scale rs + L, as shown in figure 3.6. Thus, we
have two boundaries on this background. The first one is a very small distance
ε away from the horizon, known as the “stretched horizon” [168]. The other
boundary is the surface of the box similar to the last section, while here L is
the distance away from the horizon.
The stretched horizon might look strange at first sight. Here the stretched
horizon can be regarded as an auxiliary timelike surface outside the event
horizon, where we can put boundary conditions on. We will eventually take the
real horizon limit. There are different opinions towards the stretched horizon;
for example, it is believed that only the physics outside of the stretched horizon
is well-described by local QFT. In this case, the stretched horizon is a physical
surface [217], and ε can be regarded as the UV regulator of the QFT outside of
the horizon and can be taken to but not exceed the Planck scale lp . Whether
the stretched horizon is a physical surface or an auxiliary surface does not
make much difference for our calculations here, and ε will be made very small
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r = rs

Figure 3.5: Geometry of a Euclidean black hole, where every point on the cigar
is an S 2 . We put two boundaries on this background, at the stretched horizon
(r = rs + ε) and distance L away from the horizon (r = rs + L) separately.
either way. However, one does need to pay attention to the order of taking
different limits of length scales. As we will see, in the low-temperature limit
β  L, taking the ε → 0 limit would introduce localisations on the spaces of
some specific modes, which is essential to get an area entropy contribution.
One may not see this phenomenon if the order of taking the above limits are
messed up.
As in the flat case, we put a U(1) gauge theory between the boundaries, with
Euclidean action
SE =

1
4e2

Z

√
d4 x g F µν Fµν .

(3.83)

M

The physics is very similar to the previous section, and we are trying to mimic
the calculation in the flat case. We will discuss two different limits of the black
hole system, as shown in figure 3.6. In the high-temperature limit L  rs ,
shown in the first panel, the situation should be similar to the flat case because
the existence of the small black merely gives a periodicity to the Euclidean time
direction to avoid conical singularity at the horizon. On the other hand, in
the low-temperature limit L  rs , we expect the results to be qualitatively
different from the high-temperature limit and share some similarity with the
extremal black hole case, which will be discussed in the next section. This
means that there will be phase transitions, which should be explained by some
symmetry breaking pattern.
So firstly, let us redefine ρ = r − rs and write the metric as
ds2 =

ρ
ρ + rs 2
dτ 2 +
dρ + (ρ + rs )2 dΩ2 .
ρ + rs
ρ
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𝐿

𝑟!

BH

BH

Figure 3.6: Different temperature limits of black holes in a box. First panel:
high-temperature limit L  rs , i.e. the small black hole case. The temperature
of the system is T ∝ 1/rs . The role that the black hole plays is to give a very
high temperature T to the system. We expect the final results to be similar
to the flat case. Second panel: low-temperature limit of the system L  rs ,
i.e. large black hole case. We expect the results to share some similarity with
the extremal black hole case.
Now the two boundaries are at ρ = ε and ρ = L separately. We will dimensional reduce the gauge theory action to a lower-dimensional spacetime, so it
is necessary to define the proper distance y along the radius direction
s
ρ + rs
dy =
dρ .
(3.85)
ρ
The proper distance y can be integrated out and read as
r
q
ρ
y = ρ (ρ + rs ) + rs arcsinh
.
rs

(3.86)

Inverting the above equation, one can represent ρ as a function of y and rewrite
the black hole metric as
ds2 =

ρ(y)
dτ 2 + dy 2 + [ρ(y) + rs ]2 dΩ2 ,
ρ(y) + rs

(3.87)

which will be the metric we mainly work with. Note that y takes value from
y1 to y2 , with
s
r
q
q
ε
L
y1 = ε(ε + rs ) + rs arcsinh
,
y2 = L(L + rs ) + rs arcsinh
.
rs
rs
(3.88)
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We are going to focus on the same boundary conditions for gauge field Aµ as
the flat case.
On the black hole background, the boundary condition we are interested in
are
Aa
Ay

r=rα

= faα (xa ) ,

(3.89)

= Arbitrary .

(3.90)

r=rα

α labels different boundaries, and faα (xa ) are fixed boundary configurations.
Again, there are no constraint on the boundary configurations of Ay , and we
need to integrate over the boundary configurations of Ay in the path integral.
Before we continue, let us take a step back and think about whether it is physically reasonable to put boundary conditions on the stretched horizon and what
those boundary conditions mean. Mathematically, one can put boundaries at
any location. The original physics can be recovered by glueing the two sides
along the edge, which means one needs to integrate over the boundary conditions along the boundary. So it is not strange to put a boundary near the
horizon. However, is it reasonable to put a physical boundary near the horizon
is unknown because any object near the horizon would fall into the black hole.
Although we are trying to mimic the flat case calculation, one may need to
keep in mind that the black hole situation might not be the same as the case
of the parallel plates.
We will not go through all the canonical analysis in this case. Naively one
would expect we still have bulk modes Âµ (xµ ), zero momentum modes along ydirection φ(xa ), and Wilson lines stretched between the two boundaries W (xa )
in this case. We will justify that they are physical by working out their effective
actions. Following the same logic as the flat case, the gauge fields Aµ can be
split into several pieces. Denoting Bµ as the bulk on-shell configurations that
capture the fixed boundary configuration faα , we can write Ay as
Ay = Ây (xµ ) +

φ(xa )
+ By ,
|y|

(3.91)

with |y| = y2 − y1 . Similar argument goes as the flat case, φ(xa ) captures
the boundary modes on the left boundary, and there are extra field captures
the difference between the two boundaries. And we can further decompose Ay
into two parts. The difference between the two boundaries is captured by the
Ry
integral y12 dy Ây , and what left is trivial on both boundary. We also separate
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Aa into
Aa = Âa + Ba .

(3.92)

Âa are the bulk modes that vanish on the boundary. For a given set of configurations faα , we can find bulk on-shell configurations Bµ corresponding to
them. Again we will chose flat boundary configurations faα (xa ) = Caα + ∂a λα
to simplify the calculations. This problem is solved in the appendix A.2, and
the solutions can be written as
rs (rs + L) (r)
[C − Ca(l) + ∂a (λ(r) − λ(l) )]
(ρ + rs )L a
rs + L (r)
rs
+
(3.93)
(Ca + ∂a λ(r) ) − (Ca(l) + ∂a λ(l) ) ,
L
L
√
ρ
rs (rs + L)
=
× [xa · (Ca(r) − Ca(l) ) + (λ(r) − λ(l) )] .
L
(ρ + rs )5/2
(3.94)

Ba = −

By

One can check that Bµ indeed satisfy the bulk equations of motion and the
boundary conditions (3.89). For example one can simply check that Ba ρ=ε =
(r)

(l)

Ca − ∂a λ(l) and Ba

ρ=L

= Ca − ∂a λ(r) .

Note that those Bµ configurations are the bulk modes corresponding to a
specific boundary condition. If one wants to sum over different boundary
conditions, which might be equivalent to sum over different superselection
sectors, then functional integral over those Bµ modes are needed. We will
discuss those issues at the end of this chapter. For now, we would not include
the Bµ modes in the path integral.

3.3.1

Effective action and the Kaluza-Klein reduction

Now the partition function can be written as
Z

Z=

DÂµ DφDW e−SE .

(3.95)

Again the boundary stretched Wilson lines W (xa ) is defined as
Z

y2

W =i

dy Ây .
y1
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In this case, the effective action is worked out in the Appendix A.3, which
reads as
Z
Z
h
i
1
1
3 √
3 √
µν
ab
SE =
dτ
d
x
dτ
d
x
g
F̂
F̂
+
g
g
∂
φ∂
φ
µν
a
b
4e2 M
2e2 |y|2 M
Z
h
i
y=y
2
1
√
dτ d2 x g g ab
− 2
i∂a W ∂b φ .
(3.97)
y=y
e |y|
1
The first part can be directly put into the path integral, so we can write the
partition function for the bulk fluctuation modes as


Z
Z
1
√
dτ d3 x g F̂ µν F̂µν .
(3.98)
ZÂ = DÂµ exp − 2
4e M
We will discuss bulk gauge fixing condition and evaluate the above partition
function in the next subsection. The rest of the action is
Z
h
i
1
3 √
ab
S[φ, W ] =
dτ
d
x
g
g
∂
φ∂
φ
a
b
2e2 |y|2 M
Z
h√
iy=y2
1
− 2
dτ d2 x g g ab
i∂a W ∂b φ .
(3.99)
y=y1
e |y|
In order to perform path integral, we are going to rewrite S[φ, W ] into a three
dimensional action
Z
Z
i
√ h ab
√
i
1
2
h
h
∂
φ∂
φ
−
S (3) [φ, W ] =
dτ
d
x
dτ d2 x h
a
b
02
02
2e
2e
h
i
ττ
θθ
× γ1 h ∂τ W ∂τ φ + γ2 h ∂θ W ∂θ φ + γ3 hϕϕ ∂ϕ W ∂ϕ φ .
(3.100)
This is more or less like the K-K reduction of a higher-dimensional action to
a lower-dimensional one.
After dimensional reduced the action for φ and W , the Gaussian path integral
for field φ can be easily worked out, and we get an effective action for field W
in the mean time. The path integral over φ gives out det(∂ 2 )−1/2 . Then, the
corresponding action for W can be expressed as
Z
√
1
SW = − 02 dτ d2 x h (γ12 hτ τ ∂τ W ∂τ W +γ22 hθθ ∂θ W ∂θ W +γ32 hϕϕ ∂ϕ W ∂ϕ W ) .
2e
(3.101)
Rewriting det(∂ 2 )−1/2 as a path integral over field φ, the overall partition
function can be expressed as
Z
Zφ,W =
DφDW e−Sφ,W .
(3.102)
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with effective action
Z
√
1
2
dτ
d
x
Sφ,W =
h
2e02


×
hab ∂a φ∂b φ + γ12 hτ τ (∂τ W )2 + γ22 hθθ (∂θ W )2 + γ32 hϕϕ (∂ϕ W )2 .
(3.103)
This is the partition function and the effective action we will mainly focus
on. So the task left is to follow the logic described above and work out the
low dimensional effective action for φ and W . Then, we can evaluated the
partition functions of fields Âµ , φ and W by the path integral. The first task
is to dimensional reduce action (3.99) to get the low dimensional metric hab
and the coupling constant e02 , and then work out the other parameters in
action (3.103).
Dimensional reduction
Now we are going to work out all the parameters in action (3.103) reduced
from the higher-dimensional one (3.99). More details of the calculations can
be found in appendix A.4. Before actually doing that, let us firstly assume
that the 3-dimensional theory uses the same time coordinate τ as the original
one, and the 3-dimensional metric takes the following form
hab = diag(hτ τ , R2 , R2 sin2 θ) .

(3.104)

R2 is the undermined parameter in the metric that we√are going to fix by
√
dimensional reduction. With this assumption, we have h = hτ τ R2 sin θ.
To match the first parts in actions (3.100) and (3.99), we need to work out the
following problem
Z
Z y2
Z
i
√ h ab
1
1
√ ab
2
2
dτ
d
x
(
dy
gg
)
∂
φ∂
φ
=
dτ
d
x
h
h
∂
φ∂
φ
a
b
a
b
2e2 |y|2
2e02
y1
(3.105)
The solution can be easily obtained and can be written as

with

hτ τ

=

1
e02

=

LR2
,
F
√
L √ ττ
1
LF
h = 2 2
,
e2 |y|2
e |y|
R

3
L3
F ≈ 3rs2 L + rs L2 +
+ rs3 ln L/ε .
2
3
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(3.106)
(3.107)

(3.108)
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One can find more details of the calculations in appendix A.4. Now we have
obtained the 3 dimensional metric hab and the effective coupling constant e02 .
The second step is to calculate the parameters γ1 , γ2 , and γ3 in the action
(3.100). We need to match the rest of action in (3.99) and (3.100), i.e.
Z
Z
√
1
γ1
√ τ τ y=y2
2
dτ
d
x
[
g
g
]
dτ d2 x h [hτ τ ∂τ W ∂τ φ] ,
∂
W
∂
φ
=
τ
τ
y=y
2
02
1
e |y|
2e
Z
Z
i
h√
iy=y2
√ h θθ
1
γ2
θθ
2
2
g
g
∂
W
∂
φ
=
h
h
∂
W
∂
φ
,
dτ
d
x
dτ
d
x
θ
θ
θ
θ
y=y1
e2 |y|
2e02
Z
Z
√
γ3
1
√ ϕϕ y=y2
2
2
∂
W
∂
φ
=
dτ
d
x
[
g
g
]
dτ
d
x
h [hϕϕ ∂ϕ W ∂ϕ φ] .
ϕ
ϕ
y=y1
e2 |y|
2e02
(3.109)
The solution of the equations (3.109) can be obtained as
s
r
2|y|
rs rs2
L
γ1 = −2|y|
,
γ 2 = γ3 =
.
ε F
L
L + rs

(3.110)

With all the low-dimensional parameters at hand, the effective action (3.103)
can be expressed as
Sφ,W = Sφ + SW
(3.111)
with
Sφ

SW

Z
L
=
dτ d2 x R2 sin θ
2e2 |y|2

 F
1
1
∂
φ∂
φ
∂
φ∂
φ
+
∂
φ∂
φ
+
ϕ
ϕ
τ
τ
θ
θ
LR2
R2
R2 sin2 θ
Z
2
=
dτ d2 x rs2 sin θ
e2 (L + rs )
 r Lr2 + r3

1
1
s
s
s
×
∂τ W ∂τ W + 2 ∂θ W ∂θ W + 2 2 ∂ϕ W ∂ϕ W .
ε
F
rs
rs sin θ

Again, the two symbols F and |y| in the above actions are
3
L3
= 3rs2 L + rs L2 +
+ rs3 ln L/ε ,
2
3
s
q
L
|y| =
L(L + rs ) + rs arcsinh
.
rs
F

(3.112)
(3.113)

Note that it is important to keep the original Euclidean time coordinate τ
as the time coordinate for the 3-dimensional theory because the periodicity of
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coordinate time τ is the physical inverse temperature for the observer who uses
the Schwarzschild metric. If one uses different time coordinates, the physics
would be hard to discuss. For example, the low-temperature limit for the
coordinate observer can be high-temperature for an observer using a different
coordinate system. So we would always keep τ as our time coordinate.

3.3.2

Bulk fluctuation modes

In the next several subsections we are going to evaluate the partition function
of the theory in different temperature limits. The partition function for W and
φ will be treated separately, and we will see different behaviour in different
temperature limits. The overall partition function can be written as three
parts: bulk contribution ZÂ multiplied by Zφ and ZW
Z

:= ZÂ × Zφ × ZW
Z
R
√
− 1
dτ d3 x g
=
DÂµ e 4e2 M

(3.114)
F̂ µν F̂µν

×

Z

Dφ e−Sφ ×

Z

DW e−SW .

Firstly, we are going to calculate the partition function for the bulk fluctuation
modes ZÂ in the current section. After that we will evaluate Zφ and ZW in
the high and low temperature limits in section 3.3.3 and section 3.3.4.
Now, let us first evaluate the entropy of bulk fluctuation modes. The details of
the calculation are exiled to appendix A.5, to avoid being distracted from the
main text. This is the standard black body calculation on curved spacetime.
For electromagnetism, we have two physical polarisations in the bulk, which
are both bosonic and massless. The bulk partition function reads as
 4

4π 3 1 rs4 16π 3 rs3
L 4π 3 1
rs
L3
2
2
ln ZÂ = −
−
ln −
− + 6 rs L + 2 rs L +
.
45 β 3 ε
45 β 3
ε
45 β 3
L
3
(3.115)
and the corresponding entropy can be written as
SÂ

=

16π 3 1 rs4 64π 3 rs3
L
+
ln
3
3
45 β ε
45 β
ε
 4

3
16π 1
rs
L3
2
2
+
−
+
6
r
L
+
2
r
L
+
.
s
s
45 β 3
L
3

(3.116)

Let us look at the first two terms
S0 =

16π 3 1 rs4 64π 3 rs3
L
+
ln .
3
3
45 β ε
45 β
ε
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First of all, those contributions can not be seen in the extremal black hole
case where we have β → ∞, while the radius of the black hole is still finite.
For a finite temperature black hole, defining the proper distance from the real
horizon to the stretched horizon as δ, we have
Z

rs +ε

δ =

√

√
grr dr ≈ 2 ε rs .

(3.118)

rs

Thus, we have δ 2 ≈ 4ε rs . For the finite temperature black hole, with the
inverse temperature
β = 8πGN M ,

(3.119)

the entropy (3.117) can be written as
S0 ∝

Lrs
rs2
+ ln 2 .
δ2
δ

(3.120)

Those contributions arise because of the redshift between the horizon and
the coordinate observer sitting at infinity. Any finite frequency modes near
the horizon would have zero frequency as seen by a coordinate observer. We
have an infinite number of states with zero energy, and summing over all of
those states with a UV cutoff would give us the above result. Those very
dense ground state mainly comes from the near-horizon region; thus we have
an area contribution [117, 217]. This result was also used to understand the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy by some authors, for example [2], and it can
also be interpreted as the entanglement entropy across the stretched horizon
[3]. However interpreting those contribution as the origin of the BekensteinHawking entropy is not widely accepted, for example Susskind showed that
those contribution should be absorbed by the renormalisation of the Newton’s
constant GN due to the loop contribution [117].
The other terms
SÂ =

16π 3 1
45 β 3



−

rs4
L3
+ 6 rs2 L + 2 rs L2 +
L
3



∝ Volume × T 3

(3.121)

are entropy of the thermal fluctuation modes of gauge fields living in the bulk,
which can be regarded as the curved spacetime analogue of blackbody result
(3.76). SÂ is finite and more or less proportional to the volume between the
two boundaries multiplied by T 3 .
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3.3.3

Zero modes of Ar

In this section, we evaluate the partition function for φ, which is the zero
modes of Ar . The partition function Zφ can always be written as
Z
(3.122)
Zφ = Dφ e−Sφ ,
with the action
Z

 F
L
1
1
Sφ = 2 2 dτ d2 x R2 sin θ
∂
φ∂
φ
.
∂
φ∂
φ+
∂
φ∂
φ+
ϕ
ϕ
τ
τ
θ
θ
2e |y|
LR2
R2
R2 sin2 θ
(3.123)
The action (3.123) has different behaviour in different temperature limits, and
we will see how the entropy contribution from φ changes as we vary the temperature of the system. One obvious thing to notice is that there is a transition
of dominance in function F shown in equation (3.112) at different temperatures. The L3 term is the dominant contribution for high temperature L  rs ,
and the UV cutoff ε is absent in Sφ . While at low temperature L  rs , the
most important term is rs3 ln L/ε, and we will see different behaviour of the
corresponding entropy. We always assume the short distance cutoff ε is always
much smaller than L and rs .
High temperature limit
Let us first discuss the high-temperature limit rs  L, as shown in the first
panel of figure 3.6. If
L
rs3 ln  L3
(3.124)
ε
is satisfied, then L3 is the most important term in F . In this case F can be
approximated as
L3
F ≈
.
(3.125)
3
Function arcsinh(x) is always much smaller than x for large value of x, so |y|
can be written as |y| ≈ L. Then, the effective action in high-temperature limit
can be expressed as
Z
1

1
1
1
2
2
Sφ =
dτ
d
x
L
sin
θ
∂
φ∂
φ
+
∂
φ∂
φ
+
∂
φ∂
φ
.
τ
τ
θ
θ
ϕ
ϕ
2e2 L
3
L2
L2 sin2 θ
(3.126)
The effective action for φ is just a scalar field living on a S 1 × S 2 , where the
length scale of S 1 is β, and the length scale of S 2 is L. The partition function
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can be directly evaluated using the standard method discussed in the previous
section.
Equipped with the effective action (3.126), we can directly calculate the partition function Zφ shown in (3.122). We can absorb the finite constant 1/3
in front of ∂τ φ∂τ φ term in the action into the redefinition of τ to τ 0 . Let us
suppose the fluctuation modes of φ are
φ(xa ) = Nφ ·

XX
ω

0

eiωτ Ylm (θ, ϕ)φ̃(ω, l, m) ,

(3.127)

l,m

where Nφ is a normalisation constant. The partition function for φ in canonical
ensemble can be written as
ln Zφ = −

X

0

ln(1 − e−β ω ) .

(3.128)

ω

More details of the calculation was demonstrated in a similar calculation for
bulk fluctuation modes in appendix A.5. We can change the summation of ω
to integration by introducing density of state g(ω), which gives out
ln Zφ

= −

∞

Z

0

g(ω) ln(1 − e−β ω )dω = β 0

0

∞

Z

Γ(ω)
dω . (3.129)
−1

eβ 0 ω

0

Γ(ω) is defined by dΓ = g(ω)dω. According to the dispersion relation in this
background, Γ(ω) can be counted as
X β0

Γ =

l,m

2π

s

l(l + 1)
β0 X
=
(2l + 1)
L2
2π l

s

l(l + 1)
.
L2

(3.130)

The summation is from l = 0 to the level with energy ω. Putting everything
back into equation (3.129) and changing the summation of l into integral, we
can write the partition function as
s

Z
Z 
β 02 2 ∞
dω
l(l + 1)
l(l + 1)
ln Zφ =
d
. (3.131)
L
0ω
β
2
2π
e
−1 l
L
L2
0
p

l(l + 1)/L2 is exactly the energy carried by a particle with angular momentum l(l + 1). Thus we can change a variable and get
β 02 L2
ln Zφ =
2π

Z
0

∞

dω
0ω
β
e
−1

Z

ω2

dx
0
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x=

β 02 L2
3π

Z
0

∞

ω 3 dω
.
eβ 0 ω − 1

(3.132)
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Then the above expression can be worked out, and the logarithm of partition
function can be expressed as
ln Zφ =

π 3 L2
π 3 L2
=
.
02
45 β
135 β 2

(3.133)

Then, the corresponding entropy can be written as
Sφ =

π 3 L2
.
45 β 2

(3.134)

Comparing this result with the entropy of φ in the flat case (A.16), we can
conclude that the zero modes φ shares similar properties with the flat case in
the high temperature limit rs  L.
So the high-temperature behaviour of field φ is just like a 3-dimensional scalar
field with inverse temperature β, whose entropy is standard, as shown in equation (3.134). There is nothing different with the flat case.
Low temperature limit
Now, as the temperature cools down, rs can be larger than L, we arrive at the
low-temperature limit of the system rs  L, as shown in the second panel of
figure 3.6. Let us assume both L and rs are finite in this case and leave the
discussion of the (near)-extremal black hole case for the next section. As we
can see, there is a transition of dominance between different terms in F , and
in the low-temperature limit F can be approximated as
F ≈ rs3 ln

L
.
ε

(3.135)

We also have |y|2 ≈ L(L + rs ). Then, the effective action for φ in the lowtemperature limit can be written as
Z
1
Sφ =
dτ d2 x rs2 sin θ
2e2 (L + rs )

r
L
1
1
s
×
ln ∂τ φ∂τ φ + 2 ∂θ φ∂θ φ + 2 2 ∂ϕ φ∂ϕ φ . (3.136)
L
ε
rs
rs sin θ
As discussed before, the time of the 3-dimensional action should always be
chosen as the coordinate time τ . Doing so, the coefficient in front of (∂τ φ)2 is
fixed and always much larger than 1. Especially when we take the real event
horizon limit, i.e. the ε → 0 limit, the path integral localises on the space of
zero energy modes ∂τ φ = 0. Then the partition function of field φ only depend
on the radius of S 2 .
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Because of the localisation, the logarithm of the partition function for the
zero-point energy is no longer linear in β but only depend on the radius of S 2
and UV cutoff, which can be expressed as
ln Zφ ∝ rs2 · Λ2 .

(3.137)

Let us assume the UV cutoff is the Planck scale, then the corresponding entropy is of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy magnitude
S∝

rs2
.
lp2

(3.138)

In the low-temperature limit, the entropy of φ can be written as the area of
the horizon divided by the Planck area lp2 .
Now, Let us summarise what we have gotton for the entropy of zero modes
φ. The entropy of the system is illustrated in figure 3.7. At high temperature
L  rs , the entropy of φ is more or less like what we have in the flat case,
namely the area of the box times temperature squared L2 × T 2 . Here, the
presence of a small black hole merely gives a high temperature to the system.
This amount of entropy then has a competition with the bulk fluctuation
modes. At very high temperature, the volume times temperature curbed wins,
and the area times temperature squared wins at lower temperature. This is
exactly the same story told in the last section. The difference starts to show up
at very low temperature; one can compare figure 3.7 and 3.4 to get a feeling.
In the black hole case, the entropy for φ is shown in equation (3.138) at very
low temperature, which is reminiscent of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. In
comparison, this phenomenon can not be seen in the flat case, where the
entropy has a logarithm behaviour.

3.3.4

Boundary stretched Wilson lines

Now, let us also discuss different behaviour of field W in different temperature
limits in this subsection. The effective action for W is
Z
2
SW =
dτ d2 x rs2 sin θ
(3.139)
e2 (L + rs )
 r Lr2 + r3

1
1
s
s
s
×
∂τ W ∂τ W + 2 ∂θ W ∂θ W + 2 2 ∂ϕ W ∂ϕ W .
ε
F
rs
rs sin θ
with

3
L3
F = 3rs2 L + rs L2 +
+ rs3 ln L/ε .
2
3
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2

Λ T

V × T3

2

S

Area × T 2

T

Figure 3.7: A sketch of the entropy of black hole system as we vary the temperature. The high-temperature behaviour is more or less like the flat case in
the previous section shown in figure 3.4. At very low temperature, the entropy
of the zero modes φ is proportional to the area of the horizon, which is proportional to β 2 , multiplied by the UV cutoff Λ squared.
The infinite coefficient introduces a localisation on the zero energy modes
∂τ W = 0, and the entropy of the boundary stretched Wilson lines W is more
or less
r2
(3.141)
S ∝ 2s ,
lp
for the same reason discussed in the previous subsection 3.3.3.
Only when the size of the box L is extremely large compare to rs , namely the
high temperature limit, some power of rs /L may overcome rs /ε, and we get a
finite coefficient. The corresponding entropy can be expressed as S ∝ rs2 × T 2 ,
which is a finite constant. In this limit the entropy from W can always be
ignored, because the entropy of fluctuation modes always plays the dominant
role at high temperature.
As for the constant modes and winding modes of W , their entropy contributions are never comparable with (3.141). We have
s
X
e2 β(L + rs )
Z0 =
,
Zw =
e0 = ζ(0) ,
(3.142)
Area
n
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which contribute as logarithm of the temperature T , the coupling constant e,
and other length scales.
Summary of the main results of the current section Let us summarise
this section. Although the entropy of W also contributes as (3.141), the qualitative behaviour of entropy shown in figure 3.7 is not changed. Basically, we
have three different phases. At high temperature, the bulk fluctuation modes
shown in section 3.3.2 is the most important contribution. The entropy is
proportional to the volume of the box multiplied by the temperature cubed,
as shown by the right part of the curve in figure 3.7. We also have a contribution (3.120) scales as the area of the horizon plus logarithm correction from
the bulk fluctuation modes. As the temperature is lower, the area of the box
contribution dominates over other contribution. The corresponding entropy is
shown in equation (3.134). At very low temperature, we have an entropy of
Bekenstein-Hawking magnitude
S∝

rs2
,
lp2

(3.143)

coming from both the zero modes φ and the Wilson lines W . This contribution
will not die off at zero temperature; we will see if the similar contribution also
appears in the extremal black hole case or not in the next section.

3.4

Extremal Black Hole

In this section, we will see what happens if the temperature of the black hole
is approximately zero. We are going to look at a (near)-extremal black hole
background and repeat the path integral calculation for U(1) gauge theory
on it. To get an extremal black hole, we need to start with the Euclidean
Reissner-Nordström (RN) metric, which can be written as
ds2 = f (r)dτ 2 + f (r)−1 dr2 + r2 dΩ22 ,
with

(3.144)

2GN M
GN Q2
+
.
(3.145)
r
r2
The horizon is a null surface, which can be obtained by solving grr = 0. The
inner and outer horizon can be written as
q
r± = (GN M ± (GN M )2 − GN Q2 ) .
(3.146)
f (r) = 1 −
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The extremal limit is the limit where we have a double zero, which means
r+ = r− = GN M .

(3.147)

Thus, the metric of an extremal black hole can be written as

rH  2 2 
rH −2 2
ds2 = 1 −
dt + 1 −
dr + r2 dΩ22 ,
r
r

(3.148)

with
rH = GN M .

(3.149)

The above metric is the extremal black hole. We can give this black hole system
a very tiny temperature by replacing the double zero at the horizon with two
single zeros r± = rH ± ε with the short distance cutoff ε. The temperature of
the near extremal black hole is calculated in appendix A.6, which is read as
β=

2
2πrH
.
ε

(3.150)

In this limit, the bulk fluctuation modes shown in equation (3.121) will not
survive, because of the finite rH and the small temperature T = 1/β. So we
will mainly focus on fields φ and W to see the behaviour of those modes in
this section. Actually, all the fluctuation modes contributions whose entropy
proportional to the temperature will not play any role in the final result, and
we expect to see entropy contributions that look like (3.141).

3.4.1

Effective action

Following exactly the same routine as the finite temperature case, we first shift
the radius direction by rH as
ρ = r − rH ,

(3.151)

and then define the proper distance y along the radius direction as
dy =

ρ + rH
dρ .
ρ

(3.152)

Solving the above equation, the proper distance y can be expressed as
ρ
y = ρ + rH ln
.
(3.153)
rH
y takes value from y1 to y2 , with
y1 = ε + rH ln

ε
,
rH

y2 = L + rH ln
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L
.
rH

(3.154)
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Unlike arcsinh(0) = 0 in the finite temperature case, we have ln(0) = −∞ and
thus y1 → −∞ in this case. Thus, |y| can be approximated as
|y| = y2 − y1 ≈ L + rH ln

L
.
ε

(3.155)

The Wilson lines stretched between the two boundaries at y = y1 and y = y2
are defined as
Z y2
W =i
dy Ây .
(3.156)
y1

Again the action can be separated into two parts
SE = SÂ + S[φ, W ] ,
where

1
SÂ = 2
4e

Z

√
dτ d3 x g F̂ µν F̂µν .

(3.157)

(3.158)

M

Again, the bulk fluctuation modes will not give out any important contribution
in the super-low temperature limit and can be ignored. The part we are going
to focus on is
Z
i
1
√ h
dτ d3 x g g ab ∂a φ∂b φ
S[φ, W ] =
2
2
2e |y| M
Z
h√
iy=y2
i
− 2
dτ d2 x g g ab
∂a W ∂b φ .
(3.159)
y=y1
e |y|
Following the same dimensional reduction procedure as shown in section 3.3.1,
we can obtain the 3-dimensional effective action for fields φ and W as
Sφ,W = Sφ + SW ,

(3.160)

with
Z
L
2
dτ d2 x rH
sin θ
2e2 |y|2

 2
1
1
rH
∂τ φ∂τ φ + 2 ∂θ φ∂θ φ + 2
∂ϕ φ∂ϕ φ ,
×
εL
rH
rH sin2 θ
Z
2L
2
=
dτ d2 x rH
sin θ
e2 (rH + L)2


(rH + L)2
1
1
×
∂τ W ∂τ W + 2 ∂θ W ∂θ W + 2
∂
W
∂
W
.
ϕ
ϕ
εL
rH
rH sin2 θ

Sφ =

SW

Note that we have kept the coordinate time τ as the time coordinate for the
3-dimensional effective actions. As we can see from the above effective actions,
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for finite rs and L, the coefficients in front of terms (∂τ φ)2 and (∂τ W )2 are
proportional to 1/ε. Taking the ε → 0 limit, the path integral is located on the
space of ∂τ φ = ∂τ W = 0, same as what we discussed in the low-temperature
limit of the finite temperature black hole case. Then the entropy of those
modes can be calculated as
r2
,
(3.161)
S∝ H
lp2
which is exactly matches the low-temperature entropy (3.141) of the finite temperature black hole. The extremal black hole calculation here can be regarded
as a consistency check. Also, the partition functions of the constant modes
and winding modes can be calculated, similar to equation (3.142). One thing
worth noticing is that the entropy of constant modes proportional to
S0 ∝ ln |y| ,

(3.162)

can be a large contribution.
In the (near)-extremal black hole case, the localisation of ∂τ φ = ∂τ W = 0
space in the path integral is extremely straightforward as shown in the action
(3.160). This is different from the finite temperature black hole case where we
have to take different limits. So the localisation phenomenon and the entropy
(3.161) are intrinsic for the extremal black hole, which should be used as a
general mechanism to explain the entropy of the extremal black hole putting
in a finite size box.
Note that from the action (3.160), the zero modes φ and the Wilson lines W
are all effectively living near the horizon rather than the boundary of the box.
The result is from direct mathematical calculations, and we do not have an
explanation of why this is the case. There might be redshift related arguments,
which needs further understanding.

3.5

Conclusion and Discussion

This chapter mainly evaluates the partition functions and entropy for U(1)
gauge theory living on different backgrounds with boundaries, using the Euclidean path integral method. The calculation is done in three different situations: the flat capacitor with a temperature, the finite temperature black
hole in a box, and the extremal black hole in a box. According to the canonical analysis discussed in section 3.2, the physical degrees of freedom are the
bulk fluctuation modes, the zero modes of Ar component, and the boundary
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stretched Wilson lines. The above fields have a well-defined symplectic form
and Poisson bracket with their conjugate momenta. There is a competition between those modes in different temperature limits, and the partition function
goes through some phase transitions as the temperature varies.
Firstly, the flat case is a good place to get familiar with the general method
and physics. The results are mainly shown in figure 3.4. At high temperature, the partition function and entropy is the standard one for black-body
radiation. The entropy contains two copies of physical polarisations, and is
proportional to the volume between the two boundaries multiplied by T 3 . As
the temperature becomes cooler than before, the only survived zero modes
start to be the most important contribution. Also, the boundary stretched
Wilson lines W have the same behaviour as φ. φ and W just behave like two
lower-dimensional massless scalar fields living on the boundary. At relatively
high temperature, the fluctuation modes of φ and W are dominant whose entropies scale as the area of the boundary times T 2 as shown in equation (4.1).
At the even lower temperature, the fluctuation contributions die off; and we
are left with the constant and winding modes of W , whose entropies more or
less scale as the logarithm of coupling constant e2 and other length scales of
the theory as shown in figure 3.3.
For the black hole case, the partition function of the system has a huge difference with the flat case at the low-temperature limit. The main difference
between the flat case and finite temperature black hole case can be seen by
comparing figure 3.4 and 3.7. The high-temperature limit of the black hole
is fairly similar to the flat case, where the presence of the black hole merely
gives a high temperature to the system. The dominant contribution comes
from the bulk fluctuation modes, whose entropy is shown in equation (3.116).
There is also a contribution from the modes living very close to the horizon,
whose entropy proportional to the area of the horizon. Interesting things start
to happen at low temperature; as we gradually lower the temperature, the entropy of the zero modes φ and Wilson lines W firstly behave as the area of the
box multiplied by the temperature squared and then scale as the area of the
horizon divided by UV cutoff squared. The entropy proportional to the horizon area comes from the modes ∂τ φ = ∂τ W = 0. This behaviour is depicted
in figure 3.7. We also checked that the same behaviour of φ and W remains
to be true in the extremal black hole limit. The above argument suggests that
the low-temperature Bekenstein-Hawking entropy might comes from the zero
modes φ and boundary stretched Wilson lines W . There are phase transitions
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between the low-temperature black hole and high-temperature ones.
As for the phase transitions for the finite temperature black hole, especially
the phase transition at the low temperature, there should be some symmetry
breaking pattern to explain them. The low-temperature entropy of the flat
case scales as logarithm because the degeneracy manifold is a circle in the
symmetry-breaking phase of U(1) global symmetry. This can be seen from
the bottom of “Mexican hat” potential. In such a sense, the low-temperature
Bekenstein-Hawking-like entropy
S∝

Area
,
lp2

can also be explained from a symmetry breaking viewpoint. We are sitting in
a global symmetry breaking phase at low temperature with degeneracy exp S.
Note that those amount of entropy comes from the modes in the limit
lim φ̃(ω, x2 , x3 )eiωτ

ω→0

(3.163)

because of the localisation on ∂τ φ = 0 space. This might can be thought of as
calculating the entropy of the soft hair of the black hole system. There are some
interesting relations between soft hair from symmetry breaking, Barnich’s nonproper gauge degrees of freedom, and others, needed to be further understood.
Summing over boundary conditions
In this chapter, we have worked in a frame of a fixed boundary condition for
Aa , and the boundary condition fixes a specific Hilbert space for us. Here
we have chosen the boundary condition (3.15), such that the variation of the
action
Z
1
δS = − 2
d3 x F ra δAa ,
(3.164)
e ∂M
vanishes. All the boundary configurations of Aa are fixed. But the Ar component can be arbitrary on the boundaries, and we need to sum over those
configurations of Ar in the path integral. Those boundary configurations of
Ar are the origin of φ and W , which is where the interesting physics lies in
this chapter.
The Hilbert space is fixed by a given boundary configuration faα , so summing
over faα amounts to adding different superselection sectors together. In principle, this is not allowed, and we should restrict ourselves in a fixed Hilbert
space. However, there can be exceptions if one wants to consider other physical
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effects through some physical arguments. As we mentioned in section 3.2.2,
the modes that related to the large gauge transformations are
2πn
Aτ 3
,
n ∈ Z,
(3.165)
β
with integer Z. Those modes do not correspond to a fixed boundary configuration, but they can be physical, thus can be counted in the functional integral.
So if one wants to count the effect of those modes, one may need to add those
modes in the path integral. Furthermore, for a fixed boundary configuration
faα , there are some configurations that are related with faα by some gauge
transformations. This is a subset of all the general boundary configurations
and does not form superselection sectors.
So one can sum over all the boundary configurations that have the same field
strength as our fixed faα in the path integral. By doing this, we allow boundary
gauge transform and treat the would-be-gauge boundary degrees of freedom
as physical ones. The boundary configurations can be denoted as
Aa

∂M

= faα + Caα + ∂a λα ,

(3.166)

where faα are the fixed boundary configurations, Ca are constants, and λ is
the gauge parameter. Fixed boundary configurations do not have a large
contribution in the path integral, and we only need to sum over different
(Caα , λα ) configurations.
Here is the argument why those boundary configurations that have same field
strength do not form different superselection sectors. The reason why we do
not sum over arbitrary faα in the main context is that the boundary conditions
form superselection sectors, and there is no finite energy operator that can
take us from one superselection sector to another. Nevertheless, this is not
the case for those boundary configurations shown in (3.166), and it does not
cost energy to move from different sectors with different (Caα , λα ). Thus no
superselection sector is formed, and we can sum over those flat boundary
configurations. There is similar argument for summing over soft hair or wouldbe-gauge degrees of freedom [211]. And different flat boundary configurations
(Caα , λα ) might correspond to different soft hair dressing.
As argued above, if no superselection sector is formed for fixed faα with different (Caα , λα ), one might consider summing over those configurations in the
Euclidean path integral. The boundary configurations faα correspond to the
bulk configurations Ba , thus we need to sum over the Ba configurations corresponding to different (Caα , λα ). Let us take the flat parallel plates case shown
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in section 3.2 as an example; the corresponding bulk Ba configuration can be
expressed as
h
i r
Ba = (Ca(r) − Ca(l) ) + ∂a (λ(r) − λ(l) )
+ (Ca(l) + ∂a λ(l) ) ,
L
1 a
[x · (Ca(r) − Ca(l) ) + (λ(r) − λ(l) )] .
Br =
L
where (l) and (r) label the left and the right boundaries. We also worked out
the corresponding bulk solutions for black hole case in appendix A.2. In the
previous sections, we choose fixed (Caα , λα ) configurations and do not sum over
those configurations, whereas here we sum over all those different configurations. Let us write the partition function we calculated in the main context
with fixed faα and fixed (Caα , λα ) configurations as ZC,λ . The corresponding
path integral for summing over different flat boundary configurations (Caα , λα )
can be written as
Z
Z
−SE
= dC (l) dC (r) Dλ(xa ) ZC,λ .
(3.167)
Z = DBa × DÂµ DφDW e
Note that each boundary configuration (Caα , λα ) is energetically equivalent
with each other; thus, ZC,λ usually does not depend on what specifically
(Caα , λα ) is. Then, we can extract ZC,λ from the integral in calculating the
partition function and work out the functional integral over configurations
(Caα , λα ). Whereas, if there is any operator that depends on the boundary
condition, we can not extract the operator out of the integral (3.167) when
calculating correlation functions. Then, we may have concepts of averaging
over boundary configurations (Caα , λα ) in this case.
Furthermore, one can choose different boundary conditions, for example,
F ra

= 0.

(3.168)

∂M

We need to sum over all the configurations that respect the above condition
in the functional integral. We expect the bulk fluctuation modes should be
more or less the same, but the boundary related degrees of freedom might be
different. For example, the boundary configurations of Ar can not be arbitrary,
but only some flat configurations are allowed. Boundary configurations of Aa
should also be added into the path integral because δAa 6= 0 and Fab 6= 0 in
this case. The boundary configurations are harder to control, and we leave
this case for further studies.
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Two Bekenstein-Hawking-like entropies
In this chapter, the main point we want to make is that the zero modes φ and
the Wilson lines W have an entropy proportional to the horizon area divided
by the Planck area for super-low-temperature black holes, which can be used to
understand the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy because of the right magnitude.
Note that there is also part of the entropy (3.120) in the bulk fluctuation modes
for the finite temperature black hole system, which is also proportional to the
area divided by the UV cutoff squared. This entropy was used to understand
the microscopic degrees of freedom of finite-temperature black hole systems [2],
and was interpreted as the entanglement entropy across the stretched horizon
[3, 117]. If we accept the above argument, we might tend to interpret that the
finite-temperature Bekenstein-Hawking entropy comes from some extra microscopic structure near the horizon like entanglement across the horizon, but the
(near)-extremal black hole entropy comes from different places as the finitetemperature black hole. The (near)-extremal black hole entropy only appears
in low temperature and comes from the breaking of global symmetries. Thus,
we have two different types of Bekenstein-Hawking-like entropies for finitetemperature and (near)-extremal black holes, and they both behave like the
area of the horizon divided by the UV cutoff squared. We leave the symmetry breaking explanation of the phase transitions and other related topics for
further study.

Evaporating black hole and alopecia paradox
As a digression, we briefly discuss a possible application of the phase transition
of the entropy shown in figure 3.7. In order to better understand the AMPS
firewall [169], Yoshida proves the decoupling theorem in paper [173] (also discussed in [175]) to reconstruct black hole interior operators. The basic idea of
Yoshida’s decoupling theorem can be summarised as follows.
Including an extra system O with a large Hilbert space HO that has correlations with the black hole system B, the late time radiation H and early
radiation R are decoupled under a scrambling unitary evolution of the black
hole. The Hawking partner P can be constructed only using the black hole
Hilbert space HB and the extra system HO , and no information of the early
radiation R is needed. The construction can be realised with an error using
the Petz map.
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The theorem implies that including a large extra system in the black hole can
avoid AMPS firewall and construct the Hawking partner P . However, there is
an important condition, which is the dimension of the Hilbert space HO must
be very large comparing to the late time Hawking radiation HH , and the error
mentioned above is proportional to


Error ∼

dim HH
dim HO

2

 1.

(3.169)

So to properly complete the task, dim HO must be much larger than dim HH .
This condition will bring us another paradox in the process of black hole
evaporation.
Because of the correlation between O and part of black hole systemB, the black
hole system also encodes the information of O. In paper [175], it was shown
that the operator O can correlate with the black hole system by gravitational
dressing. Thus we have
dim HB > dim HO .
(3.170)
The combination of equations (3.169) and (3.170) implies
dim HB  dim HH

(3.171)

must be true. As the black hole evaporates, dim HB is decreasing. Once the
above condition can not be fulfilled, the decoupling theorem fails to hold, and
the firewall comes back again. In this sense, we have not completely wiped
out the firewall at the Page time but postponed it until the end stage of the
evaporation.
If we adopt the idea that the correlations between the extra system O and the
black hole B are through soft hair [175], then we are keep losing the soft hair
degrees of freedom as the black hole evaporates because the entropy of the soft
hair must be smaller than the coarse-grained entropy of the black hole. When
we do not have enough soft hair, the decoupling theorem fails. So we call it
Alopecia paradox: At the end stage of the black hole evaporation, the black
hole system does not have large enough coarse-grained entropy to support large
HO to construct the Hawking partner.
The above alopecia paradox is a paradox in a more general setting rather
than a paradox that only appears in Yoshida’s decoupling theorem. Most
of the attempts trying to reconstruct the interior operators using quantum
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information protocol rely on a large phase space of the black hole system.
If the black hole system only left with a few qubits, even still exponentially
hard, the Harlow-Hayden decoding task [171, 172] is not that hard. Thus, we
always face the AMPS firewall if the black hole system is only left with several
qubits. If the firewall shows up once on the horizon, there would be a firewall
all over the horizon because of the general covariance of the general relativity.
This paradox can be seen more explicitly by the coarse-grained entropy of an
evaporating black hole [160, 161]. The Stephan-Boltzmann law of blackbody
radiation can be written as
dM
∝ T 4,
(3.172)
dAdt
with the area of the black hole A. Then, the power of the evaporation can be
written as
1
dM
∝ 2.
(3.173)
dt
M
Working out the above integral, we obtain


t 1/3
M = M0 1 −
,
t0

(3.174)

where M0 is the original mass of the black hole, and t0 is the total time for
the evaporation. Similarly, for the entropy of the system, we have


S = S0

t
1−
t0

2/3

,

(3.175)

with the original entropy of the black hole S0 . The coarse-grained entropy of
the black hole system is depicted in figure 3.8. As we can see from the figure,
at the end of the evaporation the coarse-grained entropy of the system goes
to zero, thus can not support large amount of soft hair degrees of freedom
for the purpose of decoupling between the late and early time radiation and
constructing the Hawking partner.
A possible way to avoid this problem is provided in the calculations of this
chapter. We can transfer the entropy shown in figure 3.7 to an evaporating
black hole. The actual coarse-grained entropy of the black hole system is
illustrated in figure 3.9. As we can see, the entropy follows the same curve
as an evaporation black hole shown in figure 3.8 at the early stage of the
evaporation. Then the temperature of the system rises, we start to see the
phase transition of the field φ. After the phase transition, the entropy of φ
scales as L2 × T 2 , which is large enough at high temperature. Thus, Yoshida’s
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decoupling theorem still hold at the end of the evaporation, and we can still
reconstruct the interior operators and stay away from the firewall.
We have to admit that the above argument about the alopecia paradox is very
suggestive, but we think it is interesting to present and discuss it here. At
the end of the evaporation, the very tiny black hole might already beyond the
scope of general relativity, so the problem might not be very strange, and we
do not really need to worry about it.
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Figure 3.8: The coarse-grained entropy of black hole system decrease to zero
as the alopecia paradox for evaporating black hole.

S

t

Figure 3.9: The entropy of an evaporating black hole system is illustrated
here. Firstly, the entropy decreases, following the same curve as shown in figure
3.8. Then, as the system’s temperature becomes high, there is a phase transition of the black hole system, and after that, the entropy scales as Area×T 2
and Volume×T 3 .
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Soft Black Hole
Information Paradox

One of the most important black hole crises is the black hole information
paradox (BHIP), which is sharpened by the AMPS firewall argument. To
avoid the firewall near the horizon, one may need to ask the early and late
radiation to be decoupled. Recent works [174, 175] considered soft hair as the
core ingredient in the decoupling theorem to avoid firewall and reconstruct
Hawking partner. With the help of the seven key assertions of soft hair,
Pasterski and Verlinde argued that the infalling observer would never knock
into a firewall, and the interior operator can be reconstructed via the Petz
map. However, the derivation of the Page curve of a black hole collapsed from
a pure state, which is essential in the paradox, is not addressed. Therefore,
this chapter aims to further understand the role of soft hair in the BHIP and
derives a Page curve using Maxwell soft hair.
Treating Maxwell soft hair as a transition function that relates U(1) gauge
fields living in the asymptotic region and the near-horizon region, the U(1)
gauge parameter λ(xa ) naturally becomes a good label of those Maxwell soft
hair degrees of freedom. This interpretation also builds the connection between Maxwell soft hair and U(1) edge modes living in the intermediate region,
which admits a well-defined effective action description. We study the statistical properties by Euclidean path integral, which concludes that the soft hair
density of state increases with the black hole temperature. Hawking radiation
increases black hole entropy by creating entanglement, while the measurement
of soft mode projects the black hole onto a lower entropy state. The competition between phase spaces of Hawking radiation and soft hair measurement
gives rise to one version of the Page curve consistent with the unitary evolution
of the black hole.
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4.1

Introduction

The BHIP was put forward by Hawking in 1976 [218], which ironically seems to
suggest Hawking’s own model of radiation [7, 12] should be modified largely
at the late time of evaporation. Even with the recent exciting progress of
the “Island prescription” [1, 178–180, 190, 196, 219], there are no general
agreements regarding what has been missed by Hawking’s calculation. Was
Hawking missed quantum effects of gravity? Then we might need a while
to understand this problem completely. Or optimistically, if the answer is
classical global effects, the problem might be more handleable.
The paradox is that the von Neumann entropy of black holes cannot be larger
than the coarse-grained entropy that is proportional to the area of the horizon.
Hawking radiation creates entanglement between the black hole and radiation.
However, in principle, after a certain time of evaporation tpage , no more entanglement can be created, because there is simply no room in the black hole to
store the information of the Hawking partner P anymore. We meet the conundrum that fine-grained entropy becomes larger than coarse-grained entropy if
the black hole continues to evaporate after the Page time. Naively, there are
several ways out. The first one is that the Hawking partner P stored in the
black hole can go out of the same horizon as Hawking radiation H to purify the
radiation, which is forbidden because of the Almheiri-Marolf-Polchinski-Sully
(AMPS) firewall argument [169]. The second one is that the information of
P is encoded somewhere else, which seems not possible because of the no-hair
theorem [220, 221]. The third one is that the black hole interior is already
included in the entanglement wedge of radiation and can be reconstructed
from the radiation [222, 223]. The recently proposed island prescription also
belongs to this category.
The recent paper by Pasterski and Verlinde (PV) [175] seems to have unified
the above arguments, claiming that the global soft hair beyond the no-hair
theorem is the handle to reconstruct interior operators and is firewall-free.
They treated the supertranslation soft hair as a transition function that connects the asymptotic region and the near-horizon region, which provided a way
to understand the soft hair degrees of freedom. A dressed infalling observer
would perform a measurement of the classical value of the transition function
f (z A ) when crossing the intermediate region. The measurement can project
the black hole onto a specific soft hair state that enables the reconstruction of
the black hole interior and decreases the black hole entropy. They also gave
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seven key assertions that related to the soft hair and checked them in the paper. However, the supertranslation story did not provide a way to evaluate
the phase space of supertranslation soft hair and thus cannot answer if the soft
hair is powerful enough to give rise to the Page curve [160] consistent with the
unitary evolution of the black hole or not.
Maxwell’s theory, on the other hand, has a much simpler structure, and we
are able to analyse the phase space quantitatively and get an effective action
description of Maxwell soft hair. By studying the Maxwell soft hair in the
current chapter, the U(1) gauge transition function is identified with the edge
modes living in the intermediate region studied in literature [119, 136–138,
159]. The basic idea is the following. Divide the spacetime into three regions:
the near-horizon region M, the asymptotic region M̄, and the intermediate
boundary ∂M; the gauge fields living in M and M̄ need to match each other
on the boundary. We introduce Lagrange multiplier currents J µ along the
boundary to match the above gauge fields. The path integral over J µ gives
out an effective action for λ which is a massless scalar living on the boundary
Z
√
1
S[λ] = −
d3 x −h ∂ a λ∂a λ .
(4.1)
2f (L) ∂M
Now the would-be-gauge parameter λ(xa ) becomes physical degrees of freedom
living on the boundary, and the massless bosonic field can be regarded as the
Goldstone modes of the large gauge symmetry on the boundary.
The Hawking radiation increases the entropy of the black hole, and the measurement of Maxwell soft hair projects the black hole onto lower entropy states.
Fermi’s golden rule compares the rates of different physical processes by comparing their phase space, which can also be adopted here to compare the
Hawking radiation and soft hair measurement. Equipped with the effective
action (4.1), we can directly use the Euclidean path integral to calculate the
partition function and evaluate the size of the phase space for Maxwell soft
hair. The competition between the phase spaces of the soft hair and black hole,
i.e., the rates of measurement and Hawking radiation, gives out one version of
the Page curve consistent with unitarity.
Note that soft hair as a potential solution to BHIP is not new and was already
hinted at in many papers, such as [107, 109–113, 211, 224–230]. The new
ingredients here are the Page curve and the analysis of the phase space of soft
hair by studying edge modes effective action.
Another motivation of this chapter is that people are searching for free param-
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eters [205, 207, 208] that label the superselection sectors inspired by island
prescription and the ensemble average proposal [190, 199, 200]. Swampland
program opposes such kind of free parameters for d > 3 in quantum gravity
[203, 231–233]. However, approximate global symmetry [234] rather than exact
ones might survive from swampland and can provide such free parameters.
The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. In section 4.2, we provide
a brief review of the gravitational story, including properties of supertranslation soft hair, gravitational dressing of operators, and quantum information
protocol to reconstruct interior operators. In section 4.3, we present an analysis of the relation between U(1) edge modes and Maxwell soft hair and get
an effective action for those Goldstone modes. The effective action enables
us to calculate the statistical properties of those soft hair degrees of freedom.
In section 4.4, we introduce Fermi’s golden rule to analyse the rates of two
processes that increase and decrease the entropy of the black hole separately.
A version of the Page curve can be gotten from the competition of those two
processes. We end with some conclusions and further comments in the last
section.

4.2

Review of Gravitational Story

Here we provide a brief review of the supertranslation story. The transition
function related to the supertranslation between different regions on an asymptotic flat black hole is analysed to make the Maxwell story conceptually easier
to accept. We also provide some basic idea of what role soft hair can play in the
BHIP by some quantum information protocols. One can consult [107, 175, 211]
for more details.
The origin of the gravitational soft hair is the ambiguity in defining the metric in the asymptotic region. For an asymptotically flat Schwarzschild black
hole, the asymptotic region is Minkowski spacetime Mink4 as we take r → ∞
limit. An isometry is a coordinate transformation that leaves the metric invariant, which is a sign of the spacetime symmetry and corresponds to conserved
charges. The asymptotic symmetries are the diffeomorphisms that preserve the
asymptotic metric because the change of the metric coming from the transformation can also die off as r → ∞. It is an extended version of isometry. At
the linearized level, the asymptotic group is generated by the transformations
called supertranslations. For a standard Schwarzschild metric in the advanced
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Bondi coordinates, the diffeomorphisms
0
gµν → gµν
= gµν + Lζ gµν

(4.2)

that preserve Bondi gauge and the standard falloff conditions at the asymptotic
region are generated by vector [107]
1
1
ζf = f ∂v − D2 f ∂r + DA f ∂A .
2
r
Note that f is a function of the celestial sphere coordinates.

(4.3)

One of the crucial insights of [175] is that one can change perspective and characterise that diffeomorphism in terms of a transition function that connects
the the asymptotic and the near-horizon coordinates. We choose light cone
coordinates (u, v) in the asymptotic region such that the metric is
ds2

asymp

= Λdudv + r2 γAB dz A dz B , Λ ≡ 1 −

2M
,
r

(4.4)

with γAB the metric on S 2 . In the near-horizon region, we use Kruskal-Szekeres
coordinates (U, V ) and write the metric as
2M −r/2M
e
.
(4.5)
r
Those two coordinates can be patched together via coordinate transformation
ds2

hor

= −F dU dV + r2 γAB dZ A dZ B , F ≡

U
V
= −e−u/4M ,
= −ev/4M , Z A = z A .
(4.6)
4M
4M
There is ambiguity in matching those two coordinates, and thus the transformation can be modified by adding linearized soft hair into
U
4M
V
4M
ZA

= −e−u/4M + ζfU ,

(4.7)

= −ev/4M + ζfV ,

(4.8)

= z A + ζfA .

(4.9)

Here ζf is exactly the components of the vector field associated with the supertranslation in equation (4.3). The above coordinate transition between the
two coordinate systems (4.4) and (4.5) can also be written as [175]
V
−f,
4M
U
1
u = −4M ln(−
) − f − e(u−v)/4M D2 f ,
4M
F
1 A
A
A
z
= Z − D f,
r
v = 4M ln
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Figure 4.1: Supertranslation soft hair degrees of freedom are encoded in the
transition function f that relates different coordinate systems. The relations
between those two coordinates are shown in equations (4.7)-(4.9).
where DA is the covariant derivative with respect to γAB . The transition
function f that relates different coordinate systems is schematically depicted
in figure 4.1. Now, as shown in figure 4.2, there are extra degrees of freedom
in defining the asymptotic structure for the observers sitting on the horizon,
which are labelled by the supertranslation parameter f (z A ). Similarly, the
asymptotic observers also have problems in deciding what soft hair state the
black hole is. Those extra degrees of freedom are the gravitational soft hair.
The gravitational soft hair discussed above is physical degrees of freedom rather
than redundancy in the description. There are conserved charges associated
with the supertranslation and canonical conjugate momentum dual to the
parameter f (z A ) through standard symplectic form analysis [211]. Promoting
f to a quantum operator, fˆ(z A ) describes the soft hair Goldstone modes. The
soft charge QS (z A ) can be written as
Z
A
QS (z ) = dv q̂S (v, Z A ) ,
(4.13)
and conjugate variable to fˆ can be seen from the commutator
[q̂S (v, z A ), f (v 0 , z 0A )] = iδ(v − v 0 )δ (2) (z − z 0 ) ,
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What’s f in the sky?

Black hole

What’s f on the horizon?

Black hole

Figure 4.2: Schematic depiction of asymptotic symmetry group and soft hair.
First panel: for an observer sitting on the horizon, there is an ambiguity
in the sky generated by the diffeomorphisms that preserve the asymptotic
structure. This ambiguity is labelled by a parameter f (z A ) and is a global
effect. Second panel: an asymptotic observer meets a similar problem. The
black hole is a superposition state of different f (z A )s unless the observer jumps
into the black hole to measure it. By jumping across the boundary, the black
hole is projected to a state with more specific f , which has lower entropy.
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with

1
D2 (D2 + 2) ∂v fˆ .
(4.15)
16π
Also, one can implant soft hair by sending in shock waves at v = v0 with some
specific stress tensors [107]


1
1 2 2
ˆ
T̂vv =
m − D (D − 1)f δ(v − v0 ) ,
(4.16)
16πM 2
4
3
T̂vA =
DA fˆ δ(v − v0 ) .
(4.17)
32πM
q̂S (v, z A ) =

where m is the mass of the shock wave. The gravitational soft hair can be
changed by the shock wave stress tensor


m
0
(4.18)
= gµν + Θ(v − v0 ) Lf gµν + δav δbv ,
gµν → gµν
r
which means that fˆ is changed to fˆ + f by the shock wave. Implanting
supertranslation soft hair is another physical argument showing that soft hair
is not a description redundancy.
In a gravitational theory, diffeomorphism invariant (physical) operators must
commute with the total supertranslation charge Qf = QS + QH
[Qf , Ophys ] = 0 ,

(4.19)

which requires the physical operators factorise into a product of matter operator O times a gravitational Wilson line W, i.e.,
Ophys = O × W .

(4.20)

The Wilson line W takes the following form [230]:
ˆ

W(k, z A ) = e−ikf (z

A

)

.

(4.21)

For an infalling operator O(v, z A ), the gravitational dressing is just adding
an extra phase on the momentum eigenstate eikv . So the dressed infalling
operator can be simply expressed by replacing the original v coordinate by
v̂ = v − fˆ .

(4.22)

Under the action of QS , fˆ is shifted by an amount f ,
fˆ → fˆ + f .
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Figure 4.3: Diagrammatic representation of the black hole evolution. First
panel: a system including code subspace C, early radiation R, soft hair S,
and observer O evolve for a period of Hawking evaporation. Second panel:
including the information of observer Hilbert space, the recovery operator R
can reverse the evolution U , and reconstruct Hawking partner P .
And the v coordinate of a black hole with gravitational soft hair implanted is
shifted with the opposite amount −f ,
v →v−f

(4.24)

as shown in (4.10). Those two shifted phases cancel each other, and we can
conclude that the dressed infalling external operators and the black hole soft
hair know the phases of each other. In this sense, the outside observers and
the black hole soft hair are entangled with each other, which is essential for
the reconstruction of interior operators.
Now with the soft hair degrees of freedom included in the system, we can
reconstruct the Hawking partner of the late time radiation using those soft hair
degrees of freedom as far as the Hilbert space of soft hair is large. Let us first
clarify the notations, and then we can explain the basic idea. We denote the
black hole Hilbert space as HB with its size dB = dim HB , code subspace HC
with dC = dim HC , the Hilbert space associated with the observers HO with
dO = dim HO , and similar pattern for early radiation R, late time radiation
H, and mirror degrees of freedom P playing the role of the Hawking partner.
As discussed in the previous paragraph, S and O purify each other. The basis
states of code subspace C and radiation R can be represented as |iiC and |iiR ,
the ones for soft hair S and observer O are |f iS and |f iO , and the ones for H
and P are |niH and |miP .
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The state we are starting with is
|Ψ0 i = √

X
1
|ii |f iS |f iO |iiR
dC dS i,f C

(4.25)

which is diagrammatically shown in figure 4.3. After embedding the state |Ψi0
into black hole Hilbert space and time evolving the black hole system to emit
one late time Hawking radiation H, the wave function of the system can be
written as
X
|Ψ(t)i =
Cn Tf |iiC ⊗ |niH |iiR |f iO ,
(4.26)
i,f,n

where Tf is the embedding tensor mapping the code subspace to the Hilbert
space Hf with a fixed soft hair eigenvalue f , and Cn is the Kraus operator.
The evolution is illustrated in the first panel of figure 4.3.
Inspired by the quantum error correction protocol and Petz map, the recovery
map R, which reverses the unitary evolution U and reconstructs the code
subspace, and the Hawking partner can be worked out. The role of the recovery
map is illustrated in the second panel of figure 4.3, which can be represented
as
R U |Ψ0 i ' |Ψ0 i |TFDiHP ,

(4.27)

where |TFDiHP is the thermo-field double (TFD) made by the Hawking radiation and its partner. The error of the reconstruct dc dH /dB  1 is indicated
by the sign '. The recovery map within a fixed soft hair sector Rf can be
expressed as [175]
Rf |ΦiB =

X

Rf,n ⊗ |ΦiB |f iS |niP

(4.28)

f,n

where |ΦiB is the black hole state. Rf,n can be expressed in terms of the
density matrix of black hole and observer in a fixed soft hair sector σBf
1
Rf,n = √ Tf† Cn† (σBf )−1/2 ,
dC

σBf =

1 X
Cn Tf Tf† Cn† .
dC n

(4.29)

It can be shown that
Rf,n Cm Tf |iiC '

√

pn δnm |iiC |f iS ,

(4.30)

where pn are the Boltzmann weights. Then we can accomplish our task by the
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following procedures
R U |Ψ0 i =
'
=

X
1
×
Rf,n Cm Tf |iiC ⊗ |f iO |iiR |niP |miH
dC dS n,m,i,f
X√
X
1
√
|iiC |f iS |f iO |iiR ⊗
×
pn |niH |niP
dC dS
n
i,f

√

|Ψ0 i ⊗ |TFDiHP ,

(4.31)

as shown in figure 4.3.
The fact that the above procedure can be done without AMPS firewall can
be reasoned by Yoshida’s decoupling theorem [173], which can be expressed as
follows: if U is scrambling and the dimension of HS is much larger than HH ,
i.e., dS  dH , early and late Hawking radiation are decoupled, and one can
reconstruct the Hawking partner P without using the early radiation R. The
Hawking-Perry-Strominger soft hair introduces an observer-dependent firewall
[175], and the infalling observer will never knock into any AMPS firewall before
reaching the singularity.
Several key assertions [175] related to the soft hair degrees of freedom are on
the horizon with all the above arguments. We summarise those assertions
below. The soft hair degrees of freedom are encoded in the transition function
(or diffeomorphism) f (z A ); thus, they are classical and measurable properties
of black holes, as can be seen from figure 4.1. The information carried by the
function f should be regarded as part of black hole entropy. The observers who
are sitting at the horizon or asymptotic region cannot determine what f is;
thus as shown in figure 4.2 the soft hair is invisible to them. Only by jumping
across the intermediate region and comparing the coordinate on both sides,
the dressed infalling observer adopts the so-called sharp focus perspective.
As a result, the black hole is projected to a state with a more specific value
of f (z0A ) on location z0A . The measurement of soft hair would project the
black hole onto a soft hair eigenstate with less entropy and reduce the total
entropy of the black hole. The measurement enables the reconstruction of the
Hawking partner using a set of quantum information protocols as discussed
above. Now the entropy of the black hole is lower than before because of this
measurement. However, the soft hair is not necessarily completely projected
out by one measurement because f (z A ) can be a lot of configurations rather
than a global parameter. So we can gradually reduce the total entropy by
repeatedly throwing gravitationally dressed operators across the boundary.
Now we have encoded the gravitational soft hair in terms of transition function
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shown in equations (4.7)-(4.9), which makes the definition of the Maxwell soft
hair very transparent. Although one can largely mimic the gravitational falloff
analysis by imposing some falloff boundary conditions on gauge fields near the
infinity and claiming that all the gauge transformations consistent with the
falloff boundary conditions can be regarded as physical symmetries. Here we
just use the gauge field to replace the metric and use gauge transformation
to replace diffeomorphism. However, there is a conceptual difference between
the isometry that preserves some metric structure (even asymptotic metric)
and other diffeomorphisms. This difference is not obvious in gauge theories.
Gauge parameters can have arbitrary dependence on spacetime coordinates xµ ,
unless the canonical analysis tells us which of them are physical and which are
not. Understanding the whole story by looking at the transition function and
getting an effective action for those would-be-gauge degrees of freedom seems
more straightforward. Moreover, the transition function interpretation has a
great potential to be generalised to a finite distance away from the horizon.
So the strategy for Maxwell’s theory is to regard the Maxwell soft hair as the
transition function that compares gauge fields living in different regions. We
will explain more details in the next section.

4.3

Maxwell Soft Hair

In this section, we adopt the language reviewed in the previous section, where
we treated gravitational soft hair as a transition function between the asymptotic region and the near-horizon region of the global black hole spacetime.
Whereas here, we mainly focus on U(1) gauge theory living on a black hole
background and characterise the Maxwell soft hair in terms of a transition
function of gauge fields between those different regions. The main difference
is that the show’s leading role is the U(1) gauge transformation λ(xa ) on the
boundary xa , rather than supertranslation. The virtue of Maxwell’s theory,
in addition to being easier to be handled both conceptually and computationally, is that we can relate it with U(1) edge modes and have an effective
Lagrangian description of λ, which can help us to estimate the size of phase
space of Maxwell soft hair. Once we know the size of phase space, we are
enabled to do more analysis on what soft hair can do to help us understand
BHIP as an example, which will be the central subject of the next section.
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4.3.1

Maxwell soft hair as a transition function

Similar to the gravity story, we divide the asymptotically flat Schwarzschild
black hole into two regions, namely the near-horizon region M and the asymptotic region M̄. At the place where those two regions meet each other, we
interpret the Maxwell soft hair as a transition function that uniformises the
gauge fields Aµ and Āµ living in M and M̄ respectively, as shown in figure
4.4. In this sense, one can think there is a boundary, denoted as ∂M, between
the two regions, and the Maxwell soft hair can be regarded as the edge states
living on the boundary [136, 137]. One can imagine this boundary as some
kind of “Dyson sphere” outside the black hole, and we will mainly adopt the
perspective of the observer living inside the Dyson sphere and regard the soft
hair degrees of freedom as vacuum degeneracy in the sky. This perspective is
shown in the first panel of figure 4.2; as the observer looks up into the sky, the
U(1) soft hair is labelled by gauge parameter λ on the boundary.
Before taking any further step, let us first set up our physical background. We
are mainly interested in the U(1) gauge theory with action
Z
√
1
S=−
d4 x −g F µν Fµν .
(4.32)
4 M
The theory is put on an asymptotically flat black hole spacetime with metric
ds2 = −(1 −

2GM 2
2GM −1 2
)dt + (1 −
) dr + r2 dΩ22 .
r
r

(4.33)

The spacetime is divided into the near-horizon region M and the asymptotic
region M̄. The path integral on this manifold can be written as
Z
Y
[DAµ ][DĀµ ]
δ(Aµ − Āµ ) ei(SA +SĀ ) .
(4.34)
x∈∂M

The gauge fields living on the sides are supposed to match each other. That is
the reason why we introduce a boundary delta function in the path integral.
The boundary delta function can be dealt by introducing Lagrange multiplier
fields on the boundary
Z
R
Y
i
J µ (Aµ −Āµ )
δ(Aµ − Āµ ) = [DJ µ ]e ∂M
.
(4.35)
x∈∂M

Lagrange multipliers J µ can be arbitrary functions on the boundary, which will
be integrated over eventually. This part can be regarded as the duplication
of coordinate transformation in equation (4.6). For the observer living in the
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Figure 4.4: Maxwell soft hair degrees of freedom are encoded in the gauge
transformation parameter λ between the gauge fields living in two different
regions.

near-horizon region, the original gauge theory can be gotten by getting rid
of the contributions from Āµ . Aµ should be fully gauge fixed in bulk M
for a physical observer, and we can write the gauge field as Aµ − i∂µ λ on the
boundary to reserve the ambiguity to match the fields between two sides; hence
λ should be interpreted as the transition function that connects the gauge fields
living in those two regions. This gauge parameter λ along the boundary has
also been interpreted as U(1) edge modes [136, 137]. One can also perform
symplectic form analysis to show those modes λ are indeed physical [211].
Following the same logic as the supertranslation case, we interpreted the gauge
parameter as the transition function that relates the Maxwell gauge fields between two regions. Thus we can say that λ at the boundary provides a good
label of Maxwell soft hair just as supertranslation parameter f did for gravitational soft hair. Moreover, we also provide a concrete relation between the
Maxwell soft hair and the would-be-gauge edge states living on the boundary.
This relation was also mentioned in [137].
The Maxwell soft hair should have the same seven assertions as supertranslation soft hair discussed by PV. Those properties are essential for soft hair
to shed light on the BHIP. The Maxwell soft hair degrees of freedom should
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also be classical and physical effects of the global black hole, which are invisible for observers restricted in the asymptotic region or the near-horizon
region. Maxwell soft hair can be measured and is exponentially sensitive for
an infalling observer who crosses the intermediate region. Those soft degrees
of freedom carry a large amount of entropy and can be projected to a lower
entropy state by measurement done by the dressed in-falling particles. We will
use those assertions for Maxwell’s theory as the key ingredients to argue the
Page curve in the next section.

4.3.2

Effective field theory of Maxwell soft hair

Now we have interpreted the Maxwell soft hair as a transition function that
relates the U(1) gauge fields living in different regions. Moreover, we have
built the connection of Maxwell soft hair and the U(1) edge modes living on
the intermediate boundary. The virtue of Maxwell soft hair is that we have an
effective action description of those edge modes. With the help of the action,
we can do some quantitative analysis of the phase space of Maxwell soft hair
λ(xa ).
Restricted to the near-horizon region M, the effective action for Aµ can be
written as
Z
√
1
SA = −
d4 x −g F µν Fµν
4 M
Z
√
+
d3 x −h J µ (Aµ − i∂µ λ) ,
(4.36)
∂M

Here J µ are the Lagrange multipliers introduced in equation (4.35) and will
be integrated over later. In order to separate the effects from edge modes and
bulk modes, we are going to separate Aµ into two parts
Aµ = Ãµ + Bµ ,

(4.37)

where Ãµ vanishes at boundary, and Bµ is on shell in the bulk and takes the
same boundary value as Aµ . Then the effective action can be separated into
two parts
SA

= SÃ + SB
Z
1
= −
d4 xF̃ µν F̃µν
4 M


Z
√
1
µν
3
µ
+
d x −h − nν F(B) Bµ + J (Bµ − i∂µ λ) ,
2
∂M
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µν
where nµ is the normal vector orthogonal to the boundary and F(B)
is the
field strength calculated from Bµ . The first part SÃ that captures the bulk
fluctuation contribution is not of interest here. The second part


Z
√
1
µν
SB =
Bµ + J µ (Bµ − i∂µ λ)
(4.39)
d3 x −h − nν F(B)
2
∂M

captures the interesting physical effects and will give out the effective action
for Goldstone modes λ. Bµ is on shell in the bulk M, and thus we can solve
Bµ in terms of boundary current J µ . Putting back the solution Bµ [J µ ] means
that the effective action SB can be written as a functional of J µ and λ. To do
that, one needs to solve the following bulk problem
µν
∇µ F(B)
= 0,

with

µν
nν F(B)

bdy

= Jµ .

(4.40)

Until now, we have not picked any specific gauge fixing condition. No matter
what gauge fixing condition we pick for Bµ in bulk, Ãµ should use the same
gauge fixing condition. Here we are going to let Br = 0 (i.e. Ar = 0) as
our bulk gauge fixing condition. Choosing r = L as our the boundary, the
boundary condition in equation (4.40) is
∂r B a

bdy

= Ja ,

0 = Jr ,

(4.41)

where xa is the coordinates along the boundary. Working with our gauge fixing
condition, one can immediately see that after variable separation, Ba always
take the form of
Ba = f (r) · Ja .
(4.42)
f (r) can be some very complicated function of r determined by the bulk equation of motion, with ∂r f (r) r=L = 1. This is already enough information for
us to get the effective action for Goldstone λ(xa ). Putting (4.42) back into the
action (4.39), we get


Z
√
f (L) a
3
a
a
SB =
d x −h
J Ja − iJ ∂a λ(x ) .
(4.43)
2
∂M
Functional integrating out J a (xb ) in the path integral, one gets an effective
action for λ(xa ), which is read as
Z
√
1
S[λ] = −
d3 x −h ∂ a λ∂a λ .
(4.44)
2f (L) ∂M
The action describes a three-dimensional massless scalar field living on the
boundary r = L with a coupling constant that varies with the location of the
boundary. This is the effective action description of Goldstone modes λ(xa ).
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Now we are good to analyse how large the phase space of Maxwell soft hair is.
We analyse the statistical properties of λ(xa ) by performing a Euclidean path
integral at finite temperature. The partition function for λ can be written as
Z
Zλ = [Dλ] e−SE [λ]
(4.45)
where the Euclidean action is
1
SE [λ] =
2f (L)

Z

β

Z

dτ

√
d2 x h ∂ a λ∂a λ ,

(4.46)

0

with inverse temperature β as the periodicity of τ direction. This is nothing
strange, and the result is well known. The partition function for fluctuation
modes of Maxwell soft hair at large L is
"
#1/2
Y
π
ZF =
,
(4.47)
β 2 (ωn2 + k2 )
n,k
where ωn and k are Fourier modes along τ and spatial directions. The free
energy and entropy from this part are read as
F
SF

ζ(3) 3 2
T L ,
6π
ζ(3) L2
∂F
=
.
= −
∂T
2π β 2
= −T ln ZF = −

(4.48)

Note that L is taken to be large compared to the horizon’s scale or inverse
temperature here, mainly for two reasons. The first one is that, when we are
doing asymptotic analysis in the gravity case, we have taken 1/r to be small,
and the diffeomorphisms we care about are the ones that preserve the asymptotic metric. The extra degrees of freedom are living on the so-called celestial
sphere. Here the gauge theory is supposed to have a similar property, and L
is taken to be the radius of the celestial sphere. Second, in order to calculate
the partition function of λ, we put those modes in a (2+1)-dimensional box
with finite temperature 1/β. The background topology S 1 × S 2 is taken care
of by periodic boundary conditions. Then this is the standard thermal field
theory for a scalar field,
X 1
ln Z = −
[ βk + ln(1 − e−βk )] ,
(4.49)
2
k
√
with k = k2 . In order to change the sum into an integral, we need to take a
large volume limit. L  β also justifies that we put the scalar field in a large
box.
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There are also constant modes or topological modes contribution to the entropy. The scalar field λ is compact; thus, the path integral over the constant
modes gives out a partition function proportional to the perimeter of the circle up to a normalisation factor. The corresponding entropy proportional to
the logarithm of the partition function may dominate when the power-law
contribution from thermal modes becomes less important at low temperature.
Also, because we are working on a Euclidean background with compact time
direction, the fundamental group element of S 1 can be added into the path
integral as winding modes. Those topological modes give out theta function
contribution in the partition function. Again, both contributions from constant modes and topological modes can become important contributions in
the low-temperature limit. They may contribute to the logarithm correction
of black hole entropy in the near extremal black hole case. Nevertheless, those
contributions are not essential for our discussion here. The size of the Maxwell
soft hair phase space is more or less proportional to
k∝e

SF

ζ(3) L2
= exp
2π β 2




.

(4.50)

Note that k changes as the temperature of the spacetime varies. As the temperature of the spacetime becomes higher and higher, k can be very large. In
other words, the phase space of soft hair increases as more and more Hawking
radiation happens. The variation of k with temperature is the crucial ingredient for our argument to understand the BHIP, which we will see in the next
section.
We do not have an excellent angle to argue what L is in this case. According
to asymptotic analysis, L should be a large distance cutoff, and the boundary
should be regarded as the celestial sphere. Now the transition function prescription in gauge theory does not really care about the falloff conditions, and
what we need is just a boundary between these two regions. In this sense, the
boundary can be moved to a finite distance away from the horizon. This is
the situation that we did not go into too many details and restricted ourselves
to large L. But it is interesting to consider more about this case. The scale
of L is essential in determining the phase space of soft hair. The situation is
not like the extremal black hole case where we have a natural length scale to
characterise the boundary between AdS2 × S 2 throat and asymptotic region.
In principle, L should be determined by length scales GN and M , or even the
history of the evaporation, which means L might vary with time. The point
we want to make here is, at the end of the evaporation, where the temperature
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for the tiny black hole is very high, k should always be large enough to play a
significant role.

4.4

Page Curve from Soft Hair

Having an effective action of Maxwell soft hair at hand, we estimated the size
of phase space in the previous section. In this section, we address the problem
of how soft hair of the black hole gives rise to one version of “Page curve”,
which might not be the same as the one originally proposed by Page [160],
but certainly does not violate the bound for von Neumann entropy during
evaporation. Note that here the Page curve is gotten from a more microscopic
perspective. The basic idea is that we should at least allow for two kinds
of processes on the black hole background, namely, Hawking radiation and
measurement. The measurement is done by a global infalling observer across
the boundary. The competition between those two processes, the rate of which
is proportional to the size of phase space, will eventually give out the Page
curve.

4.4.1

Two types of processes

In general, we should consider two types of physical processes on a black
hole background. The Hawking radiation process is the well-understood one,
which increases black hole entropy by creating the entanglement between the
Hawking radiation and interior partner. There should also be measurement
processes, which can be done by U(1) dressed infalling observers. As argued
by PV, the measurement of the soft hair f or λ enables the reconstruction of
Hawking partners, and they also demonstrated the possible quantum information protocol of the reconstruction using measurement of soft hair. There are
still subtleties related to the exchange between code subspace and soft hair
subspace, which is not completely clear. However, naively, one can always
say that the comparison of f (or λ in the Maxwell case) between two regions
projects the black hole onto a given soft hair configuration, a lower entropy
state. The entropy of the black hole is reduced once the outside observer in
figure 4.2 knows more information about what is f or λ. The soft hair space
of the black hole is projected onto a lower entropy state by repeated measurements. From now on, we will say that the measurement can be done by
any infalling dressed particle that crosses the intermediate region, and such
measurement reduces the entropy of the black hole.
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S
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Figure 4.5: The entropy of black hole is increased by Hawking radiation and
decreased by measurement that project the black hole onto states with given
soft hair configurations.
The entropy of the black hole is depicted in figure 4.5. As usual, we always
assume we are starting with a pure state black hole. The entropy of the black
hole is increased by Hawking radiation, as shown by the red lines in the figure. The more entanglement between the black hole and Hawking radiation
is created, the more entropy the black hole has. This is precisely Hawking’s
paradox, which confuses people by saying that the process seems to continue
forever, and the entanglement entropy can be even larger than the black hole
thermodynamics entropy. The measurement that reduces the entropy of the
black hole are shown by the blue dashed line, which might be invisible to
Hawking’s argument, but will be the most important new ingredient for the
BHIP. The argument in this section is still very qualitative. A natural question is how much do the measurement reduce the black hole entropy, which
requires a competition between the rate of Hawking radiation and soft hair
measurement.

4.4.2

Fermi’s golden rule

A more accurate version of counting the rate of particle scattering should rely
on black hole S-matrix [235–237]. There is some recent progress on black hole
S-matrix related to soft particle dressing [228–230]. However, for our purpose
here, it is already enough to use a very modest version for two-level systems,
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i.e., “Fermi’s golden rule” [238, 239]. The Fermi’s Golden rule means that we
can approximately treat Hawking radiation and infalling particles across the
boundary at a given energy as a two-level system. By virtue of Fermi’s golden
rule, the rate of transition w can be written as
w = hT i2 ρ(E) ,

(4.51)

with T as the scattering matrix of the process, and ρ(E) as the density of state
of energy E. We can use the formula (4.51) to calculate the rate of Hawking
radiation and the measurement process. Then the whole problem is reduced
to a density of state counting, assuming that hT i is more or less of the same
order.
The intuitive way of understanding Fermi’s golden rule is following. For the
black hole with mass M emitting a Hawking quantum with energy δM and
then going to a lower energy state, we can naturally portray it as a two-level
system. Of course, the rate for this process depends on the density of state of
the given black hole state. The more states we have at the given energy of the
black hole, the bigger chance Hawking radiation can happen. Similarly, for the
infalling particles waiting to cross the boundary, one should think this process
is a domain-wall-crossing process, which can also be portrayed as a two-level
system. More degeneracy at a given temperature means one has more choices
from to choose, and it is easier to make the deal.
Let us first look at the Hawking radiation process. The density of state can
be written as an exponent of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy eSBH . Then
the rate of a black hole with mass M emitting particles at the horizon can be
written as [2]
wH = hTH i2 eSBH (M ) .
(4.52)
where wH is the rate of our first physical process Hawking radiation. For
the second process, the phase space of degeneracy at a given temperature was
calculated in the previous section, where we denoted it as


ζ(3) L2
k ∝ exp
.
(4.53)
2π β 2
Then the rate of measurement can be written as


ζ(3) L2
2
wM = hTM i exp
.
2π β 2

(4.54)

We need more details of the interacting Hamiltonian to calculate the scattering
matrix. For now, let us assume the overall scattering amplitude of those two
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processes is comparable with each other. Then one can compare the rate of
those processes just based on the size of phase space.
Those two densities of states are both exponents of entropy. At the early
stage of Hawking radiation where we have a low-temperature black hole, the
rate of measurement can be minimal. In this period, Hawking radiation plays
a dominant role. whereas as the temperature gets higher and higher, it is
possible to have
(4.55)
k > eSBH .
Then the measurement process, which decreases the entropy of the black hole,
plays a significant role. The measurement of the soft hair does not mean the
possibility of Hawking radiation being reduced; the entropy of the radiation
still goes as Hawking’s calculation. That only means we can have a large
amount of “invisible” processes that may reduce the entropy of the black hole
by measuring the soft hair degrees of freedom.

4.4.3

Page curve

In this subsection, we draw the Page curve of black hole entropy by including
the physical effects of measurement of soft hair.
Hawking’s calculation of entanglement pair creations should not be changed
too much and go until the end of the evaporation. The new ingredient is the
measurement process.
The central insight we have from previous subsections is that the phase space
of this process increases with time. Without an expression for L at hand,
let us assume linear growth of soft hair phase space with time for simplicity
1
. Again for simplicity, let us assume the Hawking radiation is emitted at a
constant rate, and one infalling particle crossing the intermediate region does
not change the energy of the black hole but reduces the entropy of the black
hole by one unit. Now the measurement rate also has a linear growth in time.
The Page curve of linear-growth measurement phase space is illustrated in
figure 4.7. The red line is continuously growing with time because of Hawking
1
The explicit phase space always depends on the choice of ensemble. Nevertheless, we
can work out the time dependence of density of states by ignoring the time dependence
of L and only considering the temperature change because of Hawking radiation. Then
the density of state of soft hair is proportional to exp(T 2 (t)). If the Hawking radiation
dM/dt = −α/M 2 with constant α, the shape of measurement rate can be depicted in
figure 4.6, which means that the modification from the global effects is relatively low at
the beginning of the radiation, then becomes greatly enhanced at late times.
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w
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Figure 4.6: A sketch of the rate of measurement w under the assumption of
constant L during the evaporation.

radiation creating entanglement. The measurement of soft hair decreases the
entropy as shown in figure 4.5; that is the reason for discontinuity in the first
panel of figure 4.7. In the second panel of figure 4.7, we take smaller steps in
numerical approximation, which gives a more “smooth” curve.
One needs to be aware that those curves are not perfect because of the simplicity assumption we have taken, and if the time dependence of measurement
looks like the curve shown figure 4.6, the Page curve will look different. The
modification of Hawking’s result is relatively small at the early time, so the
curve more or less follows a straight line. At the late time, the entropy of the
black hole gains a more significant modification from this global measurement,
then the entropy quickly drops to zero. Then the curve is more or less the
Page curve one expected, and those curves are all consistent with the unitary
evolution of the black hole.
Note that our derivation of the Page curve has no contradiction with Hawking’s
calculation. All the red lines in figure 4.7 are precisely coming from Hawking’s
calculation. We are just saying that there are physical effects invisible to
Hawking and missed by Hawking’s calculation. By adding those global effects
back to the black hole, the entropy of the black hole can be extensively reduced,
thus there is no violation of unitarity during the evaporation. That means that,
to get a convincing Page curve, one might not need a full quantum theory of
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S

t

S

t

Figure 4.7: Page curve of black hole entropy with the effect of measurement
of soft hair being included. The phase space of soft hair is assumed to have a
linear growth with time. The first figure is a coarse-grained version, whereas
in the second figure the Page curve is “smoothed” by taking smaller steps in
time.
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gravity, but global effects are indeed needed. The right way to derive a Page
curve for radiation, in addition to just saying the whole system is pure, needs
further study.
The Page curve we have shown in the second panel of figure 4.7 looks like a
smooth curve, rather than the usually expected phase transition at Page time
tpage . Actually, this curve is not a smooth but a wavy curve, which means
that if one enlarges each point there is the same pattern as shown in figure
4.5. The wavy curve is because there are many phase transitions at each
measurement, as demonstrated in figure 4.5. It is worth mentioning that this
enormous amount of phase transitions is not strange, but getting more and
more popular recently because of the island prescription. It has believed that
in the calculation of the entropy of black hole or radiation using Euclidean
path integral, there are also a large number of other saddles between the fully
connected and disconnected geometries [190]. So there should not be only one
phase transition, but many relatively small phase transitions between different
saddles. Here we show the similar effects in our Page curve shown in figure
4.7.

4.5

Conclusion and Discussion

Following the same strategy as [175], we treated the Maxwell soft hair degrees
of freedom as a transition function that relates the Maxwell gauge fields in the
asymptotic region and the near-horizon region. We introduced U(1) gauge field
Aµ living in the near-horizon region and Āµ in the asymptotic flat region, which
are related by a gauge transformation Ā = A + dλ on the boundary between
those two regions. The transition function λ, i.e. would-be-gauge degrees of
freedom, is regarded as the Goldstone modes that characterise the Maxwell
soft hair. The Maxwell edge modes and soft hair are naturally connected.
The advantage of the U(1) gauge case is that an effective action description of
those soft hair degrees of freedom can be easily obtained. By separating the
bulk fluctuation modes that vanish on the boundary and boundary soft hair
modes that are on shell in bulk, we get the effective action for soft hair which
is just the one for massless scalar field
Z
√
1
S[λ] = −
d3 x −h ∂ a λ∂a λ .
(4.56)
2f (L) ∂M
Thus one can use the Euclidean path integral in terms of the effective action to
study the statistical properties of the Maxwell soft hair. The entropy gotten
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from the path integral is roughly Ssoft ∝ L2 /β 2 . The phase space of soft hair
increases as the temperature of the black hole becomes higher and higher.
There should be two basic processes on the black hole background: Hawking
radiation and measurement of soft hair. The measurement of soft hair can be
done by the infalling observer who measures the U(1) phase difference between
two sides. Those global effects are invisible to local observers. It was shown in
the paper by PV that the measurement implements a code subspace projection
that enables the reconstruction of interior operators. Fermi’s golden rule states
that, for two-level systems, the rate of changing energy level is proportional
to the density of states at each level. At a given energy, we can regard the
Hawking radiation and boundary-crossing process as two-level systems. The
competition of the size of phase spaces would finally give rise to the Page curve.
At the early stage, the Hawking radiation has a large phase space, and thus
they dominate. While at the late stage, the boundary-crossing measurement
becoming important and thus reduce the entropy of the black hole. One version
of the Page curve is shown in figure 4.7.
Our results suggest that soft hair as a global effect might play an essential role
in the unitary evolution of black hole and be powerful enough to give the Page
curve of black hole evolution. Is Hawking’s calculation of radiation valid until
the last breath of the black hole? The answer might be yes, and even so, there
is no contradiction with the Page curve.
Understanding the exact location of the boundary between the near-horizon
region and asymptotic region is essential in determining the phase space of soft
hair. The critical question for the brave infalling observer jumping into the
black hole is when will the phase difference between the asymptotic region and
the near-horizon region start to be felt. We tend to believe L is an infrared
cutoff at a large distance because of falloff analysis of asymptotic symmetry
[211]. One might argue why crossing a boundary at a large distance can do
anything to the black hole. This question might be answered by ER=EPR or
emphasising that those are global effects of the black hole.
All the arguments above are based on the assumption that measurement of
the soft hair enables the reconstruction of Hawking partners. Although we
have seen some evidences of such reconstruction [173, 175], there is no clear
argument about how the exchange between the code subspace and soft hair
subspace could happen. In other words, if the information of the Hawking
partner is stored in the soft hair degrees of freedom, which is invisible for local
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Hawking calculation, what is the physical process of information exchange
between Hawking radiation and soft hair? Does this happen when the partner
crosses the horizon or when the Hawking radiation crosses the boundary r =
L? Such questions are always the critical ingredients of understanding the
problem, which might be very hard to answer within the current framework.
It would be very interesting to understand the connection between the soft hair
story and island prescription. One clue of the relation is how to understand
the replica wormholes arising from Euclidean path integral derivation of island
rule [190, 196]. Should those replica wormholes be understood as some kind of
domain-wall-crossing process, it might be easier to build the connection. They
indeed share a lot of similarity in terms of phase space counting to decide
which process dominates, reconstruction of the interior partner of Hawking
radiation, and so on. Another interesting question to understand is that, if
the soft hair provides extra parameters labelling superselection sectors, does
swampland have something to say about those “soft symmetries”?
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5

Emergent Gravity

One of the reasons that make the black hole such a seductive object is its
thermodynamics. It is important to study the relationship between gravity,
thermodynamics and quantum information. It follows that the whole concept
of gravity might be not fundamental but emergent from thermodynamics or
quantum information. In this chapter, we are going to explore those ideas
further.
We clarify the problem in which occasions can gravitational force be regarded
as emergent from thermodynamics, by proposing an entropic mechanism that
can extract the entropic gradient existing in spacetime, due to the variation
of the Casini-Bekenstein bound in specific quasi-static processes with the heat
flux δQ into the whole casual wedge. We explicitly formulate the derivation of
inertial force as the emergent gravitational attraction from the entanglement
first law. The current entropic mechanism reproduces Newton’s second law
in Rindler space and the gravitational force (together with derivation of the
Einstein equation) beyond the near-horizon region, and can be adapted to
AdS/CFT and other generic situations.
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5.1

Introduction

Gravitational force is special, whose origin may be approached in a completely
different way from other kinds of fundamental forces which have been quantised and unified. Spacetime and gravity have been regarded as emergent phenomenon from microscopic degrees of freedom of quantum field theory (QFT),
an insight from the developments of string theory and loop quantum gravity,
the two potential candidates of quantum gravity. Question is aroused if the
gravitational attraction reflects a fundamental tendency of information or not.
From the AdS/CFT correspondence [240], early attempts [241–243] show entanglement builds spacetime geometry, in the sense that the connection and
continuity of spacetime geometry are closely related to the entanglement structure of QFT states. The idea of entanglement generating spacetime [243] then
leads to the conjectures of A = RB [244], and then ER=EPR [245]. They
were proposed to save the principle of equivalence against the firewall paradox
in AMPS [246] argued from the monogamy of entanglement. While a general
rule holds for any quantum system, the entanglement first law is then applied to gravity, and leads to breakthrough results, the derivation of Einstein’s
equation from AdS/CFT to linearised level [247, 248] as well as to non-linear
level [249], and Jacobson’s new derivation [250] of Einstein’s equation based
on maximal vacuum entanglement hypothesis. However, since those developments are based on vacuum entanglement, they are not equivalent to explain
the tendency of gravitational attraction. One should apply this entanglement
first law for perturbing excited states to reconsider old questions put up in
Verlinde’s emergent gravity theory.
One decade ago, Verlinde remarkably attached information meaning to gravitational attraction through the entropic force conjecture [251]. The basic idea
of Verlinde’s emergent gravity theory [251, 252] is that the gravitational force
is possibly an entropic force F = T ∇S that usually occurs in macroscopic systems such as colloid and polymer molecules, with the entropy gradient from a
variation of “holographic screen” generally existing in spacetime. In this way,
the theory attempts to explain the falling tendency of Newton’s apples as an
entropy-increasing tendency of the thermodynamic second law.
However, this theory requires either subtle improvement or modification because the existence of the entropic gradient remains unclarified. Furthermore,
we still do not know if such entropic mechanism exists since the possibility of dW = dE with no entropy varying dS = 0, such as the querying in
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[253]. Through calculating the back-reaction to the geometry, the conjecture
is tested only to hold in near-horizon regions in [254] for area variation of the
holographic screen providing too much entropy. So far, it could not explain
the gravitational attraction in generic situations, for the original holographic
screen approach fails to be generalised beyond the near-horizon region, and it
cannot be applied to the sun nor planets. How to interpret gravitational force
from an entropic mechanism remains a mystery.
The argument continued recently, after Susskind proposed a new alternative
description from complexity tendency, together with a query of the explanation
ability of the entropic mechanism for the oscillating movement in pure AdS.
Whether the gravitational force can be interpreted from an entropic mechanism
even becomes a question.
The resolution of the snags could be simple. To match the local gravitational
Mm
force Fµg = − 2 GN 2G
δµr derived for Schwazchild solution in general relativNM
r (1−

r

)

ity (GR) (see textbook [255, 256]), former research [257] happened to work out
in a simple single-mode thermal harmonic oscillator model. It suggests that
the entropic change is exactly the variation of Casini-Bekenstein bound [258].
That work was inspired by the observation that the process of a static observer
lifting/lowing a box through a long string in Bekenstein’s famous thought experiment for the generalised second law [259] is indeed a quasi-static process.
It is like the processes that a heat engine endures during the Carnot cycle, after
considering the thermalisation of the box by the local Hawking temperature.
Therefore this non-unitary process changes the entanglement entropy within
the casual wedge, then causes heat flow δQ = T δS into the exterior region of
the black hole, through external influence by the long string.
What makes a difference is to include the thermalisation by the local Hawking
temperature T = TH /V to replace the usual rule of the Unruh temperature in
entropic gravity theories to the box regarded as an excited state confined in the
subsystem. Since Hawking/Unruh effect happens to different static observers
related by the redshift factor V , the entropic gradient comes out along with the
temperature gradient when the string slowly moves the box. Then to calculate
inertial force, one should adopt the entanglement first law involving excited
states modular hamiltonian if we consider the entanglement entropy during
this process.
This chapter will illustrate this entropic mechanism and show that it can be
developed to explain gravitational attraction in generic situations.
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Main Results The primary problem to solve is to find what causes the
entropy variation; then, we may be able to calculate how much should such
variation be in general. More specifically, we should find which well-defined
entropy is necessary for the gravitational force and which thermodynamic process.
Based on the positivity of relative entropy, Casini proved a more concise version
of the Bekenstein bound [258] for any relativistic QFT
∆S ≤ ∆ hKi .

(5.1)

which is related to the modular Hamiltonian K and the entanglement entropy.
The proof is for the Rindler space of Minkowski spacetime but also applies to
eternal Schwarzschild black hole that has Hartle-Hawking states as its vacuum.
Our main derivation in this chapter is also on these two cases.
This entropy bound is indeed saturated generally in some occasions for infinitesimal perturbation of vacuum, as later tested in [260] the saturation of
the bound (5.1) to the first-order variation in the AdS/CFT framework. Also,
Dvali recently showed that the saturation of universal entropy bounds is also
related to the unitarity of scattering amplitudes [261].
In this chapter, under the semi-static process to extract gravitational force by
fixing local measurement of ∆ hHi → m for nearby static observers, we show
the saturation of the entropy bound
∆S =

∆ hHi
,
T

(5.2)

leads to an entropic gradient generally
∇µ S =

m
∇µ V ,
T0

(5.3)

where m is the mass of the test particle and V = eφ is the redshift factor with
respect to the general gravitational potential φ, while T standing alternatively
for the local measurement of the Unruh temperature or the Hawking temperature for static observers along with T = T0 for V = 1. It proves the necessity
of external force for an entropic mechanism.
The covariant version of the external force (necessary to balance the gravitational force) is emerged directly, from the entropic force formula
Fµ = T ∇µ S ,
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rather than the gravitational force as the inertial force in Verlinde’s original
theory.
While this entropic force formula is no longer a macroscopic effect after involving fine-grained entropy bound, it is just an approximation of a more general
modular Hamiltonian approach we develop. Indeed, the true derivation of the
inertial force as emergent gravity actually comes from utilising the entanglement first law to get a work term
dWg = −d hOi1 ,

(5.5)

where O = K1 − K0 is the difference between the modular Hamiltonian of excited states and vacuum states. Here, we further prove that when the bound
is saturated, the resulted inertial force does not dependent on the detail of O.
The variation of Casini-Bekenstein bound in such quasi-static processes will
naturally reproduce Newton’s second law in Rindler space and local gravitational force for Schwarzschild black hole.
After this, we reach the core topic, which is to find a holographic interpretation
for the gravitational attraction since the saturation of this bound is a condition
of holography. Noticing the connection between the saturation of the CasiniBekenstein bound and the first law of black hole thermodynamics, we interpret
the entropic gradient holographically as


δA(Σrs )
∇µ S = ∇µ
,
(5.6)
4GN
corresponding to the variation of horizon area δA(Σrs ) as extremal surface,
rather than the variation δA(Σr ) of the holographic screen at r, which would
otherwise provide too much holographic entropy. This holographic interpretation is covariant, and corresponds to the Bousso bound in [262, 263] (reviewed
in [264]).
Structure of the Content

The structure of the chapter is as follows.

In Section 5.2, we set our stage by reviewing Casini-Bekenstein bound for bipartite systems. Then we show how the entropic gradient raises and reproduces
results matching GR.
In Section 5.3, we further develop the techniques to derive inertial force utilising the entanglement first law, which is more rigorous and compare it with the
derivation from the entropic force formula. Then we introduce our new holographic interpretation for the entropy change to explain gravitational force,
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noticing the connection between the upper entropy bound and the first law of
black hole thermodynamics.
In section 5.4, we summarise the whole chapter and provide some further
discussions.

5.2

Entanglement and Thermodynamics

In this section, we set our stage on cases of bipartite systems, whose Hilbert
space admits a tensor factorization H = HA ⊗ HĀ . We consider relativistic
QFTs on a stationary geometry background with metric ds2 = gµν dxµ dxν . For
them, such a decomposition is not arbitrary, according to the Reeh-Schlieder
theorem. Then, we review the Casini-Bekenstein bound, a general result for
any relativistic QFT that respects such decomposition. The modification of
such bound requires changing the modular flow, which is supposed to be conserved during unitary transformation. We will show no change of local quantity ∆H is the specific condition that leads to an entropic gradient which can
reproduce Newton’s second law and gravitational force in GR, as in the two
cases we are familiar with the definition of this bound, Rindler space and static
black hole.

5.2.1

Casini-Bekenstein bound in global causal wedges

For any global state with density matrix ρ = |ΨihΨ| in a general quantum
system, the state confined in the subsystem A (whose complement is Ā) can
be described by the reduced density matrix ρA = TrĀ ρ. We can always write
the reduced density matrix as
ρA =

e−K
,
Tr e−K

(5.7)

because it is positive defined and hermitian. K is known as the modular
Hamiltonian [265] of ρA . The entanglement entropy is defined as the von
Neumann Entropy
S(ρA ) = − Tr ρA log ρA .

(5.8)

Let us consider the special cases in relativistic QFTs whose Hilbert space
N
can be decomposed as a tensor product H = HR HRc , associated to spatial
region R (which has an algebra A(R) of local operators) and its complementary
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set Rc lying on a Cauchy slice. By tracing over HRc , we get the reduced density
matrix
ρR = TrRc ρ

(5.9)

Generally, such tensor decomposition in relativistic QFTs is not possible if |Ψi
is cyclic and separating [266], according to the Reeh-Schlieder theorem. Special global causal wedges, such as the Rindler wedge in Minkowski spacetime,
are where the decomposition can take place. Therefore, we would rather set
the thermodynamics in a global causal wedge than forming a local entropic
mechanism by thermodynamics on the “local Rindler horizon” as in [267].
We denote the causal domain of R as D(R). While choosing another spatial
region V 0 which shared the same causal domain D(R0 ) = D(R), the entanglement entropy stay the same
S(ρR0 ) = S(ρR )

(5.10)

and it does not change under unitary transformations U
ρR 0 = U † ρR U ,

(5.11)

Also, during time evolution, the unitary transformation does not change the
entanglement entropy inside the causal domain.
Take the half-space R = {t = 0, x ≥ 0} in Minkowski spacetime for example
first, its causal domain is the Rindler space, called the right Rindler wedge.
According to [268], the Minkowski vacuum state confined in the right Rindler
wedge is a Gibbs state
ρ0R =

e−H/T
,
Z

(5.12)

and the modular Hamiltonian of the vacuum state is the boost generator K =
Hη
a conserved modular flow. We can
TU , which is a local operator and generates
R
see this from the conserved charge Σ Tµν χµ dΣν associated with the Killing
vector χµ ; thus the expectation value of modular Hamiltonian generates the
conserved flow from the local operator
Z
H=
Tµν χµ dΣν .
(5.13)
Σ

We use the expectation value
hHiρR = Tr ρR H
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to replace the role of energy, for the state labeled by its density matrix ρR .
Since χµ is dependent on the trajectory labeled by ξ = const, this expectation
value are also related by redshift factor V to different observers.
Generally, the vacuum fluctuation causes UV-divergence in S(ρ0R ). Energy
and entropy subtracting the vacuum fluctuation defined in [269, 270] are
∆ hHi = Tr ρ1R H − Tr ρ0R H ,

(5.15)

∆S = S(ρ1R ) − S(ρ0R ) .

(5.16)

and

Now, let us review Casini’s proof. The relative entropy is defined as
S(ρ|σ) = Tr ρ log ρ − Tr ρ log σ .

(5.17)

and from the positivity of the relative entropy
S(ρ1R |ρ0R ) = ∆ hKi − ∆S ≥ 0 .

(5.18)

∆S ≤ ∆ hKi ,

(5.19)

∆S ≤ ∆ hHi /T .

(5.20)

Casini simply proved

which is

when including thermalisation.
In the whole context, we always take the saturation of the entropy bound
∆S = ∆ hKi ,

(5.21)

∆S = ∆ hHi /T .

(5.22)

or

Now we have set up the stage and the definition of quantities.
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5.2.2

Where does the entropic gradient come from?

This question directly links to the interesting query how one can realise gravitational force as a thermodynamic force.
Between two static observers with different trajectories label by λ0 and λ, the
local measurement of the conserved quantity ∆ hHi and temperature T , both
depend on the redshift factor accordingly
H 0 /H = T 0 /T = V (λ)/V (λ0 ) ,

(5.23)

where the second equality is for the Tolman relation [271], while it is K = H/T
that stays the same.
But do remember the entanglement entropy is always the one in this Cauchy
slice, so we write
∆S 0 = ∆S ,

(5.24)

even if the entropy bound is not saturated.
Let us define
δ∆ hHi = ∆ hH 0 i − ∆ hHi

(5.25)

and
δ∆S =

∆ hH 0 i ∆ hHi
−
T0
T

(5.26)

for infinitesimal variation.
The thermodynamics comes when one tries to extract gravity, in processes
under a special condition
δ∆ hHi = 0 ,

(5.27)

which will cause the entropy bound change
δ∆S = δ

∆ hHi
∆ hHi
=
δV .
T
T0

(5.28)

This condition reveals the origin where the entropic gradient comes into the
story.
Or we could consider what happens in the view of the same observer with H.
Then, the temperature is fixed T 0 = T but after the influence, the condition
0
(5.27) is equivalent to ∆ hHi = ∆ hHi V , so we will still get (5.28).
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The expectation value of H is the integration
Z
hHiρR =
hTµν iρR χµ dΣν

(5.29)

Σ

of the expectation value of local operator Tµν . Thus, one test particle (we call
it box) as excited state localised at the position of one local observer can be
made by centralising/massing hTµν iρR into a small region.
The external influence to overcome the redshift effect brings in thermodynamics to form an entropic mechanism for gravity. The external influence then
causes the heat flow δQ = T δ∆S into the causal wedge. It is easy to ignore
that this process is not unitary if the progress changes the fine-grained entropy
in the whole casual wedge.

5.2.3

Emergence of Newton’s second law in Rindler space

In the coordinate {η, ξ}, the metric of Rindler space is
ds2 = e2aξ (−dη 2 + dξ 2 ) ,

(5.30)

for the right Rindler wedge of the Minkowski spacetime.
Every orbit ξ ≡ const corresponds to one of the different accelerating observers
following a boost killing vector δη . Those accelerating orbits share the same
Rindler horizon H ± as well as the same causal development, which is the right
Rindler wedge.
The redshift factor is
V (ξ) =

−χµ χµ = eaξ

p

(5.31)

where χµ is the killing vector.
The surface gravity of the Killing horizon of the wedge is just κ = a, so the
Unruh temperature [272] is
T = TU =

a
,
2π

(5.32)

where the parameter a is also the acceleration of the observer following the
orbit ξ ≡ 0.
From the proposed entropic gradient expression (5.3), we will get
∇µ S =

m ξ
δ δξ V (ξ) = δµξ 2πmeaξ ,
TU µ
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and the entropic force formula (5.4) produces
Fµ = TU ∇µ S = δµξ maeaξ ,

(5.34)

where the covariant δµξ shows the force is in the direction to switch the orbit
p
towards the one with higher acceleration. So the external force F = Fµ F µ
is
F = ma ,

(5.35)

which exactly agrees with Newton’s second Law.

5.2.4

Emergence of gravitational force

We set a stationary background of an asymptotic flat Schwarzschild black hole
with the metric
2GN M 2
2GN M −1 2
ds2 = −(1 −
)dt + (1 −
) dr + r2 dΩ2 ,
(5.36)
r
r
in the global coordinate. We ignore the back-reaction from our test particle
to the geometry.
The redshift factor is
V (r) =

p

−χµ χµ =

√

r

−g00 =

1−

2GN M
,
r

(5.37)

the entropic gradient is
∇µ S

=

1
GN M
q
δr ,
TH r2 1 − 2GN M µ
r

(5.38)

and the local measure the Hawking temperature for the static observer with
r ≡ const is
TH
T =
.
(5.39)
V (r)
So the entropic force formula reproduces
GN M m
δµr .
(5.40)
Fµ = T ∇µ S = 2
M
r (1 − 2GN
)
r
p
m
For the observer at infinity, the force amounts F = V (r) Fµ F µ = GNrM
.
2
Notice that it is directly covariant results calculated in GR; see textbooks
[255, 256]. These results agree with the local external force
Fex = maµ
µ

ν

µ

(5.41)
µ

with a = U ∇ν U , for the static observer whose four-velocity U is proportional to the time-translation Killing vector δt .
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Near-Horizon limit is not generalisable We note that, to form a general
H
entropic mechanism, the local Hawking temperature T (r) = VT(r)
plays the
ordinary role of the Unruh temperature TU in entropic gravity theories. And
our results are directly consistent with the gravitational force, not just in the
near-horizon region.
In the near-horizon limit, the black hole geometry approximates the Rindler
space while the local Hawking temperature approximates the Unruh Temperature; that is why an entropic mechanism works directly in generic situations
can be applied to the near-horizon region, not the other way around.

5.3

The Emergence of Inertial Force

This section develops the entropic mechanism in detail to derive the inertial
force from the entanglement first law. It is a specific technique to extract gravitational attraction through thermodynamics. Then we give a holographic
interpretation after confirming that the saturation of the Casini-Bekenstein
bound is closely related to the first law of black hole thermodynamics, providing the exact amount of entanglement entropy necessary for generic situations.
In Newton’s mechanics, to maintain any object of mass m relatively static
to the accelerating/inertial frame with acceleration a, we need to add on one
external force
F = ma ,

(5.42)

which is a reframed statement of Newton’s second law. While, from the point
of view of one accelerating observer, the balance condition
Fi + F = 0

(5.43)

should be satisfied for one effective force, Fi , which is the inertial force.
However, in GR, the free-falling trajectory is indeed geodesic with no acceleration. We choose the accelerating frame to be static, with the velocity U µ
proportional to the timelike Killing vector χµ . The acceleration aµ = U ν ∇ν U µ
is for the static observer following a timelike killing vector, and then gravitational attraction becomes the inertial force
Fg = mg µ

(5.44)

where g µ = −aµ is the gravitational acceleration for the geodesic relative to
that static observer.
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To calculate the inertial force from thermodynamics, let us form a quasi-static
process to move the object a little bit to the nearby trajectory, with the existence of external force satisfying the balance condition Fex + Fg = 0. Noted
that this process will not change the momentum
dp
= 0,
dλ

(5.45)

which is the major divergence from Susskind’s situation for complexity tendency.
Modular Hamiltonian We use the expectation value of the modular Hamiltonian as “energy” in the spacetime thermodynamics. We already know the
Killing vector χµ is associated with a conserved charge
Z
ET =
Tµν χµ dΣν ,
(5.46)
Σ

In Rindler space, this leads to the boost generator
Z
Hη = a
dd−1 x x T00 ,

(5.47)

x>0

for the Killing vector
δη = a(xδt + tδx ) ,

(5.48)

to the observer of acceleration a. And K = Hη /TU is the modular Hamiltonian
of the vacuum state ρ0R . For example, the vacuum state for eternal black hole
without radiation is Hartle-Hawking state [273]
ρHH ∼ e−H/TH

(5.49)

where H is the time-translation symmetry operator for the static geometry as
(5.13) associated with the Killing vector δt for the observer at infinity.
Now we would also clarify that thermodynamics for spacetime is always associated with the quantum expectation value hHi along with the temperature TH ,
neither classical Komar mass nor ADM mass. Macroscopic thermal temperature is probably irrelevant here. However, the conserved quantum quantity
∆ hHi will promisingly approximate to Komar mass or ADM mass in the classical limit.
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5.3.1

External work term from the entanglement first
law

Previous work [257] derived certain thermodynamic equations to calculate the
inertial force, noticing the difference between the thermodynamics first law
and entanglement first law. Let us illustrate it in this subsection and then
further develop it in the next subsection.
In the last section, we have set our stage on the causal wedge D(R) associated
with a special separation of Hilbert space H = HR ⊗ HRc . The spatial region
R can be the half-plane x > 0 in Minkowski spacetime or the exterior region
r > rs of the two-sided Schwarzschild black hole. This stage allows us to form
certain equations for thermodynamic quantities using the entanglement first
law in the whole wedge.
The entanglement first law states that if ρR (λ) of a state in the subsystem
varying with one parameter λ, to the first order perturbation dλ at λ = λ0 ,
we always have the following equation


dρR
dS(ρR )
= Tr
KR
(5.50)
dλ
dλ
or we can rewrite it as
dS = d hKR i

(5.51)

where KR = − log ρR (λ = λ0 ) is the modular Hamiltonian of the initial state.
A detailed proof can be find in [252]. As a consequence of (5.50), we could
take the parameters such as temperature T in K = H/T out of the derivative
T dS = d hHi .

(5.52)

We note here that there were some relevant papers about the first-law-like relation for entanglement entropy. In [274], the entanglement temperature was
defined, and the generalized entanglement first law relation in Gauss-Bonet
gravity and Love-Lock gravity was studied. And in [275, 276], entanglement
entropy and a first-law-like relation was introduced to explain gravitational
force from information erasing. While the modular Hamiltonian was not involved in those papers.
The work term Now we write the entanglement first law for the vacuum
state ρ0R = e−H/T / Tr e−H/T as
T dS0 = d hHi0 ,
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and for the excited state ρ1R = e−K1 / Tr e−K1 as
T dS1 = d hHi1 + T d hOi1 ,

(5.54)

where we take the modular Hamiltonian K1 of the following form
K1 = H/T + O ,

(5.55)

O = K1 − K0

(5.56)

where the operator

is the difference between the modular Hamiltonians of ρ1R and ρ0R .
Subtract (5.53) from (5.54), we get
T d∆S = d∆ hHi + T d hOi1

(5.57)

Compare with the thermodynamic first law dW + dQ = dE, one can easily
make the hypothesis that the work term is related to
dWg = −T d hOi1 .

(5.58)

By considering the variation of the state in the existence of the external influence, we can extract the work term dWg accounts for the external work.
We noted that the detailed form of modular Hamiltonian for excited states
are given in [277]. It supports our hypothesis of K1 = K0 + O, and O only
involves local operators in the visible causal wedge. In another work, the
modular Hamiltonian for holographic excited states is also discussed in [278].
yet. We will
While so far, we haven’t apply the condition (5.2) ∆S = ∆hHi
T
prove that the external work will not depend on the detailed form of O after
applying this condition.
As a good example, paper [257] provided a simple scalar model with a singlefrequency mode to explicitly show what each term involved in is and how they
vary during the process. Accidentally, after applying the entropy bound’s saturation, during the quasi-static thermodynamic process below, the dW term
turns into the correct expression for the inertial force as gravitational attraction successfully.
Local isoenergic process vs global isothermal process Let us now
explain the thermodynamic progress first proposed in [257] in detail. We will
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see it is either an isoenergic process or an isothermal process in the eyes of
different observers.
In the Bekenstein thought experiment (see a review such as [264]), Bekenstein
considered a quasi-static progress to classical level (historically it was called
Geroch progress), to lower a box towards the black hole with a long string very
slowly till Planck-scale-near the horizon and finally to drop it into the black
hole.
While, beyond this near-horizon region, it could be still a thermodynamic process. Semi-classically, we consider the Hawking/Unruh effect that thermalises
the “box” (we take as an excited particle state). Once the gravitational force is
balanced by the external force, to form a thermodynamic process that changes
the states, Alice varies the static trajectory X(λ0 ) a little bit to the nearby
trajectory X(λ). So the infinitesimal variation dλ of the states is to the temperature
d
dT
=
δT .
dλ
dλ

(5.59)

In this quasi-static process, it is the external force that maintains the local
measurement of frequency ω of the box not varying
ω = ωA

(5.60)

to the local observer (let us call her the proper observer Alice) moving along
with the box, so the local measurement of the energy E = 2πω also stays the
same.
The proper observer Alice who follows the box, will endure a temperature field
with the parameter λ
TA
ωA

T (λ0 )
T0
V (λ0 ) =
V (λ)
V (λ)
≡ ω
=

(5.61)
(5.62)

where T0 = T (λ0 )V (λ0 ) is the reference temperature to V (λ) = 1.
Or the process is equivalent to the fixed observer Bob, who will see the temperature fixed, but frequency changed when Alice moving with the box
TB
ωB

≡ T (λ0 )
ωA
=
V (λ)
V (λ0 )
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The derivation is with respect to the frequency ω
d
dω
=
δω
(5.65)
dλ
dλ
For Alice and Bob, the distribution varies in the same way during the process,
since the distribution factor varies as
e−

ωN
T

→ e−

ω0 N V (λ)
T0

(5.66)

for both observers, where N is the particle number of this frequency mode.
This agrees with the statement that any time slice in the same Cauchy slice is
the same.
However, Alice forgets to include the redshift factor to measure global energy.
If she insists on using the local Hamiltonian to measure energy
HA = H|λ=λA

(5.67)

as if Alice think she is in flat spacetime (to use her measurement of frequency
for energy E = ω). In Alice’s eyes, objects following geodesic will get gravitational redshift, while the frequency of the box keeps the same.
However, the expectation value for the fixed frequency has changed since the
temperature increases for Alice. Thus, the energy changes with the temperature of the state
d hHA i
dT
dT
=
Tr (HA δT ρR ) =
δT (Tr HA ρR )
(5.68)
dλ
dλ
dλ
since the frequency in the distribution and Hamiltonian operator is fixed.
Emergence of the inertial force In this part, we will combine the saturation condition (5.2) during the temperature-changing process, to see if the
inertial force emerges the same as the entropic force formula as we used the
entropic gradient. The derivation is independent of the detailed form of ρ1R .
Let us rewrite the entanglement first law of the vacuum state (labeled by 0)
and the excited state (labeled by 1) as
T dS0 = d hHA i0 ,

(5.69)

dWg + T dS1 = d hHA i1 .

(5.70)

Subtracting the vacuum fluctuation will simply lead to
dWg

= −T d∆S + d∆ hHA i
∆(Tr HA ρR )
= −T d
+ d∆ hHA i ,
T
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where we apply the saturation of the bound (5.2) for the second equality
−T d∆S = −T d

∆(Tr HA ρR )
.
T

(5.72)

We should be cautious that
d∆(Tr HA ρR ) = ∆ Tr{(dHA )ρR } + ∆ Tr{HA dρR } ,
d∆ hHA i = ∆ Tr{HA dρR } ,

(5.73)
(5.74)

where dHA = 0 vanishes since the frequency does not change during the process. An example for this is in the single-mode scalar model in [257], where
we have
HA
O = K1 − K

= ωN

(5.75)

= log N

(5.76)

where the number operator N counting the particle number of the single frequency ω mode, so we would say dHA = 0 during this frequency-fixed process.
We end up with the work term simplified to
dWg = −T × ∆ hHA id

1
,
T

(5.77)

which does not depend on the detailed form of the operator O. Then local
temperature field T = TV0 for the temperature-changing process leads to the
inertial force
Fg = −T ×

∆ hHA i
∇µ V .
T0

(5.78)

This formula is exactly opposite to the external force formula (5.4) with the
entropic gradient (5.3). Moreover, for Bob at a fixed position with fixed temperature, the result will be the same, but ∇µ V comes from Tr dHρR , since
the isoenergy process for Alice is a isothermal process with frequency varying
according to (5.64) for Bob.
Noticing the minus sigh in (5.77) and (5.78), the approach using the entanglement first law will reproduce the inertial force, while the entropic force
formula together with the entropic gradient will reproduce the external force,
as we expect.
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Compare with the entropic force formula When TA is very low such
that the distribution factor e−ω/TA  1, ∆ hHA i stays almost the same
0

∆ hHA i ≈ ∆ hHA i

(5.79)

during the frequency-fixed process. And the entropy bound varies almost the
same way as (5.28) in the fixed-energy process
d∆S ≈

∆ hHi
dV
T0

(5.80)

Thus this process approximates to the energy-fixed process in Section 5.2.2 in
low-temperature limit. So we will still get
dWg ≈ −T d∆S

(5.81)

which is in the opposite direction to the change of the entropy bound ∆S.

5.3.2

Connection to the first law of black hole thermodynamics

The saturation of Casini-Bekenstein bound is the maximal entanglement entropy in the causal domain associated with the definite amount of energy
within. Here we show it is closely related to the first law of black hole thermodynamics: the upper bound for a box outside of a black hole is also the
increase of the holographic entropy when the box is merging into the black
hole.
For a static observer at r, the modular Hamiltonian H associated with the
Killing vector δt at r and local measurement of the Hawking temperature
comes from the Tolman relation
TH
.
(5.82)
T =
V (r)
If we introduce the following replacement to the entropy bound (5.2)
TH
V (r)
∆ hHi → m
T

→

κ
where TH = 2π
is the Hawking temperature with the surface gravity κ =
for the Schwarzschild black hole, the entropy bound (5.2) becomes

∆S =

∆ hHi
mV (r)
→
,
T
TH
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where we can import the detailed form of TH to get
mV (r)
4 × 2π(2GN M )(2GN mV (r))
= 2π × 4GN M mV (r) =
TH
4GN

(5.86)

Since we know the Schwarzschild radius is rs = 2GN M , we can write
mV (r)
8πrs (2GN mV (r))
=
.
TH
4GN

(5.87)

This result by introducing the TH reminds us to compare with the 1st law of
black hole thermodynamic.
We can also rewrite the bound in a first-law-like form
TH ∆S = mV (r) ,

(5.88)

while the first law of black hole thermodynamics [279] states
TH δSBH = δM

(5.89)

if the change of black hole mass δM relates to the change of BekensteinHawking entropy
SBH =

A
,
4GN

(5.90)

where the area of event horizon is A = 4πrs2 , with the Schwarzschild radius
rs = 2GN M . Thus we know δrs = 2GN δM and
δSBH =

δA
8πrs δrs
=
.
4GN
4GN

(5.91)

By comparing (5.87) and (5.91), we can relate the change of the BekensteinHawking entropy and change of black hole mass as follows
δSBH
δM

= ∆S

(5.92)

= mV (r)

(5.93)

to the entropy bound in the causal domain and local measurement of mass by
red-shifting to infinity.
At the same time, we know the perturbation of the conserved energy in asymptotic flat Schwarzschild spacetime is equal to the amount of local measurement of mass m by red-shifting to infinity: δM = mV (r). Geometrically, the
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Schwarzschild radius will increase by δrs = 2GmV (r), when the black hole absorbs the box completely with the local mass m measured by a static observer
at r.
In summary, the introduction of the local Hawking temperature made the
entropy bound in the casual wedge equal to the change of the BekensteinHawking entropy when black hole mass increases by mV (r). The connection
∆S =

δA(rs )
4GN

(5.94)

and
∆ hHi = m

(5.95)

is the foundation to build the new holographic interpretation for our entropic
mechanism.
In [254], the entropic force formula and the entropic gradient that originates
from the variation of the horizon area are tested by calculating the backreaction to the geometry. They confirm the entropic force proposal works in
the near-horizon region for a large Schwarzschild black hole, a large electrically
charged black hole and a slowly rotating Kerr black hole. However, they
find that the original holographic screen proposal does not work in generic
situations.
Next, we show our discovery of (5.94) here is the key to a new holographic
interpretation beyond the near-horizon region.

5.3.3

Holographic interpretation

We have found that the upper bound of entropy to the mass m of the box in a
black hole background is equal to the variation of the new black hole if merged
with the mass m. Moreover, it corresponds to the radius variation of the
event horizon by δrs = 2GM mV (r). The saturation of the Casini-Bekenstein
bound along with the vanishing relative entropy is equivalent to a more general
condition of holography for the exterior matter of the black hole horizon.
We can rewrite the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy
SBH =

A(Σhor )
4GN

(5.96)

and the event horizon can be regarded as the minimal surface Σhor for twosided AdS black holes.
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Quasi-Static to covariant Once we withdraw external influence by setting
Fex = 0, the heat flow stops: δQ = T δS = 0. If the quasi-static process stops
at r and the mass m starting to free-fall towards the black hole, the entropy
change of the new black hole will depend on the final position r
0
d(Sbh
− Sbh ) = d

m
T (r)

(5.97)

The external force measured at infinity in GR exactly matches with the expression
0
− Sbh )
Fex = TH ∇µ (Sbh

(5.98)

From (5.94), we can write local inertial force in a holographic expression
Fg ≈ −

δA(Σrs )
TH
∇µ (
).
V (r)
4GN

(5.99)

We point out that, covariantly this interpretation corresponds to the variation
of Bousso bound [262, 263], since this is the same situation to collapse matters
to form a new black hole.
The new thing here is that this shows any attempting generalisation will fail,
if using the area change δA of the holographic screen at r. Otherwise, the
original holographic interpretation from
δS =

δA(Σr )
4GN

(5.100)

gives too much entropy that the region interior of the holographic screen is
already full of a black hole [254]. Our interpretation is the right answer to
generic situations. It simply explains why the original holographic screen approach only works in the near-horizon limit and cannot be generalised directly.

5.3.4

A glimpse to emergent gravity in AdS

Before further developing our theory in the AdS/CFT framework in detail,
which remains a future work beyond this thesis, here we can still make prophecies about good properties that our entropic mechanism will have when adapted
into this framework, benefiting from its well-established holography.
The major difference from asymptotic flat spacetime comes from that AdS/CFT
would provide homologous CFT on the boundary dual to the quantum gravity
in the bulk. Thus with the proper decomposition of the entire Hilbert space
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of CFT into H = HB ⊗ HB̄ , the entanglement entropy corresponds to a good
geometric object in the bulk, knowing as the extremal surface.
Besides, the vanishing of relative entropy was tested in [260] to the first-order
perturbation; we would expect the entanglement entropy is a function of the
modular flow (energy) from the saturation of entropy bound.
Therefore, we would expect a better description for our new holographic interpretation, corresponding to the variation of the extremal surface during the
process to change the energy in AdS.
Extramal Surfaces When there is matter carrying entropy Sout outside of
a black hole, the generalized entropy
Sgen = Sbh + Sout

(5.101)

follows the generalised second law (GSL) [259].
In AdS/CFT, it is the geometric subject called extremal surface γB that corresponds to the Sgen
Sgen =

A(γB )
+ Sbulk (γB )
4GN

(5.102)

for decomposition of boundary into subsystem B and its complement B̄. The
classical extremal surface for static geometry is the Ryu-Takayanagi surface
[96] which minimise the bulk area γB , and the bulk contribution can be omitted
since it is sub-leading. The HRT formula [95] was proposed as a covariant
version at the classical level. While the quantum version was proposed by
Faulkner-Lewkowycz-Maldacena (FLM) in [182] and then generalised to the
Quantum Extremal Surface (QES) [184] with an extra maximin procedure.
For a two-sided AdS black hole, the horizon can be regarded as the extremal
surface for the entanglement entropy between two copies of CFT.
During the evaporation of AdS black holes, covariant versions of extremal
surfaces do not vary, neither in a classical nor quantum level. This is equivalent
to that the entropy bound stays the same in the covariant situation when test
particles freely fall toward the black hole as a unitary process.
However, when extracting gravitational force in the bulk, we would expect that
the generalised entropy changes, as well as the extremal surface associated with
it. So we may again use the entanglement entropy for the decomposition H =
HB ⊗HB̄ of the boundary CFTs, to interpret inertial force thermodynamically.
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Besides, our entropic mechanism may also work to explain the gravitational
force in pure AdS, using ∆ hKB i for the Casini-Bekenstein bound, since there
is no temperature.
In all, in the AdS/CFT framework, the role of surface Σrs should be taken
by the extremal surface, and a similar entropic gradient will reflect on the
variation of the extremal surface.

5.4

Summary and Discussion

We build a more concrete entropic mechanism of the emergent gravity theory
to explain the gravitational attraction. It somehow differs from the original
entropic force conjecture.
The entropic mechanism works under two major conditions:
• This entropic mechanism appears under certain progress. It requires external influence that causes the heat flow δQ = T δ∆S into the causal
domain, thus varying the entropy bound. Under specific thermodynamics processes, gravity can be extracted, and an entropic gradient occurs.
• The saturation of the entropy bound turns the result matching with that
of GR. Fine-grained entropy is thus introduced to explain gravitational
attraction. Moreover, this condition leads to implications of spacetime
information.
The first condition is consistent with the spirit of the equivalence principle.
Only when we are trying to detect gravity through interfering can we feel
the existence of gravitational force. Now, it requires information change after
considering the thermalisation of the Hawking temperature. Otherwise, we
admit that there will be no δQ in unitary processes such as free-falling.
Figuring out the problem when will thermodynamic process arise allows us to
distinguish the different occasions between emergent gravity and Susskind’s
complexity tendency: the latter does not vary the entanglement entropy in
the whole causal wedge. So they can co-exist with each other, and we may
find a way to connect the entropic gradient we calculated to operator growth
through transforming.
For the second condition, the replacement of thermal entropy distinguishes
emergent gravity from macroscopic thermal mechanics. This setup allows us
to move the stage to quantum systems and utilise the entanglement first law
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to form precise thermodynamic equations viewed by local static observers.
The Casini-Bekenstein bound supplies one simple relation between upper entropy bound and energy. After we point out it corresponds to the area variation of the horizon as the extremal surface, it leads to a simple holographic
interpretation of the entropic gradient to explain the gravitational attraction.
Extremal Surface The saturation of the bound along with the vanishing
relative entropy corresponds to the variation of minimal surface. To covariant
meaning, it is the Bousso bound. During dynamic processes, such as the black
hole evaporation and matters free-fall towards the black hole, the covariant
Bousso bound associated with the extremal surfaces stays the same. In a
holographic theory with the AdS/CFT correspondence [240, 280], it is the
Ryu-Takayanaki surface (and covariant HRT surface) as well as its quantum
versions that correspond to the generalised entropy. We point out that the new
holographic interpretation of the entropic gradients will reflect the variation
of extremal surfaces in this framework.
Complexity Tendency Recently, Susskind argued that gravitational attraction comes from the complexity tendency [281] by proposing size-momentum
duality [282], and claimed it is not compatible with an entropic mechanism that
may be not able to explain the oscillation of free particles in pure AdS [283].
Again, salvation is natural after our theory: these two kinds of theories are in
two considerations of processes, and indeed they can co-exist after distinguishing situation difference. We show that a properly adapted emergent gravity
theory to AdS may help understand the gravitational attraction in pure AdS.
Moreover, the possibility is to build a connection to transform between the
entropic gradient and the operator growth once we know the generic entropic
gradient in spacetime and turn it into momentum-change through virtual processes involving intermediate states.
These setups modify the way we think about emergent gravity theories to explain the gravitational force. Afterwards, this could be a rigorous formulation
adapted to generic situations. To approve the mechanism in detail, we would
expect it also works in AdS/CFT and can be verified in this better holographic
frame.
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6

Summary and Outlook

If a man keeps cherishing his old knowledge, so as continually to be acquiring
new, he can be a master of others.
– Confucius, The Analects (551-479 BC)

This thesis have discussed some topics related to black hole thermodynamics,
the black hole information paradox, infrared structure, and emergent gravity.
We would like to conclude the whole thesis with a summary of the main results
of the thesis and discuss some further research directions in the last chapter.
Firstly, we have reviewed some basic concepts and ideas related to black hole
thermodynamics, micro-states, and the black hole information paradox in
chapter 2. The black hole is a thermal system with Hawking temperature,
whose thermodynamic temperature and entropy can be regarded as our ignorance of the region behind the horizon. The black hole thermodynamics can
be derived by looking at the classical saddle in the Euclidean path integral.
We have also discussed different approaches in understanding the microscopic
degrees of freedom of the black hole, especially hidden conformal symmetry.
The black hole thermodynamics naturally lead to the black hole information
paradox, which is sharpened by the AMPS firewall argument. We have provided the recent development related to the island prescription. The Page
curve of radiation can be obtained by utilising the island rule. The island
rule brings us many new ideas about replica wormholes, doubly holography,
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thermo-mixed double state, ensemble average, and so on, which have also been
introduced in this chapter.
Then, we have turned to understand the physics related to boundary effects of
gravitational system, by putting a black hole into a box and looking at gauge
theory living on this background. We used Euclidean path integral to calculate the entropy of the system. Firstly, to get an impression of the physics, we
have U(1) gauge theory living between two flat parallel plates. There are four
different contributions in the path integral because of the boundary condition
we are interested in: bulk fluctuation modes Âµ , zero modes along radius direction φ, Wilson lines W , and other modes. At high temperature, we have the
standard blackbody radiation result mainly coming from the Bulk fluctuation
modes Âµ . As the temperature becomes lower and lower, i.e., two plates move
closer and closer, we start to see the zero modes φ and boundary stretched
Wilson lines W starts to dominant, which give out area multiplied by temperature squared contribution. All the fluctuation modes are not important at
every low temperature, and the constant modes and topological modes give
out the logarithm of temperature and coupling constant contributions. The
black hole system also has two boundaries: stretched horizon and the boundary of the box. The physics are more or less the same as the flat case at high
temperature. The bulk fluctuation modes contains a Bekenstein-Hawking-like
entropy similar to the brick wall model, along with the standard blackbody
contribution. What’s more, we have found localisation of zero-energy modes
of the above fields φ and W in the path integral at very low temperature. The
corresponding entropy is proportional to the horizon area in unit of the Planck
area. This phenomenon persists in the (near)-extremal black hole case. Thus,
we can infer that there are two different Bekenstein-Hawking-like entropies,
and the finite-temperature black hole entropy and the (near)-extremal black
hole entropy may come from different places. The part contained in the bulk
fluctuation modes can be understood as the degrees of freedom living near to
the horizon and was used to explain the entropy of finite temperature black
hole in the brick wall model. The entropy of the (near)-extremal black hole
might come from a different place as the finite temperature case and can be
explained from a spontaneous symmetry breaking point of view.
Soft hair was used to resolve the firewall and played an important role in
Yoshida’s decoupling theorem and reconstruct the black hole interior. Firstly,
we have reviewed the relevant ideas and adopted the idea of treating the soft
hair as a transition function between the near-horizon region and infinity in
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chapter 4. The above treatment enables us to derive an effective action for
those soft modes and evaluate the size of phase space of the soft hair. The
Hawking radiation increases the entropies of black hole and radiation by creating new entanglement pairs; however, the soft hair measurement decreases
the entropies of black hole and radiation by reconstructing the interior of the
black hole. The competition between the rate of those two processes gives out
a Page curve consistent with the unitary evolution of the black hole system.
Then we have moved to discuss some topics related to emergent gravity in
chapter 5, where we were trying to derive the inertial force utilising the entanglement first law. The variation of Casini-Bekenstein bound naturally reproduces Newton’s second law in Rindler space and local gravitational force
for Schwarzschild black hole, as shown in the main context of the chapter.
Then we derived the inertial force from the entanglement first law and discussed a new holographic interpretation for the entropy change to explain the
gravitational force.
To conclude, this thesis has tried to cover the topics related to the black hole
phase transitions, soft hair of black hole system and its role in solving black
hole information paradox, and gravity from entanglement first law. However,
there are still many relevant concepts and ideas that the author misses, and
we hope to further understand more in the future.
Outlook
Now, we briefly discuss some related topics that are interesting to study further
in the future. Most of the topics have been mentioned in the main context, so
the current section should be regarded as a brief summary of those points.
Alopecia paradox
As discussed in section 3.5, the alopecia paradox is an important problem in
the decoupling theorem, which is always ignored by most of the discussion
that trying to avoid firewall by decoupling the late time radiation and early
radiation. If one can not avoid the firewall at the end of the evaporation, the
firewall is always there and can not be wiped away. Properly describe the
paradox and find a proper way to explain the paradox still need more works.
Replica wormholes
As discussed in chapter 2.3, the replica wormholes can be regarded as infrared
vacua degeneracy. Properly understand the relation between infrared structure
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and replica wormholes is an interesting topic. Also, as discussed by Herman
Verlinde in recent papers [210, 284], thermo-mixed double state and wormholes
play important roles both in the spectral form factor and the calculation of
Renyi entropy. Further understanding the relation of wormholes in those two
cases and their relations, i.e., checking the replica Ansatz, is an important
aspect.
Swampland program and ensemble average
The concepts of ensemble average in holography, vacuum degeneracy, and baby
universe are all assuming there are extra parameters in the gravity theory related to global symmetry. However those parameters are forbidden by the
swampland program in d > 3 dimensions [203]. The question is how to understand those new concepts without any conflict with swampland [233, 285].
Entropy of the extremal black hole
As mentioned in chapter 3, there is a phase transition at the low temperature
of the black hole system, and the entropy of the extremal black hole comes with
a phase transition. Understanding the difference between finite temperature
and (near)-extremal black hole entropy, and explaining the entropy for the
(near)-extremal case from some symmetry breaking point of view are topics
to explore.
Soft hair and related topics
Also, there are still much more to be understood in terms of soft BHIP. It
would be interesting to generalise the U(1) soft hair to non-abelian gauge
theories and gravity theory. There are a large number of phase transitions on
the Page curve shown in chapter 4; what is the exact relation between those
phase transitions and the transitions between different saddles for n-th Renyi
entropy is interesting to understand. What is more, soft hair, edge modes, and
non-proper gauge degrees of freedom are the concepts related to the would-begauge degrees of freedom; however, the relation and subtle difference between
those concepts need to be clarified.
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A
A.1

Appendices

Different Temperature Limits

In this appendix, we will evaluate and compare the partition functions of fields
Âµ , φ, W and other modes in different temperature limits. We will be working
on the flat background in this appendix. The conclusions are summarised in
the main context of section 3.2.3. Here we would like to provide more details
about the calculation. The partition functions we intend to evaluate are the
bulk fluctuation modes
X X


(A.1)
ln ZÂ = −
ln β 2 (ω 2 + p2r + p22 + p23 ) ,
ω pr ,p2 ,p3

and the contribution from fields φ and W
X
1
Area
ln Z = −
ln[β 2 (ω 2 + p22 + p23 )] + ln[
] − ln e + ln Zw ,
2
βL
ω,p2 ,p3

(A.2)

with
(

ln Zw =

A.1.1

0 ;
1
Area
− 2 ln[ βL ] + ln e .

Area
2e2 Lβ
Area
2e2 Lβ

1
1

(A.3)

High temperature limit

√
Firstly, let us take the high temperature limit β  L  Area. The first task
is to evaluate the partition function ZÂ for the bulk fluctuation modes. In this
temperature limit, we have
V
L · Area
=
 1,
3
β
β3
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(A.4)
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which means that we can write
ω = ωm =
XXX
pr

p2

=

p3

One can further write (A.1) as
Z
ln ZÂ = −2V

V
(2π)3

2πm
β
Z
dpr dp2 dp3 .



d3 p 1
−βω
βω
+
ln(1
−
e
)
,
(2π)3 2

(A.5)
(A.6)

(A.7)

p
|p2r + p22 + p23 |. This is the result for two copies of
where we have ω =
bosonic fields. The first part in ln ZÂ is ultraviolet (UV) divergent and can
be evaluated in the presence of a regulator Λ. The integrand of the second
part is exponentially small as p goes up; thus, the integral is convergent. After
introducing UV cutoff Λ, we have

ln ZÂ = −

1
π2 V
4
βV
×
Λ
+
.
8π 2
45 β 3

(A.8)

Note that the first part involving UV cutoff Λ is a constant in the free energy
because the logarithm of the partition function is linear in β. Therefore, the
entropy of those modes can be written as
SÂ = (1 − β∂β ) ln ZÂ =

4π 2 V
.
45 β 3

(A.9)

For a similar reason, one can show that the partition function for φ(xa ) and
W can be written as
ln Z

= −

1 2π 2 Area ζ(3) Area
1
βArea × Λ3 + ln 2
+
+ ln Zw .
6π
2
e βL
π β2
(A.10)

The winding modes Zw shown above depends on the value of coupling constant
e2 . When
1 Area
 1,
(A.11)
e2 βL
we have
X − Area (2πn)2
− Area (2πn)2
≈ e 2e2 βL
= 1,
(A.12)
Zw =
e 2e2 βL
n=0
n

thus ln Zw = 0. However, when e2 is big enough to make
1 Area
 1,
e2 βL
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(A.13)

A.1. Different Temperature Limits
the coefficient inside of the exponential function is very small, and we can
change the sum into an integral. Thus we have


Z
2
Area
2πArea −1/2
− 2e
2 βL (2πn)
=
Zw ≈ dn e
,
(A.14)
e2 βL
the logarithm of which can be written as
1 2πArea
.
ln Zw = − ln 2
2
e βL

(A.15)

So when e2 is large enough, the constant modes contribution ln Z0 can be
cancelled. Nevertheless, this does not matter because, in this temperature
limit, the constant modes contribution of φ is always much much smaller than
the fluctuation modes contributions. The statistical entropy of the fluctuation
modes of φ and W can be computed as
S

= (1 − β∂β ) ln Z =

3ζ(3) Area
.
π
β2

(A.16)

Comparing with the volume contribution, all the area and logarithm contributions are not going to be important. As shown in equation (3.76), the most
important contribution always comes from the bulk fluctuation modes Âµ ,
which scales as the volume times the temperature cubed.

A.1.2

Low temperature limit

High temperature is boring because we can only see the bulk fluctuation √
modes.
As the temperature goes lower and lower, when we have L  β  Area,
interesting phenomena start to show up.
Firstly, let us look at the bulk fluctuation modes ln ZÂ . In this limit, the
distance between the two plates is very small compared to the inverse temperature β. Assuming finite temperature, we have ωm = 2πm/β. small L
implies the high-frequency modes along the r direction are gapped, and we
would only see zero modes along the r direction. Âµ vanish on the boundary, so the zero modes of Âµ along the r direction is killed by the boundary
conditions. The only survived zero modes are the zero modes of Ar namely
φ, which will be discussed separately. In low temperature limit and also in
the super-low temperature limit, we will never see any contribution from bulk
fluctuation modes anymore. So we can conclude that the entropy from the
bulk fluctuation modes is
SÂ = 0 .
(A.17)
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However, the zero modes φ are survived and the partition functions for φ and
W are not changed. We still have
ln Z

=

1 2π 2 Area
1
ζ(3) Area
ln 2
−
βArea · Λ3 +
+ ln Zw . (A.18)
2
e βL
6π
π β2

For the case e12 Area
βL  1 , we have ln Zw = 0, and the overall partition function
can be written as
ln Z

=

1 2π 2 Area
1
ζ(3) Area
ln 2
−
βArea · Λ3 +
.
2
e βL
6π
π β2

(A.19)

The corresponding entropy can be calculated as
S = (1 − β∂β ) ln Z ≈

3ζ(3) Area 1 2π 2 Area 1
+ ln 2
+ .
π
β2
2
e βL
2

(A.20)

For the case where e2 is very large e12 Area
βL  1, the constant modes contribution ln Z0 is cancelled by the winding modes contribution, we only left with
fluctuation modes contribution. The overall entropy is
S = (1 − β∂β ) ln Z =

3ζ(3) Area
.
π
β2

(A.21)

The entropy of the system now scales the area times the temperature squared.

A.1.3

Super-low temperature limit

√
As the temperature becomes lower and lower, we have L  Area  β,
which is the low temperature limit. In this temperature limit, not only the
contribution from Âµ can be ignored, the fluctuation modes of φ and W are
not important at all. As for the constant modes and winding modes, we have
ln Z =
And in the limit
written as

1 Area
e2 βL

1 2π 2 Area
ln 2
+ ln Zw .
2
e βL

 1, we have ln Zw = 0. The overall entropy can be
S=

Whereas in the limit

(A.22)

1 Area
e2 βL

1 2π 2 Area 1
ln 2
+ .
2
e βL
2

(A.23)

 1, we have

1 2πArea
ln Zw = − ln 2
2
e βL

(A.24)

which cancels the constant modes contribution and the overall entropy tends
to a small constant.
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A.2

The Solution of Bµ on Euclidean Schwarzschild
Background

The main task in this appendix is straightforward, we need to find a solution of
the bulk equation of motion in Euclidean Schwarzschild background. To avoid
to complicate the story, we will solve the problem using the original metric
(3.84)
ρ + rs 2
ρ
dτ 2 +
dρ + (ρ + rs )2 dΩ2 .
(A.25)
ds2 =
ρ + rs
ρ
Then we can perform a coordinate transformation from xµ = (τ, ρ, θ, ϕ) to
0
xµ = (τ, y, θ, ϕ) to obtain the solutions on the infalling coordinate system
Aµ0 =

∂xµ
Aµ
∂xµ0

(A.26)

The problem reads as
µν
∇µ F(B)

Ba

ρ=ε

= 0

= fa(l) (xa )

Ba

ρ=L

= fa(r) (xa ) .

(A.27)

The bulk equation of motion can be further written as
µν
∇µ F(B)

µν
µλ
µν
λν
λν
= ∂µ F(B)
+ Γµµλ F(B)
+ Γνµλ F(B)
= ∂µ F(B)
+ Γµµλ F(B)

=

1
√ µν
√ ∂µ ( gF(B) ) = 0
g

(A.28)

We may find a solution that satisfies the following equations separately
1
√ ρν
√ ∂ρ ( gF(B) ) = 0 ,
g
1
√ aν
) = 0,
√ ∂a ( gF(B)
g

(A.29)
(A.30)

First of all, let’s look at the ν = 2 component of (A.29)
1
√ ρ2
√ ∂ρ ( gF(B) ) = 0
g

(A.31)

which is satisfied if
(B)

Fρ2 = ∂ρ B2 − ∂2 Bρ =
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D1 (xa )
.
(ρ + rs )2

(A.32)
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Supposing B2 takes the form
B2 = −

D1 (xa )
+ D2 (xa ) ,
ρ + rs

(A.33)

the boundary condition fix the coefficients D1 and D2
B2

ρ=ε

B2

ρ=L

D1
(l)
+ D2 = f2 (xa )
rs + ε
D1
(r)
+ D2 = f2 (xa ) .
=−
rs + L

=−

(A.34)

We can get that

(rs + ε)(rs + L)  (r)
(l)
,
f2 − f2
L−ε
rs + L (r) rs + ε (l)
D2 =
f −
f .
L−ε 2
L−ε 2

D1 =

(A.35)

ε is much smaller than rs and L, so we can write rs ≈ rs + ε and L ≈ L − ε.
Thus the solution for B2 can be written as
B2 = −

rs (rs + L) (r)
rs + L (r) rs (l)
(l)
(f − f2 ) +
f2 − f2 .
(ρ + rs )L 2
L
L

(A.36)

For the similar reason, we can get the solution for other components of Ba .
And the solution of Ba can be written as
Ba = −

rs + L (r) rs (l)
rs (rs + L) (r)
(fa − fa(l) ) +
fa − fa .
(ρ + rs )L
L
L

(A.37)

With the solution Ba , one can then further fix Bρ such that the field strength
satisfies the bulk equation of motion. we have
1
rs (rs + L) (r)
(fa − fa(l) )
(ρ + rs )2
L
1
rs (rs + L) (r)
∂a B ρ =
(fa − fa(l) ) .
2
(ρ + rs )
L

∂ρ B a =

Note that the field strength are set to be zero here. Assuming flat boundary
configurations
fa(r) = Ca(r) − ∂a λ(r) ,

fa(l) = Ca(l) − ∂a λ(l) .

(A.38)

We can get the solution for Bρ by integrating ∂a Bρ over xa
Bρ =

rs (rs + L)
1
× [xa · (Ca(r) − Ca(l) ) + (λ(r) − λ(l) )] ,
2
(ρ + rs )
L
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(A.39)

A.3. Effective Action for Fields φ and W
As a double check, one can put the solutions (A.36), (A.39), and (A.37) into
equation (A.27) to check if it is satisfied or not.
Now we can perform the coordinate transformation shown in equation (A.26).
we have
r
dρ
ρ
,
(A.40)
=
dx
ρ + rs
thus By can be written as
√
ρ
rs (rs + L)
By =
× [xa · (Ca(r) − Ca(l) ) + (λ(r) − λ(l) )] . (A.41)
L
(ρ + rs )5/2
So, the solutions can be summarised as
rs (rs + L) (r)
[C − Ca(l) + ∂a (λ(r) − λ(l) )]
(ρ + rs )L a
rs
rs + L (r)
+
(A.42)
(Ca + ∂a λ(r) ) − (Ca(l) + ∂a λ(l) ) ,
L
L
√
ρ
rs (rs + L)
By =
× [xa · (Ca(r) − Ca(l) ) + (λ(r) − λ(l) )]
L
(ρ + rs )5/2
(A.43)

Ba = −

as shown in the main context (3.93) and (3.94).

A.3

Effective Action for Fields φ and W

In this appendix, we derive the effective action (3.97) from the original action
of the U(1) gauge theory. The Euclidean action for Maxwell theory on a curved
background can be written as
Z
1
√
SE = 2
dτ d3 x g F µν Fµν
(A.44)
4e M
Now we are going to work out the above Euclidean action in terms of fields
Âµ , φ and W . Working on the Euclidean Schwarzschild black hole background
(3.84), the action can be separated into two parts with regards to (3+y) decomposition as
Z
Z
1
1
√
3 √
ab
SE =
dτ d x g F Fab + 2
dτ d3 x g F ya Fya . (A.45)
2
4e M
2e M
Repeating the same calculation as the flat case, we have
Z
Z
1
1
√
3 √
ab
SE =
dτ d x g F̂ F̂ab + 2
dτ d3 x g F̂ ya F̂ya
2
4e M
2e M


Z
1
1
2 ya
√
3
a
+ 2
dτ d x g ×
∂ φ∂a φ −
F̂ ∂a φ , (A.46)
2e M
|y|2
|y|
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which can be further simplified as

SE

=

Z
i
1
√
√ h
dτ d3 x g F̂ µν F̂µν + 2 2
dτ d3 x g g ab ∂a φ∂b φ
2e |y| M
M
Z
h
i
1
√
− 2
dτ d3 x g g ab (∂y Âa − ∂a Ây )∂b φ .
e |y| M
(A.47)

1
4e2

Z

Let us denote the first part in the above action as Ŝ0 , the above effective action
can be further written as
SE

=

=

=

=

Z
i
1
√ h
dτ d3 x g g ab ∂a φ∂b φ
Ŝ0 + 2 2
2e |y| M
Z
i
1
√ h
− 2
dτ d2 xdr g g ab (∂y Âa − ∂a Ây )∂b φ ,
e |y| M
Z
i
1
√ h
dτ d3 x g g ab ∂a φ∂b φ
Ŝ0 + 2 2
2e |y| M
Z
Z y2
1
√
+ 2
dτ d2 x ∂b φ(xa ) · (
dy gg ab ∂a Ây )
e |y| M
y1
Z
h
i
1
3 √
ab
− 2
dτ d x g g ∂y Âa ∂b φ
e |y| M
Z
i
1
√ h
Ŝ0 + 2 2
dτ d3 x g g ab ∂a φ∂b φ
2e |y| M
Z
Z y2
h√
iy=y2
1
dτ d2 x
g g ab
∂b φ · ∂a (
dy Ây )
+ 2
y=y1
e |y|
y1
Z
Z
1
√
− 2
dτ d3 x ∂y ( gg ab ) · ∂a ( dy Ây )∂b φ
e |y| M
Z
1
√
+ 2
dτ d3 x ∂y ( gg ab )Âa ∂b φ
e |y| M
Z
i
1
√ h
Ŝ0 + 2 2
dτ d3 x g g ab ∂a φ∂b φ
2e |y| M
Z
h√
iy=y2
i
− 2
dτ d2 x g g ab
∂ a W ∂b φ
y=y1
e |y|


Z
Z
1
√ ab
3
+ 2
dτ d x ∂y ( gg ) Âa − ∂a ( dy Ây ) ∂b φ . (A.48)
e |y| M

Note that the last term in the above expression can be set to zero by some
proper gauge choice. So we are going to ignore the last term and only focus
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on the following Euclidean action as shown in equation (3.97)
Z
Z
h
i
1
1
3 √
3 √
µν
ab
dτ
d
x
dτ
d
x
SE =
g
F̂
F̂
+
g
g
∂
φ∂
φ
µν
a
b
4e2 M
2e2 |y|2 M
Z
h
i
y=y2
i
√
dτ d2 x g g ab
− 2
∂a W ∂b φ .
(A.49)
y=y1
e |y|

A.4

Dimensional Reduction

This appendix provides more details about the dimensional reduction shown
in section 3.3.1. The exercise is very straightforward, which is to reduce the
higher dimensional action (A.50) to 3-dimensional action (A.51) shown below.
We have
Z
h
i
1
3 √
ab
dτ
d
x
g
g
∂
φ∂
φ
S[φ, W ] =
a
b
2e2 |y|2 M
Z
h√
iy=y2
i
∂a W ∂b φ ,
(A.50)
− 2
dτ d2 x g g ab
y=y1
e |y|
and
Z
i
√ h
1
Sφ,W = 02 dτ d2 x h hab ∂a φ∂b φ
2e
Z
i
√ h
i
− 02 dτ d2 x h γ1 hτ τ ∂τ W ∂τ φ + γ2 hθθ ∂θ W ∂θ φ + γ3 hϕϕ ∂ϕ W ∂ϕ φ .
2e
(A.51)

We are going to divide the problem into two steps. The first is to solve the low
dimensional metric hab and coupling constant e0 . Then we are able to solve
γ1 , γ2 , and γ3 with the results from the first step.

A.4.1

Metric and coupling constant e0

As discussed in the main context, we assume the 3-dimensional metric takes
the following form
hab = diag(hτ τ , R2 , R2 sin2 θ) ,
(A.52)
with topology S 1 × S 2 . The radius of S 1 is β and radius of S 2 is R. We just
need to solve the following equations
Z
Z y2
Z
i
√ h ab
1
1
√ ab
2
2
dτ
d
x
(
dy
gg
)
∂
φ∂
φ
=
dτ
d
x
h
h
∂
φ∂
φ
.
a
b
a
b
2e2 |y|2
2e02
y1
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The above equations can be simplified as
1
2
2e |y|2

L

Z

dρ
ε

1 √
∂y √ ab
gg = 02 hhab .
∂ρ
2e

(A.53)

We are left with two independent components
1
3
L
L3
1 √ ττ 2
2
2
3
L
+
ln
(3r
r
L
+
+
r
)
=
h R ,
s
s
s
e2 |y|2
2
3
ε
e02
L
1 p
=
hτ τ .
e2 |y|2
e02

(A.54)
(A.55)

There are three unknown variables and only two independent equations. So
we are going to write hτ τ and coupling constant e02 as a function of radius R.
The solution can be written as
hτ τ
1
e02

=

3rs2 L +

L √ ττ
h
e2 |y|2

=

LR2
,
3
+ L3 + rs3 ln L/ε
q
√
3rs2 L + 32 rs L2 +
L
= 2 2
e |y|
R

(A.56)

3
2
2 rs L

L3
3

+ rs3 ln L/ε

.
(A.57)

A.4.2

γ couplings

The next step is to calculate γ1 , γ2 , and γ3 . To do that we just need to match
the rest part of the actions (A.50) and (A.51), which is read as
√
y=y2
dτ d2 x g g ab y=y1 ∂a W ∂b φ =
√ 

R
dτ d2 x h γ1 hτ τ ∂τ W ∂τ φ + γ2 hθθ ∂θ W ∂θ φ + γ3 hϕϕ ∂ϕ W ∂ϕ φ .
1
e2 |y|

1
2e02

R

(A.58)
The useful information from the above equation is
1 √ τ τ y=y2
[ g g ]y=y1
e2 |y|
1 h√ θθ iy=y2
gg
2
y=y1
e |y|
γ2
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γ1 √ τ τ
hh ,
2e02
γ2 √ θθ
=
hh ,
2e02
= γ3 .
=

(A.59)
(A.60)
(A.61)

A.5. Bulk Partition Function on Schwarzschild Background
Writing everything explicitly, we have
"s
#y=y2
1
ρ(y) + rs
2
(ρ(y) + rs )
e2 |y|
ρ
y=y1
"s
#y=y2
1
ρ(y)
e2 |y|
ρ(y) + rs

= γ1

= γ2

y=y1

L
2e2 |y|2

hτ τ R2 ,

L
,
2e2 |y|2

γ2 = γ3 .
The above equations can be solved as
r
rs
rs2
γ1 = −2|y|
ε 3rs2 L + 32 rs L2 + L33 + rs3 ln L/ε
s
2|y|
L
γ2 = γ3 =
.
L
L + rs

A.5

(A.62)

(A.63)
(A.64)

(A.65)

Bulk Partition Function on Schwarzschild
Background

In this appendix, we give a detailed analysis of the partition function of the
bulk fluctuation modes. The gauge fixing condition can be imposed by inserting identity (3.62) in the path integral. From the flat blackbody radiation
calculation shown in section 3.2.2, we already know that after gauge fixing,
there are only two polarisation degrees of freedom for Maxwell theory in the
bulk, which can be simulated by two massless scalar fields. One can largely
mimic the calculation in equation (3.63) by using the standard Faddeev-Popov
method. Here we just assume that on black hole background, the gauge fields
Aµ also left with two massless bosonic components after gauge fixing.
The metric of Schwarzschild is shown in (3.82). For one free massless particle
living on the this background, the motion for geodesics can be expressed as
gµν

dxµ dxν
= 0,
dλ dλ

(A.66)

with λ the parameter along the trajectory. For a Schwarzschild black hole
(section 5.4 in [286] for more details), the Killing vector associated with energy
can be written as
K µ = (∂τ )µ = (1, 0, 0, 0)

(or Kµ = (1 −
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2GN M
, 0, 0, 0)) .
r

(A.67)
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And the Killing vector associated with angular momentum is
Rµ = (∂ϕ )µ = (0, 0, 0, 1)

(or Rµ = (0, 0, 0, r2 sin2 θ)) .

(A.68)

There are two conserved charges energy and angular momentum on the equatorial plane because of the Killing vectors. The conserved quantities can be
expressed as


dxµ
2GN M dτ
E = −Kµ
=− 1−
dλ
r
dλ
µ
dx
dϕ
L = Rµ
= r2
.
(A.69)
dλ
dλ
On the other hand, we have
pµ = gµν

dxν
.
dλ

(A.70)

Then expression (A.66) can be expressed by the conserved energy and angular
momentum as




2GN M −1 2
2GN M
L2
− 1−
(A.71)
E + 1−
p2r + 2 = 0 ,
r
r
r
which can be rewritten as
#

 "

2GN M −1
2GN M −1 2 L2
2
1−
E + 2 .
pr = 1 −
r
r
r
For a massless scalar field with mode expansion
XX
Ā(τ, r, θ, ϕ) =
e−iωτ Ylm (θ, φ)Ã(ω, l, m, r) ,
ω

(A.72)

(A.73)

l,m

with
∂r Ã = ipr Ã ,

(A.74)

the above expression (A.72) can be written as the dispersion relation for A
#

 "

2GN M −1
2GN M −1 2 l(l + 1)
2
ω +
.
(A.75)
pr = 1 −
1−
r
r
r2
This expression can also be gotten from different methods, for example from
the equation of motion of massless field on curved space time [2].
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A.5. Bulk Partition Function on Schwarzschild Background
Let us study the statistical properties of those bulk fluctuation modes. Because
of the boundary conditions on r = rs + ε and r = rs + L, we have a standingwave condition along the radius direction, which can be written as
rs +L

Z

nπ =

pr (r, ω, l) dr ,

(A.76)

rs +ε

with n ∈ Zn . The partition function of bulk fluctuation modes can always be
written as
X
ln ZĀ = −2
ln(1 − e−βω ) ,
(A.77)
ω

where the factor 2 means we have two polarisations, and we ignored the zero
point energy in the above expression. Now we can change the summation
of ω into integration by introducing density of state g(ω) and regarding the
spectrum to be continuous. We obtain
Z ∞
ln ZF = −2
g(ω) ln(1 − e−βω )dω
Z0∞
= −2
ln(1 − e−βω )dΓ(ω)
0
Z ∞
Γ(ω)e−βω
∞
−βω
βdω , (A.78)
= −2 ln(1 − e
)Γ(ω) 0 + 2
1 − e−βω
0
where Γ(ω) defined by dΓ = g(ω)dω is the number of state not exceeding ω.
The first part is zero when ω → 0 and ω → ∞, so the final result for our
partition function can be written as
Z ∞
Γ(ω)
ln ZF = 2β
dω .
(A.79)
βω
e −1
0
Γ(ω) is the number of states that have energy lower that ω, we have
Γ(ω) =

1
π

P

l,m

=

1
π

P

≈

1
π

R

l (2l

n(ω, l, m)

+ 1)

R rs +L

l (2l + 1)dl

rs +ε

dr

R rs +L

s


1−

dr

rs +ε 1− 2GN M
r

2GN M
r

h

−1 


ω2 + 1 −

1−

2GN M
r

2GN M
r



−1

l(l+1)
r2

ω2

i1/2

+

l(l+1)
r2



.
(A.80)

Note that we have changed the summation of l into integral assuming the area
of the boundary is big enough. The summation or integration is from l = 0
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to the state with energy ω. Now we can put (A.80) into equation (A.79), and
the logarithm of the partition function can be written as
h


i1/2
R ∞ dω R
R
M l(l+1)
dr
ln ZF = 2β
ω 2 + 1 − 2GN
d[l(l + 1)]
2
2GN M
π 0 eβω −1
r
r
1− r
h


i1/2
R
R
R
∞ dω
2GN M l(l+1)
dr
2
d[l(l
+
1)]
ω
+
1
−
.
= 2β
2
2G
M
βω
N
π 0 e −1
r
r
1−



Now, let us redefine x = 1 −

2GN M
r



d[l(l + 1)] =

r

l(l+1)
r2 .

We obtain

r2
1−

2GN M
r

dx ,

(A.81)

thus we can rewrite the integral as
Z ω2
Z
Z

1/2
r2 dr
2β ∞ dω
dx ω 2 + x
ln ZF =
2G
M
βω
N
2
π 0 e −1
(1 − r ) 0
Z ∞
Z
2β
2
dω
r2 dr
=
× (− ω 3 )
2GN M 2
π 0 eβω − 1
3
(1 − r )
Z ∞
Z
ω 3 dω
r4 dr
4β
.
(A.82)
= −
βω
3π 0 e − 1
(r − 2GN M )2
Those integrals are straightforward to work out, we have
Z ∞
ω 3 dω
π4 1
=
eβω − 1
15 β 4
0
and
Z

rs +l

rs +ε

r4 dr
(r − 2GN M )2

Z

=
ε

L

(A.83)

(ρ + rs )4
dρ
ρ2

L
rs4
ρ3
2
2
3
− + 6 rs ρ + 2 rs ρ +
+ 4 rs ln ρ
ρ
3
ε
4
rs4
L
L3
r
+ 4 rs3 ln − s + 6 rs2 L + 2 rs L2 +
.
ε
ε
L
3
(A.84)



=
≈

All in all, the logarithm of partition function can be written as


4π 3 1 rs4
L rs4
L3
3
2
2
ln ZF = −
+
4
r
ln
−
+
6
r
L
+
2
r
L
+
s
s
s
45 β 3 ε
ε
L
3
3
4
3 3
4π 1 rs
16π rs
L
= −
−
ln
45 β 3 ε
45 β 3
ε
 4

3
4π 1
rs
L3
2
2
−
− + 6 rs L + 2 rs L +
.
(A.85)
45 β 3
L
3
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A.6. Temperature of Near-Extremal Black Holes
The corresponding entropy can be calculated as
SF

= (1 − β∂β ) ln ZF
=

A.6

4
16π 1 rs
45 β 3 ε
3

+

(A.86)

3
64π rs
45 β 3
3

ln Lε +

3

16π 1
45 β 3



r4
− Ls

+ 6 rs2 L + 2 rs L2 +

3

L
3



.

Temperature of Near-Extremal Black Holes

Let us calculate the temperature of the near-extremal black hole in this appendix. The near extremal metric is
ds2 = f (ρ)dτ 2 + f (ρ)−1 dρ2 + (rH + ρ)2 dΩ22 ,
with
f (ρ) =

ρ2 − ε2
2 + ρ2
rH

(A.87)

(A.88)

Let’s mainly focus on the outer horizon ρ = ρ+ . The temperature of the
geometry can be obtained by looking into the near horizon region. In the near
horizon region, where ρ − ρ+ is very small, we can expand f (ρ) as
f (ρ) = f (ρ+ ) + f 0 (ρ+ )(ρ − ρ+ ) + O(ρ − ρ+ )2
' f 0 (ρ+ )(ρ − ρ+ ) .

(A.89)

' denotes ‘equal’ in near horizon region. The proper distance along radius
direction is
dρ
dρ
dz = p
'p 0
.
(A.90)
f (ρ)
f (ρ+ )(ρ − ρ+ )
Integrating out ρ, one can easily get
z=p

√

1
f 0 (ρ

+)

ρ − ρ+ ,

(A.91)

and thus f (ρ) can be expressed in terms of z as
1
f (ρ) ' f 0 (ρ+ )(ρ − ρ+ ) = [ f 0 (ρ+ )]2 z 2 ≡ κ2 z 2 .
2

(A.92)

The Euclidean metric can be written as
ds2

2
' κz 2 dτ 2 + dz 2 + rH
dΩ22
2
= z 2 dη 2 + dz 2 + rH
dΩ22 ,
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where we defined η ≡ κτ . In order to avoid conical singularity, we are forced
to set η to be periodic η ∼ η + 2π. This means that τ also is periodic with
periodicity β
2π
τ ∼τ +β =τ +
.
(A.94)
κ
The temperature of the spacetime is then
T =

κ
f 0 (ρ+ )
ε
=
=
2 .
2π
4π
2πrH
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Samenvatting

Zwarte gaten zijn fascinerende objecten in het heelal. Het begrijpen van
de fysica van zwarte gaten is altijd een belangrijk onderwerp voor kwantumzwaartekracht, astrofysica, kosmologie en onze nieuwsgierigheid. Dit proefschrift bespreekt enkele onderwerpen die verband houden met de thermodynamica van zwarte gaten, de informatieparadox, infraroodstructuur en opkomende zwaartekracht.
Allereerst geven we in hoofdstuk 2 een inleiding op enkele basisconcepten
en achtergrondmateriaal die relevant zijn voor dit proefschrift. We proberen
vooral een algemeen overzicht te geven van de fysica van zwarte gaten, puzzels
en spannende ontwikkelingen. We besteden vooral ook wat tijd aan de recente
ontwikkelingen met betrekking tot de informatieparadox van zwarte gaten en
nieuwe inzichten in holografische dualiteit. Meer specifiek bekijken we de thermodynamica van het zwarte gat en de relevante ideeën met betrekking tot
het holografische principe en bieden we verschillende benaderingen om de microtoestand van het zwarte gat te begrijpen. Daarna bespraken we hoe we
het verborgen conforme systeem in het zwarte gatsysteem kunnen zoeken, en
hoe de conforme veldentheoriemethode de universaliteit van de BekensteinHawking-entropie verklaart. Ten slotte bespreken we de basisconcepten van
de informatieparadox van het zwarte gat en het eilandrecept.
In hoofdstuk 3 evalueren we de partitiefunctie van de U(1) ijktheorie in drie
verschillende achtergronden: vlak geval, eindige temperatuur zwart gat en
extreem zwart gat, met behulp van Euclidische padintegraal. Verschillende
gedragingen in verschillende temperatuurgrenzen worden in detail bestudeerd.
We krijgen de standaard blackbody-stralingsresultaten voor de platte behuizing bij hoge temperatuur. Wat het geval van een zwart gat betreft, is er een
extra bijdrage die evenredig is met het horizongebied. De nulmodi langs de
straalrichting en de Wilson-lijnen die tussen verschillende grenzen zijn uitgerekt, spelen de dominante rol voor lagere temperaturen. In deze temper-
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atuurlimiet begint de entropie van het systeem zich te gedragen als het gebied
van de grenzen vermenigvuldigd met temperatuur in het kwadraat. Alle fluctuatiemodi worden verondersteld uit te sterven bij zeer lage temperaturen, en
we blijven alleen achter met constante modi en topologische modi in het platte
geval. Bij zeer lage temperatuur krijgen we echter nog steeds een BekensteinHawking-achtige entropiebijdrage op de achtergrond van het zwarte gat, die
ook aanhoudt in het geval van een extreem zwart gat. Er zijn twee faseovergangen en bieden een manier om de Bekenstein-Hawking-achtige entropie bij lage
temperatuur te begrijpen vanuit een symmetrie-doorbrekend gezichtspunt.
Vervolgens bespreken we in hoofdstuk 4 hoe het zachte haar van een zwart
gat kan helpen om de informatieparadox van het zwarte gat te begrijpen.
Door Maxwell zacht haar te behandelen als een overgangsfunctie die U(1)meetvelden in het asymptotische gebied en het nabij-horizongebied met elkaar
in verband brengt, wordt de U(1)-meetparameter λ(xa ) natuurlijk een goed label van die vrijheidsgraden van Maxwell zacht haar. Deze interpretatie bouwt
ook de verbinding op tussen Maxwell zacht haar en U(1) edge-modi die in het
tussenliggende gebied leven, wat een goed gedefinieerde effectieve actiebeschrijving toelaat. We bestuderen de statistische eigenschappen aan de hand van
Euclidische padintegraal, die concludeert dat de dichtheid van zacht haar toeneemt met de temperatuur van het zwarte gat. Hawking-straling verhoogt de
entropie van zwart gat door verstrengeling te creëren, terwijl de meting van
de zachte modus het zwarte gat op een lagere entropietoestand projecteert.
De concurrentie tussen faseruimten van Hawking-straling en zacht haarmetingen geeft aanleiding tot één versie van de Page-curve die consistent is met de
unitaire evolutie van het zwarte gat.
In hoofdstuk 5 verduidelijken we het probleem waarbij zwaartekracht kan
worden beschouwd als voortkomend uit de thermodynamica, door een entropisch mechanisme voor te stellen dat de entropische gradiënt kan extraheren die in de ruimtetijd bestaat, als gevolg van de variatie van de CasiniBekenstein-binding in specifieke quasi- statische processen met de warmtestroom in de hele losse wig. We formuleren expliciet de afleiding van traagheidskracht als de opkomende zwaartekracht uit de eerste wet van verstrengeling.
Het huidige entropische mechanisme reproduceert de tweede wet van Newton in de Rindler-ruimte en de zwaartekracht (samen met de afleiding van de
Einstein-vergelijking) buiten het bijna-horizongebied en kan worden aangepast
in AdS/CFT en andere algemene situaties.
Hoofdstuk 6 geeft een samenvatting van de belangrijkste onderwerpen en re-
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sultaten die in dit proefschrift zijn besproken en biedt enige vooruitzichten.
Die hoofdstukken worden gevolgd door een bibliografie, de Nederlandse versie
van de samenvatting en dankwoord.
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